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Provisional Findings
1.

The reference

1.1

On 27 June 2019, the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) in exercise of
its duty under s33(1) of the Enterprise Act 2002 (the Act), referred the
anticipated acquisition by Illumina, Inc. (Illumina) of Pacific Biosciences of
California, Inc. (PacBio) (the Proposed Merger) for further investigation and
report by a group of CMA panel members on the following questions in
accordance with section 36(1) of the Act:
(a) whether arrangements are in progress or contemplation which, if
carried into effect, will result in the creation of a relevant merger
situation; and
(b) if so, whether the creation of that situation may be expected to
result in a substantial lessening of competition (SLC) within any
market or markets in the UK for goods or services.

1.2

Throughout this document, Illumina and PacBio are referred to collectively as
‘the Parties’ and Illumina and PacBio are referred to collectively post the
Proposed Merger as ‘the Merged Entity’.

1.3

Our terms of reference, along with information on the conduct of the inquiry,
are in Appendix A and B. We are required to report by 11 December 2019.

1.4

This document, together with its appendices, constitutes the CMA’s
provisional findings. Further information including non-confidential versions of
submissions including from the Parties, can be found on the CMA case page. 1

2.

The industry

Introduction to DNA sequencing
2.1

1

DNA contains the hereditary material for any living organism, encoded as a
series of particular molecules called nucleotides (or ‘bases’). DNA is
composed of four different types of nucleotide that are linked together into
strands in the form of a double-helix that can reach lengths into the millions.
The nucleotides always bond with the same partner, and so knowing one side
of the double-helix is sufficient to provide the full genetic information. These
four nucleotides are called adenine (A), which always bonds with thymine (T),

https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/illumina-inc-pacific-biosciences-of-california-inc-merger-inquiry
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and cytosine (C), which always bonds with guanine (G). DNA sequencing is
the process of determining the order of these nucleotides in a particular
sample of DNA.
Figure 1: Illustration of a DNA sequence:

Source: Parties’ Final Merger Notice

2.2

A strand of DNA contains a code that dictates how proteins are made, and
proteins control virtually all living functions. A genome, the collection of DNA
for an organism, therefore contains the entire set of instructions for that
organism. 2

2.3

There are a number of specific technological approaches to conducting this
sequencing being offered and/or developed by different organisations, many
of which rely on patent-protected or proprietary techniques. However, most
approaches fundamentally involve incorporating labelled versions of the
nucleotides 3 into a strand of DNA sequentially and identifying each base in
order as it is incorporated. These processes are often conducted with large
numbers of DNA strands simultaneously / in parallel in order to increase the
accuracy and decrease the length of time taken.

2.4

Most sequencing processes, or ‘workflows’, consist of four or five steps
depending on the sequencing technology used: 4
(a) Extraction and purification: The isolation of the DNA from the
source material (such as blood, tissue, bone, etc).

RNA serves as an intermediate molecule involved in the translation of the DNA code to proteins. It is possible to
sequence RNA, using the same principles as DNA, albeit the thymine (T) base on RNA is replaced by uracil (U).
3 For example, by tagging the nucleotides with different fluorescent markers.
4 Briefing Note for the CMA, paragraphs 29, 115-121, and 157-160.
2
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(b) Library preparation: Preparing the DNA itself for sequencing, for
example by splitting it into shorter fragments, and adding any
indexes 5 or primers6 required.
(c) Library immobilisation and amplification (dependent on
technology): If required, involves multiplying the single fragments
of prepared DNA sections into large numbers (eg millions) of
unique, clonal clusters.
(d) Sequencing: Process of identifying the sequence of nucleotides in
the DNA fragments, which may use a variety of different
technologies depending on the specific instrument.
(e) Data analysis: Converts the raw signals produced by the
instrument into the sequence of nucleotides, potentially including
recombining the shorter fragments to form longer sequences of the
original DNA.
2.5

During the sequencing workflow various ‘consumables’ are used. These
primarily consist of reagents, enzymes, and flowcells, and are often (although
not always) proprietary to the manufacturer of the particular instruments being
used. 7

Applications of DNA sequencing
2.6

Variations between organisms are due, in large part, to differences in their
DNA sequences. Humans differ by approximately 0.1% of their genome, 8 and
this relatively small amount of variation makes individuals unique.

2.7

Genetic variation accounts for many of the physical differences we see
between different people (eg, height, hair, eye colour), as well as having
medical consequences affecting disease susceptibility, including
predisposition to complex genetic diseases such as cancer, diabetes,
cardiovascular disease, and Alzheimer. In addition, genetic variation can
affect individuals’ response to certain drug treatments. 9

Indexes, also known as barcodes or tags, are unique sequences of usually 8 to 12 base pairs long that are
ligated to fragments in a sequencing library for identification in subsequent data analysis.
6 A primer is a short single strand of DNA (generally about 18-22 bases) that serves as a starting point for DNA
synthesis.
7 Briefing Note for the CMA, paragraphs 35 and 125.
8 https://www.genome.gov/about-genomics/fact-sheets/Genetics-vs-Genomics
9 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 60.
5
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2.8

In addition, to human applications, DNA sequencing can be used on nonhuman species, including plants, livestock and microbes.

2.9

The major types applications that DNA sequencing is currently used for are: 10
(a) Basic Research: This is broadly defined to include researchers at
universities, research centres, government institutions, and
biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies, who use DNA
sequencing to further scientific discovery.
(b) Translation Research: Builds on basic research to create new
therapies, medical procedures, or diagnostics. Its main focus is to
“translate” scientific discoveries into new clinical tools and
applications that can improve human health.
(c) Clinical & diagnostics: The use of DNA sequencing to evaluate
risks, diagnose illness, and design treatments for patients.
(d) Agri-genomics: DNA sequencing is used to explore the genetic
and biological basis for productivity and nutritional constitution in
crops and livestock.
(e) Consumer: DNA sequencing being provided directly to consumers
outside of a clinical setting, and without including a clinician.
(f) Pharmaceutical: Many therapeutics only work, or work optimally,
on patients having a certain genetic makeup. Therefore,
pharmaceutical companies use pharmacogenomics to analyse how
patients’ DNA influences their response to new drugs.

2.10

The exact form of variations in the DNA sequence can vary. For example,
these can take the form of replacing base pairs with different nucleotides
(substitutions), additional base pairs being added or removed
(insertions/deletions), sections being moved (translocations), repeats,
duplications, etc. The exact length of these variations will differ from a single
base pair up to hundreds, thousands, or even millions of base pairs. 11

2.11

Depending on the application, a number of different methods are used when
developing and using DNA sequences. In particular: 12
(a) Whole genome sequencing (WGS): This refers to the process of
determining the complete DNA sequence of an organism's

Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 58.
Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraphs 64-65.
12 [].
10
11
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genome. This can consist of ‘de novo’ sequencing (the
development of a brand-new reference genome which can be used
as a base comparator for subsequent work) or ‘resequencing’
(sequencing the genome of an individual organism for which a
suitable reference genome exists). 13
(b) Targeted sequencing: This entails the isolation and sequencing of
a subset of genes or regions of the genome. This is useful for
studies in oncology, microbial genomics, and other research
involving analysis of rare cell populations. 14
(c) Counting: This entails counting the number of DNA pieces that
match a certain sequence for example, how many chromosomes
are present in a sample or how much bacterial/viral DNA is present
in a sample. This can be used for applications such as detecting
whether there is an elevated quantity of abnormal DNA is present
in a patient’s blood, indicating the presence of cancer. 15

History of DNA sequencing
2.12

The first DNA sequencers were developed based on the work of the British
biochemist Frederick Sanger. In 1977, Sanger introduced the "chain
termination method" to identify the nucleotides on a DNA strand. This is
known as Sanger sequencing method and represents what are now called
‘first generation’ sequencers or ‘Sanger’ sequencers. 16

2.13

In 1987, Applied Biosystems, now part of Thermo Fisher Scientific,
commercialised an automatic sequencing instrument based on the sanger
sequencing method. This was the main approach used to support the Human
Genome Project, which aimed to sequence the entire human genome. 17 This
publicly funded project was initiated in 1990 and completed in 2003 at a total
estimated cost of $2.7 billion. 18

2.14

In 2005, a new generation of sequencers emerged. These used a new
technological approach to achieve high throughput by sequencing billions of

Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 67.
Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 67.
15 Briefing Note for the CMA, paragraphs 95 and 98.
16 Briefing Note for the CMA, paragraphs 38-40.
17 Our understanding of the term project, in this report, is an individual or collaborative enterprise (often a team at
a university or research institute), planned to achieve a particular scientific goal.
18 Briefing Note for the CMA, paragraphs 41-42.
13
14
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DNA strands in parallel. In large part because of the high throughput, second
generation sequencers have a substantially lower cost per base. 19
2.15

Since 2010, a small number of companies have developed ‘single molecule’
sequencers (sometimes referred to as third generation sequencing). These
primarily differ from previous technologies due to the fact that they do not
require fragmenting the DNA into such small pieces, and so are able to
produce longer raw DNA sequences. These longer sequences are beneficial
as they make reassembly of the original sequence easier, as well as being
necessary to identify longer variations (eg studies have found that short read
approaches may not be detecting between 30% and 90% of structural
variations, with very high false positive rates). 20 As a result of the longer raw
sequences produced, this approach is sometimes referred to as ‘long read’ or
‘native long read’, with second generation sequencers being referred to as
‘short read’. 21,22 In these provisional findings we refer to both second
generation (short read) and third generation (long read) sequencing systems,
and together as next generation sequencing (NGS) systems.

2.16

As a result of the dynamic nature of the industry and improvements in DNA
sequencing, as well as associated activities such as data processing, the
costs have decreased significantly over the past c.20 years, as is shown in
Figure 2 below:

Briefing Note for the CMA, paragraph 44.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5990442/
21 A general consensus is that any technology which is capable of sequencing greater than 1,000 continuous
base pairs would be referred to as “native long read”. However most current native long read sequencers can
generate thousands to hundreds of thousands base pairs per read, compared to tens to hundreds of base pairs
per read for most current short read instruments; Briefing Note for the CMA, pages 19-20.
22 There are approaches to try and extend the read lengths of short read platforms to achieve some of the
benefits of native long read. These are known as “linked long read” or “associated short read” and consist of
using library preparation methods such as labelling the fragments to help with reassembly of the original “parent”.
For the purposes of this Report, the term ‘long read’ shall be used to mean native long read, unless indicated
otherwise.
19
20
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Figure 2: Estimated total cost to sequence a human-sized genome, 2001-19
(logarithmic y-axis)

Transition to second
generation technology

Source: National Human Genome Research Institute 23

2.17

Following the drop in mid-2015 from around $5,000 to slightly above $1,000,
the total cost of sequencing a human-sized genome has been relatively flat for
the past four years, as shown in Figure 3 below. However, we note that the
direct cost of sequencing itself is only one element of this, as this cost also
includes labour, administration, management, etc (see footnote 23).

https://www.genome.gov/about-genomics/fact-sheets/DNA-Sequencing-Costs-Data; visited in August 2019;
Cost includes labour, administration, management, utilities, reagents, and consumables, sequencing instruments
and other large equipment (amortized over three years), informatics activities directly related to sequence
production (eg, laboratory information management systems and initial data processing), submission of data to a
public database, and indirect Costs as they relate to the above items.

23
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Figure 3: Estimated total cost to sequence a human-sized genome using ’second generation’
sequencing platforms, 2015-2019

Source: National Human Genome Research Institute 24

2.18

The Parties stated that the current cost of sequencing a human-sized genome
on its high-end sequencers is around $[], 25 which would therefore represent
around []% of the current total cost.

2.19

The Parties told us that the recent trend on these charts did not accurately
reflect the cost of DNA sequencing. They stated that these charts reflect the
total cost of sequencing a human genome on any system rather than just the
cost of the sequencing itself on Illumina’s latest instrument, that it reflects the
cost to the specific institution rather than other customers, that the spikes
reflect variations in the volume of samples being run, and that the definition of
genome may have changed in terms of the number of megabases included. 26

2.20

We note that the National Human Genome Research Institute provides
equivalent data on a cost per megabase basis which shows the same trend,
with a cost decrease of 70% in mid-2015 after which the cost has fluctuated
over time, but not shown any decreasing trend. 27 We also note, Illumina
references the same data on its own website when discussing the evolution of

https://www.genome.gov/about-genomics/fact-sheets/DNA-Sequencing-Costs-Data; visited in August 2019;
Cost includes labour, administration, management, utilities, reagents, and consumables, sequencing instruments
and other large equipment (amortized over three years), informatics activities directly related to sequence
production (eg, laboratory information management systems and initial data processing), submission of data to a
public database, and indirect Costs as they relate to the above items.
25 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 290; Parties’ submissions on third party estimates ([]).
26 Illumina’s Hearing with the CMA, pages 17-20, PacBio’s Hearing with the CMA, pages 28-31.
27 https://www.genome.gov/about-genomics/fact-sheets/DNA-Sequencing-Costs-Data.
24
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DNA sequencing costs, although they show the chart ending at the start of
2016. 28
2.21

Other data provided by the Parties showing the trends of DNA sequencing
costs also show that since 2015 the cost reductions appear to have
substantially reduced, consistent with the Figures shown above. []: 29

Figure 4: Parties’ submission on cost and volume of DNA sequencing over time

[].
Source: Parties’ response to P1 Decision, page 3.

2.22

While the above Figures reflect the cost of first and second generation
sequencing, the cost of long read sequencing has also decreased rapidly,
most notably in recent years. For example, in the two years from 2013 to
2015, the consumables cost of sequencing a human-sized genome using
PacBio’s technology decreased from around $1 million to $360,000. Then,
from 2015 to 2019 (the same time period shown in Figure 3 above), these
costs decreased from $360,000 to $6,750 per human-sized genome at high
accuracy, 30 or potentially even lower. 31

2.23

Although these figures are not directly comparable in absolute terms, we have
plotted this on a logarithmic axis alongside the cost using first/second
generation technologies in Figure 5 below in order to show the relative
variations observed over time for each:

https://www.illumina.com/science/technology/next-generation-sequencing/beginners/ngs-cost.html (accessed
on 19 September 2019).
29 We note that the Parties have not provided the underlying data or analysis to support this figure.
30 Based on using CCS in order to provide a higher level of accuracy. Using the lower-accuracy CLR approach,
these cost figures could be reduced by up to 80%. Parties’ Response to Follow-Up Questionnaire, Q1(b) and (c).
31 PacBio Sequel II can sequence a human-sized genome using CLR for around $1,000 (Parties’ Final Merger
Notice, paragraph 55), while ONT’s public figures indicate that its consumables cost would be around $300 per
genome on its high end PromethIONs https://nanoporetech.com/products/comparison (based on $3 per Gb
quoted on its website, and 90Gb required per genome (at 30x) as reflected in the national Human Genome
Research Institute data).
28
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Figure 5: Estimated total cost to sequence a human-sized genome via first and second
generation sequencing platforms, and consumable-only costs of PacBio sequencing
(logarithmic y-axis)

Source: National Human Genome Research Institute 32 and PacBio data 33

Other suppliers of DNA sequencing
2.24

In this section we set out the main current providers of DNA sequencing
(other than the Parties) and provide some background about their sequencing
business. Additional details are included in other chapters where relevant.

2.25

Table 1 below shows the estimated share of the NGS systems market
(discussed in more detail in paragraphs 8.117, onwards below):

https://www.genome.gov/about-genomics/fact-sheets/DNA-Sequencing-Costs-Data; visited in August 2019;
Cost includes labour, administration, management, utilities, reagents, and consumables, sequencing instruments
and other large equipment (amortized over three years), informatics activities directly related to sequence
production (eg, laboratory information management systems and initial data processing), submission of data to a
public database, and indirect Costs as they relate to the above items.
33 Based on using CCS in order to provide a higher level of accuracy. Using the lower-accuracy CLR approach,
these cost figures could be reduced by up to 80%. Parties’ Response to Follow-Up Questionnaire, Q1(b) and (c).
32
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Table 1: Estimated worldwide share of the NGS systems market, 2018
Estimated global
share

Short read
Short read
Short read
Short read
Long read
Long read

Illumina
[80-90%]
BGI
[0-5%]
Thermo Fisher Scientific
[10-20%]
QIAGEN
[0-5%]
PacBio
[0-5%]
ONT
[0-5%]
Source: CMA analysis based on internal data from companies

2.26

Read length

While the specific estimated shares have fluctuated somewhat from year to
year, Illumina has been the largest supplier of DNA sequencing since around
2008, shortly after its acquisition of Solexa, and grew to an estimated 75%
share of revenue by 2010 as shown in Figure 6 below: 34

Figure 6: Historical revenue shares of next generation sequencing, 2006-11

[BGI]
[454]
[Thermo Fisher]

Source: Illumina Schedule 14A filing, Investor Presentation, 2012

Beijing Genomics Institute (BGI) 35
2.27

BGI is a genomics company founded in 1999 to represent China in the
Human Genome Project. 36 It operates in Europe through offices and
laboratories in Riga and Copenhagen. BGI provides a wide variety of
sequencing services (using other suppliers' instruments), 37 and genetic tests

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1110803/000119312512146305/d328837ddefa14a.htm, slide 11.
Consistent with the approach taken by the Parties in their submissions, the CMA uses the name BGI to
encompass both BGI and MGI (a subsidiary of BGI Group which specialises in the supply of sequencing
instruments and sequencing reagents).
36 https://en.genomics.cn/en-history.html
37 https://www.bgi.com/global/resources/sequencing-platforms/
34
35
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for medical institutions, research institutions and other public and private
partners. 38 In 2014, BGI stated that it was the world's largest genomics centre,
producing at least a quarter of the world's genomic data. 39
2.28

In 2013, BGI acquired Complete Genomics, and in 2015 launched its first
short read sequencing system based on Complete Genomics’ technology.
Since then it has released a number of sequencing platforms, building a
portfolio of products with a range of different costs and throughputs. 40

2.29

The BGI subsidiary which focuses on DNA sequencing instrument has around
900 employees, 41 and BGI has stated that it has installed around 1,000
systems in 16 different countries although we understand that it has not
currently sold any systems in the UK, to date. 42

2.30

As well as developing and commercialising its own short read DNA
sequencing technology, BGI currently provides a DNA sequencing service for
customers who do not want to buy an instrument themselves. This includes
the provision of short read and long read sequencing services and involves
customers sending the samples to BGI and specifying which technology they
would prefer, 43 and BGI sequences them on the customer’s behalf.

2.31

BGI has a share of [0-5%] in the NGS systems market on a worldwide basis
and is seeking to create a diversified offering across a wide portfolio of
products (eg desktop sequencers, high throughput platforms, etc). 44

Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT)
2.32

ONT is a privately held, UK based, company that was spun out from the
University of Oxford in 2005 to develop and commercialise long read DNA
sequencing systems. It currently has more than 450 employees 45 generating
around £14 million of revenue in 2017. 46 In 2018, ONT completed a funding
round which valued the company at around £1.5 billion. 47

https://www.bgi.com/us/company/about-bgi/
https://en.genomics.cn/en-xsyx.html
40 Cowen Life Science Tools Kit, Overview of Life Science Tools Markets and Technologies, 10th Edition, 2018,
pages 63-64.
41 https://en.mgitech.cn/page/gsjj.html
42 http://en.mgitech.cn/article/detail/mgiannouncesmiles.html; [].
43 Includes instruments from BGI, Illumina, Thermo Fisher, and PacBio (listed as “coming soon”);
https://www.bgi.com/us/resources/sequencing-platforms/
44 https://www.bgi.com/us/company/about-bgi/
45 https://nanoporetech.com/about-us/history
46 ONT 2017 Annual Report; https://beta.companieshouse.gov.uk/company/05386273/filinghistory/MzIwNzA3NzQ4MWFkaXF6a2N4/document?format=pdf&download=0
47 https://www.ft.com/content/df80e218-2b85-11e8-a34a-7e7563b0b0f4
38
39
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2.33

ONT has commercialised a number of long read sequencers based on its own
nanopore technology. It has three main systems available at this point ranging
from the smallest MinION (starter pack costing less than $1,000) to the
PromethION (starter pack costs starting at around $165,000). 48

2.34

ONT has stated that its goal is to make DNA/RNA analysis technology
accessible to all and open up new sequencing applications. ONT reports that,
as of May 2018, it had sold a total of 6,000-7,000 MinION starter packs. 49

2.35

ONT has a share of [0-5%] in the NGS systems market on a worldwide basis,
and we understand its R&D focus to be in producing portable, affordable
instruments, 50 as well as improving the accuracy of its existing technology. 51

Thermo Fisher Scientific (Thermo Fisher)
2.36

Thermo Fisher is the world leader in serving science (including analytical
instruments and laboratory products), with global revenues of more than $24
billion and approximately 70,000 employees. 52

2.37

In 2014, Thermo Fisher acquired Life Technologies, which supplied short read
DNA sequencing instruments under the SOLiD and Ion Torrent systems. 53
Thermo Fisher no longer actively markets its SOLiD system, 54 but continues
to sell and develop Ion Torrent. According to a third party source, Thermo
Fisher now has an installed base of around 4,500 units globally. This estimate
would make it the second largest global provider of second generation
instruments, after Illumina. 55

2.38

Thermo Fisher’s acquisition of Life Technologies also included the technology
developed by Applied Biosystems. 56 As a result of this, Thermo Fisher is now,
according to a third party report, the leading global supplier of first-generation
Sanger sequencing systems, with the third party report estimating an installed
base of around 18,000 instruments globally (equal to around 90% of all

Cowen Life Science Tools Kit, Overview of Life Science Tools Markets and Technologies, 10th Edition, 2018,
pages 75-76.
49 https://nanoporetech.com/about-us/news/clive-g-brown-cto-plenary-london-calling
50 “The Company has a rich development pipeline that includes solutions to enable any user, anywhere, including
the mobile-phone-compatible SmidgION and low cost, portable sample prep Ubik”;
https://nanoporetech.com/about-us
51 https://nanoporetech.com/about-us/news/new-r10-nanopore-released-early-access
52 https://ir.thermofisher.com/investors/company-information/company-profile/default.aspx
53 https://www.chemistryworld.com/news/thermo-fisher-to-buy-life-technologies-in-158bn-deal/6079.article;
https://allseq.com/knowledge-bank/ngs-necropolis/solid/
54 https://allseq.com/knowledge-bank/ngs-necropolis/solid/
55 Cowen Life Science Tools Kit, Overview of Life Science Tools Markets and Technologies, 10th Edition, 2018,
pages 58-60.
56 In 2008, Applied Biosystems merged with Invitrogen to form Life Technologies;
https://www.genomeweb.com/archive/invitrogen-acquire-applied-biosystems-67b#.XV6nJuhKiUk
48
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Sanger sequencing instruments). 57 Based on an estimated total expenditure
on first-generation Sanger sequencing was around $450 million per annum, 58
which, the CMA calculates, would indicate Thermo Fisher’s share of this to be
around $400 million.
2.39

According to third party reports Thermo Fisher has a share of [10-20%] in the
NGS systems market on a worldwide basis, although it is primarily focused on
targeted clinical and translational application segments. 59 We understand its
current R&D focus to be to strengthen its Ion Torrent systems to assist with
cancer diagnostics in clinical environments. 60

QIAGEN N.V. (QIAGEN)
2.40

Founded in 1986, QIAGEN is a major player in the provision of sample
preparation and assay technologies for molecular diagnostics (human
healthcare), applied testing (forensics, veterinary testing and food safety),
pharma (pharma and biotech companies) and academia (life sciences
research). QIAGEN is listed on the New York and Frankfurt Stock Exchanges
and has around 5,000 employees generating global revenues of around $1.5
billion. 61

2.41

In 2012, QIAGEN acquired Intelligent BioSystems (IBS), a company that was
developing short read sequencing systems. 62 In late 2015, it launched its new
GeneReader system, 63 which aims to simplify the sequencing workflow
process “taking you from primary sample preparation to final report”. 64 At the
end of 2017, a third party report estimated that QIAGEN had an installed base
of around 130 GeneReaders. 65

57 Cowen Life Science Tools Kit, Overview of Life Science Tools Markets and Technologies, 10th Edition, 2018,
page 45.
58 Cowen Life Science Tools Kit, Overview of Life Science Tools Markets and Technologies, 10th Edition, 2018,
page 83.
59 Cowen Life Science Tools Kit, Overview of Life Science Tools Markets and Technologies, 10th Edition, 2018,
page 45.
60 “We continued to strengthen our Ion Torrent line of next-generation sequencing systems with the new Ion
GeneStudio S5 Series of benchtop instruments. When combined with our growing menu of Oncomine assays,
this new platform offers a complete solution to help researchers bring new cancer diagnostics to the clinic.”
https://s1.q4cdn.com/008680097/files/doc_financials/annual/2018/Thermo-Fisher_2018_Annual-Report.pdf
61 https://corporate.qiagen.com/-/media/project/qiagen-corporate/corporate-microsite/documents/investorrelations/2019/reports/qia_18_005_gesamt_final_190509_web.pdf, pages 8 and 34.
62 https://www.genomeweb.com/clinical-sequencing/qiagen-acquires-intelligent-bio-systems-maps-outsequencing-strategy#.XZ8K8EZKiUk
63 https://corporate.qiagen.com/newsroom/press-releases/2015/20151104_gr_launch
64 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 182 and
https://www.qiagen.com/us/applications/ngs?intcmp=home_appl_1
65 Cowen Life Science Tools Kit, Overview of Life Science Tools Markets and Technologies, 10th Edition, 2018,
page 65.
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2.42

QIAGEN also supplies universal solutions which can be used with any second
generation sequencer, including Illumina’s. These sequencing-related
solutions include library preparation, assays, and bioinformatics software. 66

2.43

QIAGEN generated around $140 million from its “portfolio of NGS” in 2018,
which includes sales associated with its GeneReader instrument as well and
broader DNA sequencing products and services. 67 An analyst report indicated
that contributions from GeneReader are likely to be a small proportion of this,
at around $15 million. 68

2.44

QIAGEN has a share of [0-5%] in the NGS systems market on a worldwide
basis. 69

2.45

On 7 October 2019, QIAGEN announced that it was suspending any ongoing
NGS instrument development activities, and at the same time announced a
new strategic collaboration with Illumina to “advance the use of NGS
technologies in clinical decision-making”. 70

Spend on DNA sequencing
2.46

Third party estimates of the global expenditure on DNA sequencing indicate
that it is currently between $4-5 billion, and is expected to grow rapidly,
achieving double-digit growth for at least the next five years. 71 We note that
these estimates appear to include expenditure which is not associated with a
manufacturer of DNA sequencers (eg consumables manufactured by third
parties without their own instruments), so are not directly comparable with
other figures quoted in our Provisional Findings.

2.47

Illumina has developed its own model to forecast future growth in DNA
sequencing spend, by application and by method used, for the next 15 years.
At a total level, it indicates an expectation that DNA sequencing will [].
Some additional details of Illumina’s projections are shown in Figure 7 to
Figure 9 below.

https://www.qiagen.com/gb/products/next-generation-sequencing/library-preparation/
https://corporate.qiagen.com/-/media/project/qiagen-corporate/corporate-microsite/documents/investorrelations/2019/reports/qia_18_005_gesamt_final_190509_web.pdf, page 25.
68 Cowen Life Science Tools Kit, Overview of Life Science Tools Markets and Technologies, 10th Edition, 2018,
pages 66-67.
69 Cowen Life Science Tools Kit, Overview of Life Science Tools Markets and Technologies, 10th Edition, 2018,
pages 66-67.
70 https://corporate.qiagen.com/newsroom/pressreleases/2019/20191007_Q3_preliminary_sales_and_restructuring_charges
71 Cowen Life Science Tools Kit, Overview of Life Science Tools Markets and Technologies, 10th Edition, 2018,
pages 8, 34, and 44; Markets and Markets Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) Market Global Forecasts to 2022,
page 36; [].
66
67
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Figure 7: [].
[].
Source: [].

Figure 8: [].
[].
Source: [].

Figure 9: []

[].
Source: [].

2.48

We note that, given the dynamic and rapidly evolving nature of DNA
sequencing and the timescales involved in its projections, the specific
numbers projected by Illumina are unlikely to be particularly accurate.
However, they appear to be consistent with other third-party views and
indicate the general speed of progress, as well as the likely avenues of
particular growth in applications and methods.

2.49

Illumina submitted an estimate of the future split between short read and long
read expenditure. 72 []. 73[] and would be concerned about placing weight
on this without additional evidence to support this approach.

3.

The Parties

Illumina
Overview of structure and operations
3.1

Illumina is a global genomics company that is incorporated in Delaware (US),
headquartered in California (US), and is publicly listed on the NASDAQ stock
exchange. 74 Illumina develops, manufactures and commercialises systems,
consumables, bioinformatics and services used for genetic analysis
worldwide. Illumina’s systems include second generation, short read DNA

Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, Figure 5.
The source of this data is attributed to the Illumina market model, but the only information on how it might have
been extracted is footnote 15 of the Response to the Annotated Issues Statement and Illumina’s response to
putback.
74 https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1110803/000111080319000013/fy2018form10-k.htm
72
73
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sequencing instruments based on its Sequencing by Synthesis (SBS) 75
technology as well as DNA microarray scanners.
3.2

Illumina also provides product support services for its systems as well as
genetic analysis services powered by its sequencing and microarray
technologies. Illumina’s sequencing systems use consumables that include
library preparation kits, sequencing kits and flow cells. The sequencing data
that they produce is interpreted with specific bioinformatics software and
applications. 76

3.3

Illumina’s customers include a variety of government and not-for-profit
genomic research institutes, academic institutions, hospitals, genomics
centres as well as pharmaceutical, biotechnology, agrigenomics, clinical and
diagnostic laboratories, and consumer genomics companies.

3.4

Approximately 89% of Illumina’s common stock equivalent is institutionally
owned, but no shareholders or group of shareholders has or have sole or joint
control. The list of Illumina’s top five shareholders as on 29 March 2018
were: 77
(a) Bailie Gifford & Co. (12.1%)
(b) Blackrock, Inc (7.9%)
(c) Capital Research & Management Co. (Global Investors) (7.8%)
(d) The Vanguard Group, Inc. (7.0%)
(e) The Growth Fund of America (5.5%)

Financials
3.5

Illumina’s turnover in 2018 was $3.3 billion derived from an installed base of
around 13,000 instruments. 78 Of its 2018 global revenue, $850 million (26%)
was attributable to the EMEA region. 79 In 2017, Illumina’s turnover was $2.8
billion, of which around $650 million (24%) was attributable to the EMEA
region, and $[] ([]%) to the UK. 80 Illumina had a market capitalisation of

75 SBS technology is responsible for 90% of the world’s NGS sequencing. It is a multi-molecular approach to
Sequencing; https://www.illumina.com/science/technology/next-generation-sequencing/sequencingtechnology.html
76 The term application is used to refer to the broad category of uses that sequencing technology
can be used for, for example, clinical, diagnostic, or agrigenomics applications.
77 Parties’ Final Merger notice, paragraph 12
78 https://s24.q4cdn.com/526396163/files/doc_presentations/ILMN-at-Barclays-13-March-2019.pdf
79 Illumina Annual 10-K Report, 31 Dec 2018, page 55.
80 Illumina Annual 10-K Report, 31 Dec 2018, page 55; Paragraph 25 and Table 1 of the Parties’ Final Merger
Notice.
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around $54 billion on the 1st July 2019. Its recent financial performance is
shown below:
Table 2: Illumina simplified P&L, 2016-18 ($m)
2016

2017

2018

Revenue
COGS
Gross Profit
R&D Costs
SG&A Costs
Legal Contingencies
Operating Profit
Other Income (and Costs)
Provision for income taxes
Net Profit

2,398
-732
1,666
-504
-584
9
587
-26
-133
428

2,752
-926
1,826
-546
-674
606
437
-365
678

3,333
-1,033
2,300
-623
-794
883
11
-112
782

% Gross Margin
% Operating Margin
% Net Profit Margin
Source: Illumina 2018 10-K.

69%
24%
18%

66%
22%
25%

69%
26%
23%

3.6

The revenue growth seen in the past 3 years (15-20% per annum) is not
unusual for Illumina. When it launched its IPO in 2000, it had revenues of
around $1.3 million, and has grown substantially over the past 18 years, as
shown in Figure 10 below:

Figure 10: Illumina annual revenue 2000-2018 ($m)

Source: Illumina 2000-2018 10-Ks.

3.7

81

Illumina’s DNA sequencing instruments include: 81

https://www.illumina.com/systems/sequencing-platforms.html
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(a) iSeq: Illumina’s most recent introduction (launched in 2018) – a low
throughput short read benchtop sequencer, with maximum output
of 1.2 Gb.
(b) MiniSeq: A low throughput short read benchtop sequencer, with
maximum output of 7.5Gb.
(c) MiSeq: A mid throughput short read sequencer, with maximum
output of 15 Gb. Includes versions certified for in vitro diagnostic
uses (MiSeq Dx) and forensics (MiSeqFGx)
(d) NextSeq: A mid throughput short read sequencer, with maximum
output of 120 Gb. Includes a version certified for in vitro diagnostic
uses (NextSeq Dx).
(e) HiSeq: A high throughput short read sequencer, with maximum
output of 1,500 Gb.
(f) HiSeq X (discontinued): A high throughput short read sequencer,
with maximum output of 1,800 Gb. This was only available in
bundles of five or ten and was originally restricted to human wholegenome sequencing. Subsequently, some of the restrictions were
removed to allow other species, but still only whole-genome
sequencing. 82
(g) NovaSeq: Illumina’s most expensive and highest throughput
model. This is a high throughput short read sequencer, with a
maximum output of 6,000 Gb.
3.8

Illumina records its sales against three key categories:
(a) Instruments;
(b) Consumables;
(c) Services (including maintenance); and other.

3.9

[]:

https://www.illumina.com/content/dam/illumina-marketing/documents/products/datasheets/datasheet-hiseq-xten.pdf

82
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Figure 11: Illumina split of revenue and gross profit 83 by product-type, 2018

[]
Source: Illumina 2018 10-K, email from Illumina dated 6 September 2019.

3.10

Illumina increased its nominal R&D spending from $546 million in 2017 to
$623 million in 2018, however as a percentage of revenue this has slightly
decreased from 19.8% in 2017 to 18.7% in 2018. 84 Illumina is developing a
wide range of individual projects in order to improve its existing propositions,
and to develop new products. In particular, Illumina highlighted the following in
order to continue to compete effectively in a dynamic industry, across read
length and output spectra: 85
(a) [].
(b) [].
(c) [].

3.11

Over the past 3 years, Illumina has generated operating margins of between
22% and 26% and net margins after tax of between 19% and 26%. In the
same time period, its absolute net earnings have increased by over 80% from
$454 million in 2016 to $826 million in 2018. 86

3.12

To date, Illumina has never paid a dividend, but has returned funds to
shareholders through other mechanisms such as share repurchasing
schemes: $250 million was authorised in May 2017; $150 million in May 2018;
and, $550 million in the first quarter of 2019). 87

3.13

Illumina also invests in innovation through a venture capital fund (Illumina
Ventures) as well as a business incubator (Illumina Accelerator). Illumina
Ventures operates as an independently-managed fund investing in earlystage genomics companies, 88 while Illumina Accelerator provides direct
support to start-ups in the form of six-month funding cycles, access to seed
investment, access to Illumina systems and facilities, and business
coaching. 89

Gross profit figures here exclude R&D spend.
Illumina 10K, 31 Dec 2018, page 29.
85 [].
86 Illumina 2018 10-K, page 44.
87 Illumina 2018 10-K, page 25; Illumina Q1 2019 10-Q, page 31.
88 https://www.illuminaventures.com/our-approach (as visited on 16 July 2019).
89 https://www.illumina.com/science/accelerator.html (as visited on 16 July 2019).
83
84
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PacBio
Overview of structure and operations
3.14

PacBio is a global genetics company that is incorporated in Delaware (US),
headquartered in California (US), and is publicly listed on the NASDAQ stock
exchange. 90 PacBio develops, manufactures and commercialises third
generation, native long read DNA sequencing systems based on its Single
Molecule, Real Time (SMRT) technology. PacBio’s long read systems run on
proprietary consumables that include library preparation kits, sequencing kits
and SMRT Cells commercialised by PacBio. The sequencing data produced
is interpreted with bioinformatics tools provided by PacBio and by third
parties.

3.15

PacBio’s customers include government and not-for-profit genomic research
institutes, genomics centres, pharmaceutical companies and agricultural
companies. PacBio also provides product support services for its native long
read sequencing systems. 91

3.16

PacBio introduced its new Sequel system (Sequel II) on 24 April 2019
following a (reportedly-successful) early access program. Sequel II is based
on the same underlying SMRT technology as previous PacBio sequencing
systems but now includes the SMRT Cell 8M chip which increases the
number of potential observations (the number of DNA molecules analysed)
from 1 million to 8 million, increasing output and reducing cost of sequencing
considerably as a result. 92 This is discussed in more detail in chapter 8 on the
competitive effects of the merger.

3.17

No shareholder or group of shareholders has or have sole or joint control of
PacBio’s shares. The list of PacBio’s top five shareholders at the end of
September 2018 (just prior to the Merger) is provided below: 93
(a) Consonance Capital Management LP (9.1%);
(b) Maverick Capital Ltd (8.5%);
(c) Oracle Investment Management, Inc (6.5%);
(d) Capital Research Global Investors (6.3%); and

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1299130/000129913019000014/pacb-20181231x10k.htm
Paragraphs 4 and 16 of the Parties’ Final Merger Notice.
92 Paragraphs 52-55 of the Parties’ Final Merger Notice.
93 [].
90
91
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(e) BlackRock Institutional Trust Company, N.A. (6.0%).
3.18

Prior to the Proposed Merger only BlackRock Fund Advisors represented a
common shareholder between PacBio and Illumina with a shareholding
greater than 5% in each company.

Financials
3.19

PacBio’s turnover in 2018 was $78.6 million, derived from an installed base of
over [] instruments. 94 Around $[] (circa []%) of this global revenue was
attributable to the UK. 95 Prior to the announcement of the Merger, it had a
market capitalisation of around $700 million. Its recent financial performance
is shown in Table 3 below:

Table 3: PacBio simplified P&L, 2016-18 ($m)
2016

2017

2018

Revenue
COGS
Gross Profit
R&D Costs
SG&A Costs
Operating Profit (Loss)
Other Income (and Costs)
Net Profit (Loss)

90.7
-46.6
44.2
-67.6
-47.8
-71.2
-3.1
-74.4

93.5
-58.8
34.7
-65.3
-59.1
-89.8
-2.4
-92.2

78.6
-53.5
25.1
-62.6
-63.5
-101.0
-1.6
-102.6

% Gross Margin
% Operating Margin
% Net Profit Margin
Source: PacBio 2018 10-K.

49%
-79%
-82%

37%
-96%
-99%

32%
-128%
-131%

3.20

94
95

Since its IPO in 2010, PacBio’s revenue has grown substantially, although this
growth has not been as steady as Illumina’s, as shown below:

[].
[].
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Figure 12: PacBio annual revenue 2010-2018 ($m)

Source: PacBio Exiting Firm Analysis, Table 1.

3.21

During the period September 2013 until December 2016, PacBio had a
development, commercialisation and licencing agreement with Roche to
develop diagnostic products based on PacBio’s SMRT technology. 96 As
PacBio met certain milestones it received $[] in aggregate funding from
Roche, which contributed to PacBio’s revenue profile shown above.

3.22

PacBio’s DNA sequencing instruments include:
(a) RS (discontinued): PacBio’s original long read DNA sequencer,
commercially released in 2011. 97
(b) RS II (discontinued): An updated version of PacBio’s long read
DNA sequencer, commercially released in 2013. 98
(c) Sequel: Making up the majority of PacBio’s current installed base,
Sequel is a long read DNA sequencer which was released to
replace the RS II. Sequel was commercially released in 2015. 99

Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraphs 49-51.
https://www.genomeweb.com/sequencing/pacbio-ships-first-two-commercial-systems-order-backlog-grows-44
98 https://www.genomeweb.com/sequencing/new-products-pacbios-rs-ii-cufflinks
99 https://www.genomeweb.com/business-news/pacbio-launches-higher-throughput-lower-cost-single-moleculesequencing-system; [], Chart 1.
96
97
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(d) Sequel II: PacBio’s most recent instrument, which generates 8x
more data than its previous Sequel ones. Sequel II was
commercially released in 2019. 100
3.23

PacBio records its sales against the three key categories:
(a) Instruments;
(b) Consumables;
(c) Services and other (including maintenance).

3.24

In recent years PacBio has generated []. [] shown in Figure 13 below:

Figure 13: PacBio split of revenue and gross profit by product-type, 2018

[]
Source: []

3.25

PacBio currently relies on third-party sales and distribution partners for some
non-U.S. sales,

3.26

PacBio spends a larger proportion of its funds on R&D than Illumina. This is
equivalent to around 70-80% of its annual revenue (for example, $63 million in
2018 and $65 million in 2017 as shown in Table 3 above). PacBio’s short term
R&D focus is on []. 101

3.27

Since its founding, PacBio has never made an annual operating profit. Its
revenues and operating profits since its IPO in 2010 are shown in Table 4
below:

Table 4: PacBio revenue and operating profits, 2010-18 ($m)

Revenue
Operating Profit (Loss)
Source: [].

3.28

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

1.7
-140.2

33.9
-109.4

26.0
-94.5

28.2
-79.3

60.6
-66.2

92.8
-31.7

90.7
-74.4

93.5
-92.2

78.6
-102.6

PacBio has funded its operations primarily via equity capital raises. During the
period 2004 to 2010, PacBio raised a total of $364 million in equity capital
primarily through venture capital funds. In October 2010 PacBio listed on the
Nasdaq stock exchange and raised a total of $211 million through the IPO.
Then, from 2013 onwards, PacBio has continued to raise equity capital at

https://www.pacb.com/press_releases/pacific-biosciences-launches-new-sequel-ii-system-featuring-8-timesthe-dna-sequencing-data-output/
101 [].
100
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approximately an annual basis via ‘At the Market’ (ATM) and Follow on
offerings, totalling $307 million. 102
3.29

In 2013 PacBio also raised $20.5 million in debt funding with an interest rate
of 8.75%. The loan is due to be repaid in full by February 2020. PacBio has
not accessed the debt capital markets for any additional funding. 103

4.

The Proposed Merger

Introduction
4.1

On 1 November 2018, the Parties signed a merger agreement (the ‘Merger
Agreement’) to acquire PacBio at $8.00 (equivalent to £6.20) per share in
cash, with a total acquisition price of approximately $1.2 billion (£930
million). 104 The completion date was set as 1 November 2019. 105

4.2

The Proposed Merger is conditional upon approval by PacBio's shareholders,
which was given on 24 January 2019, as well as clearance by the US and UK
competition authorities. 106

4.3

On 25 September 2019, the Parties amended the Merger Agreement to,
among other things, extend the completion date to 31 December 2019,
subject to Illumina’s unilateral right to extend until 31 March 2020. During this
period, Illumina is required to make a series of cash payments to PacBio,
enabling PacBio to fund its continuing operations. These payments become
repayable (with no interest) under certain circumstances if the Proposed
Merger does not complete. 107

Timeline of discussions
4.4

PacBio had been searching for a strategic partner since August 2017. The
Parties had a few meetings to discuss the potential for a strategic partnership.
PacBio’s search for a strategic partner is discussed in more detail in chapter 6
on the Counterfactual.

4.5

On 25 September 2018, Illumina made an offer to acquire PacBio for $7 per
share which was rejected as being too low, at which point Illumina’s CEO

[].
[].
104 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraphs 6 and 7.
105 Merger Agreement, Section 10.01(b)(i).
106 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 8.
107 https://sec.report/Document/0001193125-19-254987/
102
103
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requested additional diligence in order to increase the offer. During October
2018, the Parties’ management teams and their financial advisors met several
times and Illumina received access to additional due diligence information. 108
Following this, Illumina made a series of increasing offers and PacBio made a
counteroffer, culminating in the Illumina offer of $8 (£6.20) per share on 20
October 2018, which PacBio accepted and resulted in the Parties signing the
Merger Agreement on 1 November 2018. On the same day, both Parties
issued press releases to publicly announce the Proposed Merger. 109

Rationale
4.6

The Parties’ stated rationale for the Proposed Merger is to:
(a) facilitate wider distribution of / access to PacBio’s products and
technology by enabling PacBio to benefit from Illumina’s global
production, and support and service infrastructure;
(b) increase adoption of PacBio’s systems by clinical and diagnostic
customers by enhancing PacBio system quality with Illumina’s
quality systems and system management processes;
(c) improve PacBio’s systems using Illumina’s proprietary
technologies, such as through improved processing
speeds/computational power and data analytics;
(d) enable Illumina to develop coordinated solutions (including
bioinformatics) to enable customers to harness the complementary
nature of the technologies; and
(e) accelerate innovation. 110

4.7

There are a number of internal documents produced in contemplation of the
Proposed Merger which support these statements. For example, one
document submitted to Illumina’s Board in September 2018 stated that []. 111

4.8

Illumina’s internal documents produced in contemplation of the deal also
indicate that, []. 112 The purchase price of $1.2 billion would therefore

[].
[]; Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraphs 6 and 7; https://www.illumina.com/company/news-center/pressreleases/press-release-details.html?newsid=a6aca47a-c296-4c22-9c4f-1fe3ea553471; and
https://www.pacb.com/press_releases/illumina-to-acquire-pacific-biosciences-for-approximately-1-2-billionbroadening-access-to-long-read-sequencing-and-accelerating-scientific-discovery/.
110 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 10.
111 [].
112 [].
108
109
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indicate that Illumina expects to retain a large proportion (or possibly all) of
the synergies. This is discussed in more detail in Appendix F.
4.9

Finally, Illumina submitted that []. 113 It explained that “the acquisition of
PacBio by [] would create a formidable competitor”, and that []. 114 This
sentiment is also reflected in Illumina’s internal documents. 115 This evidence
is consistent with Illumina using an acquisition to eliminate a competitive
threat, and so preserve its current market position.

5.

Relevant merger situation

5.1

In accordance with section 36 of the Act and pursuant to our terms of
reference (see Appendix A) we are required to investigate and report on two
statutory questions: (a) whether arrangements are in progress or in
contemplation which, if carried into effect, will result in the creation of a
relevant merger situation; and (b) if so, whether the creation of that situation
may be expected to result in a substantial lessening of competition (SLC)
within any market or markets in the United Kingdom (UK) for goods or
services.

5.2

We address the first of the statutory questions in this section.

Enterprises ceasing to be distinct
5.3

A relevant merger situation will be created if, as a result of the Proposed
Merger, two or more enterprises cease to be distinct within the statutory
period for reference 116 and the turnover test and/or the share of supply test is
satisfied. 117

5.4

The Act defines an ‘enterprise’ as ‘the activities or part of the activities of a
business’. 118 A ‘business’ is defined as including ‘a professional practice and
includes any other undertaking which is carried on for gain or reward or which
is an undertaking in the course of which goods or services are supplied
otherwise than free of charge’. 119

5.5

Illumina and PacBio are active in the supply of DNA sequencing instruments
and consumables in the UK. We are therefore satisfied that Illumina and

[].
[].
115 [].
116 Section 23 and section 24 of the Act.
117 Section 23 of the Act.
118 Section 129(1) of the Act.
119 Section 129(1) and (3) of the Act.
113
114
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PacBio are businesses and their activities are ‘enterprises’ for the purposes of
the Act.
5.6

The Act provides that two enterprises cease to be distinct if they are brought
under common ownership or common control. 120 The Proposed Merger
concerns the acquisition by Illumina of the entire issued share capital of
PacBio. On completion of the Proposed Merger, the enterprise that
constitutes PacBio will be under the common ownership and control of
Illumina.

5.7

Accordingly, we are satisfied that arrangements are in contemplation which, if
carried into effect, would result in Illumina and PacBio ceasing to be distinct
enterprises for the purposes of the Act.

5.8

The Proposed Merger has not yet completed and so Illumina and PacBio
remain independent enterprises. Therefore, we are satisfied that the fourmonth time limit for a relevant merger situation under the Act is not engaged
in the present circumstances. 121

Jurisdiction test
5.9

The second element of the relevant merger situation test seeks to establish a
sufficient nexus with the UK on a turnover and/or share of supply basis to give
us jurisdiction to investigate.

5.10

The turnover test, which is that the value of the turnover in the UK of the
enterprise being taken over exceeds £70 million. The turnover of PacBio in the
UK in its last financial year prior to the Merger Agreement was approximately
£[]. The turnover test is therefore not met and we are required to consider
whether the share of supply test is met.

5.11

The share of supply test is satisfied where, as a result of enterprises ceasing
to be distinct, the following condition prevails or prevails to a greater extent: at
least one quarter of goods or services of any description which are supplied in
the UK, or in a substantial part of the UK, are supplied either by or to one and
the same person. 122

Section 26 of the Act.
Section 24 of the Act. In summary, the four-month time limit applies only where the enterprises have ceased
to be distinct.
122 Section 23(2), (3) and (4) of the Act. The reference to supply ‘by’ or ‘to’ one and the same person catches
aggregations with regard to the supply or purchase of goods or services. The test is also met where at least one
quarter of the goods or services is supplied by the persons by whom the enterprises concerned are carried on, or
are supplied to or for those persons.
120
121
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5.12

Illumina’s share of supply of next generation sequencing systems123 in the UK
by value of sales in 2018 was [] [90-100]% and [] [0-5]% for PacBio. As a
result of the Proposed Merger the Parties combined share of supply will
exceed 25%.

5.13

We are therefore satisfied that the share of supply test in section 23 of the Act
is met.

Provisional conclusion on the relevant merger situation
5.14

In the light of the above, we have provisionally found that the Proposed
Merger, if carried into effect, will result in the creation of a relevant merger
situation. As a result, we must consider whether the creation of that situation
may be expected to result in an SLC within any market or markets in the UK
for goods or services.

6.

Counterfactual

Introduction and legal framework
6.1

The counterfactual is an analytical tool used to help answer the question of
whether a merger has or may be expected to result in an SLC. It does this by
providing the basis for a comparison of the competitive situation on the market
with the merger against the likely future competitive situation on the market
absent the merger. The latter is called the counterfactual. 124

6.2

We may examine several possible scenarios to determine the appropriate
counterfactual, one of which may be the continuation of the pre-merger
situation. Ultimately only the most likely scenario based on the facts available
to us and the extent of our ability to foresee future developments will be
adopted. 125 The foreseeable period can sometimes be relatively short. 126
However, even if an event or its consequences are not sufficiently certain to
be included in the counterfactual, they may be considered in the context of the
competitive assessment. 127 Developments which have arisen or are likely to
arise as a result of the merger will not form part of the counterfactual
assessment. 128

See chapter 7 on market definition for additional details.
MAGs, paragraph 4.3.1.
125 MAGs, paragraph 4.3.6.
126 MAGs, paragraph 4.3.6.
127 MAGs, paragraph 4.3.2.
128 MAGs, footnote 37.
123
124
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6.3

However, we seek to avoid importing into the assessment of the appropriate
counterfactual any spurious claims to accurate prediction or foresight. Given
that the counterfactual incorporates only those elements of scenarios that are
foreseeable, it will not in general be necessary to make finely balanced
judgements about what is and what is not included in the counterfactual. 129

6.4

In reaching a view on the appropriate counterfactual, we must determine what
future developments we foresee arising absent the merger based on the
totality of facts available to us. Insofar as future events or circumstances are
not certain or foreseeable enough to include in the counterfactual, the
analysis of such events can take place in the assessment of competitive
effects. 130 Owing to the inherent uncertainty of predicting future events, the
CMA benefits from a margin of appreciation in relation to its conclusion and
will have acted rationally provided it has taken account of all relevant
information. 131

6.5

One notable exception when we do not adopt the pre-merger situation as our
counterfactual is the exiting firm scenario, sometimes referred to as a ‘failing
firm’. In this scenario, we would consider: 132
(a) whether the firm would have exited (through failure or otherwise);
and, if so
(b) whether there would have been an alternative purchaser for the
firm or its assets to the acquirer under consideration; and
(c) what would have happened to the sales of the firm in the event of
its exit.

Views of the Parties
6.6

The Parties submitted that we should consider PacBio’s historical and
forward-looking financial circumstances but for the Proposed Merger when
assessing its competitive effects. 133 PacBio submitted that []. 134

6.7

The Parties also submitted that we should consider PacBio’s search for a
potential partner prior to its entering into the current Merger Agreement with

MAGs, paragraphs 4.3.2 and 4.3.6.
MAGs, paragraph 4.3.2.
131 See BAA Ltd v Competition Commission [2012] CAT 3 at [20], Stagecoach Group Plc v Competition
Commission [2010] CAT 14, paragraph 45.
132 MAGs, paragraph 4.3.8.
133 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 40.
134 [].
129
130
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Illumina. 135 In particular, the Parties stated that since at least August 2017,
PacBio had been actively looking for a strategic partner and/or acquirer,
[] 136 []. 137
6.8

The Parties have told us that []. 138 In particular, they stated that [].
Therefore, they consider that []. 139

6.9

PacBio has submitted it is a failing firm 140 and that each of the three limbs of
our exiting firm test was met: 141
(a) [];
(b) []; and
(c) [].

6.10

PacBio’s submissions on each of these points are set out below. 142

PacBio’s views
Would the firm exit?
[]
6.11

[]. 143

6.12

[]. 144

6.13

[]. 145

6.14

[] 146 []. 147 []. 148

6.15

[]. 149

Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 40.
[].
137 [].
138 [].
139 [].
140 [].
141 [].
142 [].
143 [].
144 [].
145 [].
146 [].
147 [].
148 [].
149 [].
135
136
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6.16

[]. 150

6.17

[]. 151

6.18

[]. 152 []. 153 []. 154

6.19

[]. 155 []. 156
[]

6.20

[]. 157

6.21

[]. 158

6.22

[]. 159 []. 160

6.23

[]. 161

6.24

[]. 162

6.25

[]. 163

6.26

[]. 164

Would there be an alternative purchaser for the firm or its assets?
Background and process
6.27

In 2013, PacBio signed an agreement with Roche to develop diagnostic
products, including sequencing systems and consumables. This involved
PacBio developing and manufacturing certain products, then selling
exclusively to Roche who had exclusive distribution rights in the field of
human in vitro diagnostics. In return, Roche provided $35 million of funding to

[].
[].
152 [].
153 [].
154 [].
155 [].
156 [].
157 [].
158 [].
159 [].
160 [].
161 [].
162 [].
163 [].
164 [].
150
151
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PacBio upfront, with the plan of additional subsequent investments of $40
million conditional on hitting specific milestones. 165
6.28

At the end of 2016, Roche chose to terminate this agreement, stating that “we
will have greater focus on our internal development efforts and drive our long
term strategy which is to be a leader in clinical diagnostic sequencing”. 166

6.29

Shortly after this termination, PacBio started considering whether an
alternative strategic partner was available to replace Roche. In particular, the
Parties state that PacBio was looking to secure: 167
(a) resources for the distribution of PacBio’s technology and access to
a larger sales network; and
(b) funding and expertise to allow PacBio to expand its R&D efforts
and commercialisation of existing and future product lines.

6.30

[]. 168 []. 169 []. 170

6.31

[]. 171

6.32

[]. 172
(a) [].
(b) [].
(c) [].
(d) [].
Outcomes

6.33

[]. 173

https://www.pacb.com/press_releases/pacific-biosciences-announces-agreement-with-roche-diagnostics-todevelop-and-supply-dna-sequencing-based-products-for-clinical-diagnostics/
166 https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/roche-announces-termination-of-2013-developmentcommercialization-and-license-agreement-with-pacific-biosciences-300379155.html
167 [].
168 [].
169 [].
170 [].
171 [].
172 [].
173 [].
165
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6.34

[] 174 []. 175

6.35

[]. 176 []. 177

6.36

[]. 178

What would have happened to the sales of the exiting firm?
6.37

[]. 179

6.38

[]. 180

6.39

[]: 181
(a) [].
(b) [].

6.40

[]. 182

6.41

[]. 183

6.42

[]. 184

Illumina’s views
6.43

Illumina told us that [], but that it was not in a position to comment on []
or whether an alternative acquiror for the company might exist. 185

6.44

Illumina told us that it considered PacBio’s technology to have real value in
the market []. 186

[].
[].
176 [].
177 [].
178 [].
179 [].
180 [].
181 [].
182 [].
183 [].
184 [].
185 Illumina’s Hearing with the CMA, page 13 and 67.
186 Illumina’s Hearing with the CMA, page 13.
174
175
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Third party views
6.45

A large number of third parties raised concerns with us about PacBio’s
financial position and whether it would remain financially viable absent the
Proposed Merger. 187

6.46

However, some considered that, having launched its improved Sequel II
which has been well received, PacBio is now in a better position to continue to
develop independently. 188 This sentiment has also been reflected in a recent
equity analyst report (dated October 2019) stating that PacBio as a
standalone company “is worth more now given their commercial
achievements and system performance”. 189

6.47

We note that third parties have a more limited view of the details of PacBio’s
financial position as they do not have access to its internal documents.

CMA assessment
6.48

As stated in paragraph 6.2 above, when selecting a counterfactual for a
Phase 2 merger, we will seek to select the most likely foreseeable scenario.

6.49

We therefore start by considering the market context and its foreseeable
evolution, before assessing the submissions and evidence submitted by the
Parties as to whether PacBio meets the criteria to constitute a “failing firm”.
Finally, we note some points which have only arisen as a result of the
Proposed Merger and so would not exist in the counterfactual, before
reaching our provisional conclusions.

Market context
6.50

We have considered the broader market context of NGS systems. As
discussed in the industry background, competitive effects, and countervailing
factors chapters, the evidence shows that this is a dynamic sector in which all
players invest significantly in R&D to improve existing or develop new
sequencing technologies. It is not uncommon for companies to experience
losses for a number of years while the technology is being developed, as
discussed in more detail below.

6.51

In particular, PacBio’s recent release and commercialisation of its Sequel II
instrument may have a significant impact on its competitive interactions with

[].
[].
189 https://www.genomeweb.com/sequencing/pacific-biosciences-stock-upgraded-piper-jaffray
187
188
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Illumina, absent the Proposed Merger. This is discussed in more detail in
chapter 8 on the competitive effects of the merger.
Assessment of failing firm arguments
6.52

PacBio has stated that it was a failing firm (within the meaning of our
Guidance). As discussed in paragraph 6.5 above, when conducting this
assessment, we consider:
(a) whether the firm would have exited (through failure or otherwise);
and, if so
(b) whether there would have been an alternative purchaser for the
firm or its assets to the acquirer under consideration; and
(c) what would have happened to the sales of the firm in the event of
its exit.

Would the firm exit?
6.53

[]. 190

6.54

[].
[]

6.55

[].

6.56

[].

6.57

[]:

Figure 14: []

[]
Source: [].

6.58

[]. 191

6.59

[]. 192 []. 193 [].

[].
[].
192 [].
193 [].
190
191
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6.60

[] 194 [] 195 []. 196

6.61

[]. 197 []. 198

6.62

[]. 199 [].

6.63

[]. 200 []. 201 []. 202 []. 203 []. 204

6.64

[].

6.65

[].
[]

6.66

[].

6.67

[]:
(a) []. 205
(b) []. 206
(c) []. 207
(d) []: 208
(i) [].
(ii) [].
(iii) [].
(iv) [].

[].
[].
196 [].
197 [].
198 [].
199 [].
200 [].
201 [].
202 [].
203 [].
204 [].
205 [].
206 [].
207 [].
208 [].
194
195
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(e) []. 209
6.68

[].

6.69

[].
PacBio’s existing cash reserves

6.70

[]:

Table 5: [].

[]
*[].
Source: [].

6.71

[]:
(a) []. 210
(b) []. 211

6.72

[].

6.73

[] []. 212

6.74

[]. 213 []. 214

6.75

[].

6.76

[].
PacBio’s ability to raise additional cash

6.77

[]. 215

6.78

[]. 216

[].
[].
211 [].
212 [].
213 [].
214 [].
215 [].
216 [].
209
210
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6.79

[]. 217,218

6.80

[]. 219 []. 220 []. 221 [].

6.81

[]:
(a) []. 222
(b) []. 223[]. 224

6.82

[]. 225

6.83

[]:
(a) []. []. 226
(b) []: [] []. 227

6.84

[] 228 []. 229 [] 230 [].

6.85

[]. 231 [].

6.86

[].

6.87

[] 232 [] 233 []. 234 [].

6.88

[]. 235 [].

6.89

[].

6.90

[]. 236 [].

https://nanoporetech.com/about-us
[].
219 [].
220 [].
221 [].
222 $[].
223 [].
224 [].
225 [].
226 [].
227 [].
228 [].
229 [].
230 [].
231 [].
232 [].
233 [].
234 [].
235 [].
236 [].
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6.91

[]. 237 []. 238
Provisional conclusion on exit

6.92

[].

6.93

[].

6.94

Our provisional conclusion is that the appropriate counterfactual is one in
which PacBio is [] and would not exit the market due to financial failure in
the foreseeable future.

Would there be an alternative purchaser for the firm or its assets?
6.95

[]. 239

6.96

[]. 240
PacBio’s search for a strategic partner

6.97

[].

6.98

[]. 241

6.99

[]:
(a) []: []. 242
(b) []: []. 243
(c) []: []. 244
(d) []: []. 245

6.100 []. 246 []. 247

[].
[].
239 [].
240 [].
241 [].
242 [].
243 [].
244 [].
245 [].
246 [].
247 [].
237
238
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6.101 []. 248
6.102 []. 249 []. 250 []. 251 []. 252
6.103 []. 253
6.104 [].
6.105 [].
6.106 []. 254 [].
Evidence from valuations on potential for alternative purchasers
6.107 []:
(a) []. 255
(b) [].
6.108 []. 256 [].
6.109 [] 257 [].
Additional evidence on potential for alternative purchasers
6.110 []. 258
6.111 []. 259 [].
6.112 []. 260
6.113 []: 261

[].
[].
250 [].
251 [].
252 [].
253 [].
254 [].
255 [].
256 [].
257 [].
258 [].
259 [].
260 [].
261 [].
248
249
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[].
6.114 [].
6.115 []. 262
6.116 [].
Provisional conclusion on alternative purchasers
6.117 [].
6.118 The evidence presented to us and the actions of each of the Parties, shows
that PacBio has substantial underlying value, which would be attractive to
alternative purchasers. Although any such alternative offers may not have
been as attractive to PacBio shareholders as Illumina’s bid, they would have
resulted in the competitive constraint between the Parties being maintained.
6.119 [].
6.120 [].
6.121 []. 263 [].
What would have happened to the sales of the exiting firm?
6.122 []. 264
6.123 []. 265 [].
6.124 []. However, because we have provisionally concluded that PacBio has not
met the first two limbs of the exiting firm test, we have not found it necessary
to provisionally conclude on the effect of any sales redistribution.
Considerations which would not exist in the counterfactual
6.125 [].
6.126 []. 266

[].
[].
264 [].
265 [].
266 [].
262
263
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6.127 []:
(a) []. 267
(b) []. 268
(c) []. 269
(d) []. 270
(e) [].
(f) [].
(g) [] 271 [].
(h) []. 272
Provisional conclusions
6.128 Based on the evidence set out above, we do not consider that PacBio meets
the criteria of an “exiting firm”, as set out in the MAGs. 273 Our provisional
conclusion is that the most likely situation absent the Proposed Merger, and
therefore the appropriate counterfactual, is one in which PacBio would remain
an independent entity and the prevailing conditions of competition would
continue. These prevailing conditions would include levels of investment and
innovation by both Illumina and PacBio commensurate with their pre-merger
business plans. The relevant factors, and implications for these future
competitive conditions, are discussed in more detail in chapters 8 and 9 on
the competitive effects of the merger and countervailing factors.

7.

Market definition

Introduction and overview
7.1

The purpose of market definition is to provide a framework for the CMA’s
analysis of the competitive effects of a merger. The relevant market is the
market in which a merger may give rise to an SLC and contains the products
and/or services that are the most significant competitive alternatives available

[].
[].
269 [].
270 [].
271 [].
272 [].
273 MAGs, paragraph 4.3.8.
267
268
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to the customers of the merged companies. Market definition is a useful
analytical tool but is not an end in itself, and identifying the relevant market
involves an element of judgment. The boundaries of the market do not
determine the outcome of the CMA’s analysis of the competitive effects of a
merger in a mechanistic way. The CMA may, for example, also take into
account constraints outside the relevant market, segmentations within the
market, or other ways in which some constraints are more important than
others. 274
7.2

In making a judgement on market definition, we have taken into account the
dynamic nature of this industry and the forward-looking nature of our
assessment. Much of the evidence we rely on in determining the relevant
market is also relevant to the competitive assessment as we analyse the
closeness of competition between the two companies, which both currently
supply sequencing systems employing different technologies, one based on
‘short read’ technology (Illumina), the other based on ‘long read’ technology
(PacBio). We therefore cross refer as necessary.

7.3

The Parties overlap in the supply of next-generation sequencers (NGS), 275
which includes both short read (second generation) and long read (third
generation) sequencing systems. In this chapter we examine two dimensions
of market definition: the product dimension and the geographic dimension. For
each, we proceed by first setting out the Parties’ submissions, then
summarising the evidence we have received, and finally explaining our
assessment.

7.4

As we explain below we have provisionally found that the relevant product
market is NGS systems:
(a) We have found that long read and short read NGS systems are
providing an increasing competitive constraint on each other;
(b) We have found that there was limited competitive constraint from
non-NGS systems and that this is unlikely to change in the future;
(c) We have found that in purchasing decisions, customers consider
the entirety of the sequencing system, including the instrument and
consumables; and

274
275

Merger Assessment Guidelines (CC 2 Revised), paragraphs 5.2.1 and 5.2.2.
Chapter 2 on the Industry, paragraph 2.15.
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(d) We have found that the supply of sequencing services, as opposed
to sequencing systems, provides very little constraint on the
Parties.
7.5

We have also provisionally found that the relevant geographic market is
worldwide.

Product market definition
7.6

In order to determine the relevant product market, we have considered:
(a) whether to include consumables alongside the instrument in a
‘sequencing system’;
(b) the extent to which short read and long read sequencing system
providers constrain each other;
(c) whether non-NGS technologies should be included; and
(d) whether DNA sequencing services 276 should be included.

Sequencing systems
The Parties’ views
7.7

The Parties submitted that sequencing instruments and their related
consumables fall into systems markets on the basis that customers purchase
sequencing instruments taking into account the ‘total cost of ownership’ of the
system. 277 This includes the price of both the primary product (ie the
sequencing instrument) and consumables (ie library preparation and reagent
kits, 278 bioinformatics tools and product support services), so that the price of
the sequencing instrument and the price of the consumables are linked.

7.8

The Parties also submitted that suppliers of sequencing instruments adopt
different pricing policies, some of which include the price of the consumables
together with the sequencing instrument. For example, ONT sells ‘starter

Sequencing services are offered by some companies. Customers pay to have their DNA samples sequenced
(rather than purchase sequencers themselves). Those offering sequencing services often have a variety of
different instruments, often from more than one manufacturer.
277 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraphs 129 and 231.
278 While some consumables, such as sample extraction and library preparation kits can be used across all
sequencing technologies and are also provided by third-party providers, some consumables, such as reagent kits
and flow cells are exclusively provided by the instrument manufacturer, for use with a particular instrument, see
Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraphs 137 and 173 and Annex 001 and Annex 002 to the Parties’ Final Merger
Notice. This has also been confirmed by third parties.
276
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packs’ which include both sequencers and consumables and QIAGEN applies
a ‘price per insight’ model whereby customers pay for each clinical report
generated. 279,280
Evidence from third parties
7.9

Customers also told us that the cost of consumables is a significant factor
when deciding which DNA sequencing instrument to purchase, for example:
(a) [] told us that “the cost of consumables is one factor taken into
account when thinking about purchasing a new technology or
instrument"; 281
(b) [] told us that the “consumables cost is what drives a project not
the cost of the instrument”; 282 and
(c) [] told us that “the cost of consumables is an important factor
when purchasing a new instrument”. 283

Our assessment
7.10

The evidence we have seen demonstrates that consumables are an important
element of DNA sequencing, accounting for a significant part of the Parties’
revenue and profit (see chapter 3 on the Parties, Figure 11 and Figure 13).
Third parties confirmed that the costs of consumables account for the majority
of sequencing costs and therefore play an important role in a customer’s
decision regarding which sequencing system to buy. 284

7.11

In our view, the market for NGS systems should therefore be assessed as a
systems market, given that:
(a) customers take into account the entire cost of sequencing;
(b) the difference in the pricing models used by sequencing suppliers
means that direct comparisons of different elements of NGS
systems is not straightforward; and

Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraphs 135 – 137, 198, 213, 232 and 246. The Parties made no further
submissions in relation to systems markets during our Phase 2 investigation.
280 We note that QIAGEN announced on 7 October 2019 a joint venture partnership with Illumina to deliver
sequencing-based in-vitro diagnostic (IVD) tests and as part of its preliminary Q3 2019 results announced its
decision to “suspend ongoing NGS-related instrument development activities”.
281 Note of call with [].
282 Note of call with [].
283 Note of call with [].
284 For example, see note of call with [].
279
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(c) we have not received any evidence that contradicts the position
that the Parties’ activities should be analysed on the basis of a
‘systems’ market.
7.12

We therefore take the view that sales of sequencing instruments and the
various types of consumables (eg library preparation kits, reagent kits and
data analysis tools) should be assessed within the scope of a single product
frame of reference, ie as a systems market.

7.13

We recognise that there are other ways of combining the elements involved in
DNA sequencing to define the market. For instance, pragmatically, and based
on supply-side substitution, 285 it is possible to combine all the elements of
DNA sequencing systems (eg instrument, consumables, etc.) into one product
market where the conditions of competition are the same for each element.
Given that most consumables are purchased from the instrument
manufacturer, this would lead to the same definition with the exception of
library preparation kits which can also be purchased from the open market.
However, whether or not library preparation kits produced by instrument
manufacturers are included in the product market would not have any material
impact on our competitive assessment. 286

Short read and long read sequencing
The Parties’ views
7.14

The Parties submitted that they are not active in the same product market,
though they are both suppliers of NGS systems. Instead, the Parties
submitted that short read sequencing (as supplied by Illumina) and long read
sequencing (as supplied by PacBio) are complementary technologies and
therefore fall into distinct product markets for the reasons set out below. 287

7.15

The Parties submitted that long read and short read sequencing systems are
not considered to be substitutable by customers and are instead used for
different applications and use cases, or are used in a complementary fashion.

7.16

The Parties submitted that customers cannot use both sequencing systems to
‘answer the same questions’, due to the inherent strengths and limitations of
the two technologies. They told us that short read and long read systems are

Merger Assessment Guidelines, from paragraph 5.2.17.
In calculating market shares, the exclusion of revenue from library preparation kits would increase Illumina’s
market share marginally, given that the proportion of customers that use third party supplied library preparation
kits is far higher for Illumina than other suppliers.
287 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 97 onwards.
285
286
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technologically distinct, with unique characteristics which mean that they are
not substitutes in any given use case. While short read systems sequence up
to hundreds of base pairs per read, have high throughput (or run output), and
are scalable and economical, long read systems sequence up to thousands of
base pairs per read, have lower throughput, are not scalable and are
materially more expensive. 288 The Parties submitted that while the vast
majority of variants are SNVs (more than 99%) that can be discovered and
detected by short read systems, there are classes of structural variants where
long read systems are required. 289 The Parties submitted that speed, cost and
accuracy would all lead a user inevitably to choose a short read system, if the
biological question could be answered by a short read system. 290 The Parties
also submitted that “short read and long read systems are not ‘substitutable’
and do not compete just because a long read system could ‘technically’ be
used for certain use cases”, instead, customers choose the best approach
available to them to “answer” the question at hand. The Parties submitted that
customers use native long read systems only when short read systems are
unable to provide an answer to the question at hand (eg because the read
length required is too long). 291 Since native long read systems are (and will
remain) materially more expensive than short read systems, customers will
therefore use a short read system if they can. 292
7.17

The Parties further submitted that while short read and long read sequencing
systems could sometimes be used in a complementary fashion within the
same application, there are no use cases within any particular existing
sequencing applications for which short read and long read technologies can
be used interchangeably. The Parties submitted that there are certain
applications for which customers can use both short read and native long read
technologies to take advantage of their complementary strengths, and that
these applications can be broadly categorised in the following groups: reflex
testing, initial discovery and coordinated sequencing. The Parties also
provided examples of public statements of customers indicating that they saw
short read and long read sequencing systems as complementary. The Parties
further submitted that evidence of the systems’ complementarity is found in
the fact that []. 293

Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 97 onwards.
Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 29.
290 Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 29.
291 Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 35, onwards.
292 Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 64, onwards.
293 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 97 onwards.
288
289
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7.18

Further, the Parties’ submissions (and some third-party responses) indicated
that there are certain applications for which either short read or long read
technologies might have clear advantages, for example: 294
(i) long read sequencing is more suitable for de novo sequencing of
large and complex genomes, as well as for discovery and detection of
large structural variants, haplotype phasing and applications requiring
near real time sequencing; and
(ii) short read sequencing is more suitable for certain applications where
very high accuracy is needed (eg for clinical and diagnostic
sequencing) or where short read technologies have significant cost or
throughput advantages (eg counting of short DNA fragments).

7.19

The Parties submitted that as the costs of short read sequencing are lower
than those of long read sequencing, customers will only use long read
systems where short read systems are unable to provide an answer to the
question at hand. 295 The Parties further submitted that operating costs of
short read systems are an order of magnitude lower than those of long read
systems. The Parties gave the example of a laboratory sequencing 10,000
genomes per year, for whom the cost of each genome sequenced with a
Sequel II is $[], while the cost of each genome sequenced with NovaSeq is
$[]. 296

7.20

The Parties submitted that there are fundamental limitations in existing native
long read technologies which will prevent the technologies from scaling in a
manner that would enable them to deliver run outputs at costs similar to those
of Illumina’s systems. The Parties submitted that as a result there will
continue to be a difference in run output and cost between short read and
long read systems for the foreseeable future. 297

7.21

The Parties also submitted that the growth of PacBio to date has not been at
the expense of short read sequencing systems, including Illumina. In support
of these statements, the Parties provided some econometric analysis 298 which
in their view shows that the purchase of a PacBio sequencing instrument does
not reduce the usage of an Illumina sequencing instrument (calculated by
reference to consumables’ sales). 299

Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 97 onwards.
Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 97 onwards.
296 Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 33.
297 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 97 onwards.
298 Further detail on the Parties’ econometric submission is provided in chapter 8 on competitive effects, below.
299 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 97 onwards.
294
295
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7.22

The Parties also submitted that “longer read lengths do not inherently add
utility” 300 because the vast majority of use cases do not require long read
lengths due to biological realities. Short read systems are used due to their
practicality, ability to scale and favourable economics and users will therefore
use the shortest read lengths that will answer a given question. The Parties
submitted that sequencing longer than the read length required to accomplish
this goal adds little or no utility, but adds significant cost, time and
complexity. 301

7.23

The Parties also submitted that the evidence from customers did not support
the conclusion that for some use cases customers consider using either short
read or long read sequencing. 302 Further detail on this is provided at
paragraph 8.231 to 8.233 of chapter 8 on the competitive effects of the
merger.

7.24

The Parties submitted that half of the 20 customers interviewed by the CMA
explained that short read and native long read systems are not substitutes for
any application or use case, while others have described one of two activities
to the CMA: either migration from a non-suited technology to a suited
technology, or a complementary use of short read and long read systems
within the same application (without referring to the specific use cases within
those applications).
(a) In relation to migration, the Parties submitted that “a limited number
of customers have historically used Illumina’s short read systems to
perform native long read use cases for which short read systems
are not suited”. 303 However, as long read technology has improved,
these customers have migrated to a better suited system, even
though the cost of sequencing on a cost per genome basis is still
higher for long read technologies. The Parties have submitted that
customers migrating in this way are not substituting competing
systems as material differences between short read and long read
sequencing will remain; and further the SSNIP test is not met given
the materially different costs of short read and native long read
systems.
(b) In relation to complementary uses, the Parties submitted that “the
fact that customers use short read and native long read systems in

Illumina’s submission: Longer Read Lengths do not Inherently add Utility.
Illumina’s submission: Longer Read Lengths do not Inherently add Utility and Parties’ Response to the
Annotated Issues Statement.
302 Illumina’s submission: Longer Read Lengths do not Inherently add Utility, paragraph 44.
303 Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 44.
300
301
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the same applications does not mean that they consider these
systems to be substitutes. This will turn on whether they use
different or the same technologies in particular use cases (within
the same application)”. 304
7.25

Finally, the Parties submitted the survey conducted on their behalf by the life
sciences consulting firm DeciBio, confirmed that there are no use cases
where customers’ responses suggest they would consider the two
technologies to be interchangeable. 305
Linked long read sequencing

7.26

In contrast to PacBio’s long read technology (which generates single,
contiguous long reads) ‘linked long read’ solutions, such as that offered by
10x Genomics, use barcoding techniques applied as part of the library
preparation workflow to order and assemble short reads (such as those
generated by Illumina’s instruments) together to create an artificial long
read. 306

7.27

The Parties submitted that linked long read solutions are just ‘associated short
reads’ and cannot fully replicate the advantages of native long read
technologies. 307

Evidence from third parties
7.28

As described in more detail in paragraphs 8.213 to 8.214 in chapter 8 on
competitive effects, we sent questionnaires to and conducted calls with a
number of the Parties’ customers. Some customers told us that whether
technologies offer short read or long read sequencing is a key consideration
when purchasing instruments or deciding which instrument to use for a given
project, 308 while around half of customers said that short read and long read
are substitutable for at least some projects 309 (often with trade-offs, for
example around cost or throughput). 310

Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 54.
DeciBio Survey, Final Report. Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 38.
306 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 89.
307 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 90.
308 See paragraph 8.218 in chapter 8 on the competitive effects of the merger.
309 For some customers this was for a very small portion of their workload however.
310 Paragraph 8.219 below; [].
304
305
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7.29

Some customers told us that long read systems had already displaced short
read systems for some of their work, 311,312 and almost all customers said that
long read technologies will be more prevalent in the future, of which some
made comments suggesting this will be at the expense of short read
technologies. 313
Linked long read sequencing

7.30

One third party 314 told the CMA that there are ways to improve the technical
capabilities of short read sequencing technologies, for example through linked
long reads. Third parties have also indicated to the CMA that linked long
reads and native long reads can be used interchangeably in some
circumstances. However, in general, customers said that a linked long read is
of lower quality to native long read 315 and, furthermore, some customers said
that a linked long read is not necessarily cheaper than native long read. Only
one customer the CMA spoke to mentioned 10x Genomics as a loose
competitor to PacBio for certain applications, due to linked long read
offerings. 316

Evidence from the Parties’ internal documents
7.31

Evidence from the Parties’ internal documents demonstrates that the Parties
consistently and routinely refer to each other as competitors. This is reflected
in many documents over a number of years and those documents take a
number of different forms, including strategy documents, technical
assessments, and sales support documents. As set out in more detail in
chapter 8 on competitive effects of the merger, we have identified a number of
internal documents relating either to complementarity or to competition
between the Parties’ technologies and more generally between short and long
read NGS systems. 317

7.32

We have seen references in Illumina’s internal documents that the Parties’
technologies are used in a complementary fashion either for certain
applications or in the short term before one of the two technologies will

[].
[] submitted that they “have utilized the short systems [that were previously used as part of a hybrid
approach] for other projects and applications”.
313 [].
314 [] call note.
315 Customers said that read length is inferior with linked long read and that linked long read does not resolve the
repetitive parts of a genome as well as native long read in the context of de novo assembly (see call notes with
[]).
316 See call note with [].
317 See paragraphs 8.132, onwards and 8.177, onwards of chapter 8 on competitive effects for more details.
311
312
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become the preferred choice. 318 We have also seen references in many of
Illumina’s internal documents to PacBio – either on its own or if acquired by a
third party – as a competitive threat to Illumina. The documents also
demonstrate that the level of such a threat may increase in the future as long
read technology evolves. 319 Illumina’s internal documents also demonstrate
that there is and has been in recent years, a realistic threat that some
instrument purchases or workflow would be lost to PacBio. Furthermore,
many of these documents consider both BGI short read and ONT’s long read
as competing technologies. 320
7.33

There are only a small number of references in PacBio’s internal documents
which indicate – and often indirectly – that short read and long read
technologies can be used in a complementary fashion. 321 We have also seen
a considerable number of documents in which PacBio views Illumina as a
competitor whose closeness may increase as PacBio’s technology
progresses.
Linked long read sequencing

7.34

Some of Illumina’s internal documents suggest that linked long reads can
increase the competitiveness of short read sequencing systems vis-à-vis
native long read sequencing systems:
(a) A presentation prepared by a Senior Principal Scientist states that
[]”; 322 and
(b) Illumina’s 2018-2020 strategic plan states that []. 323

7.35

As discussed further in in our analysis of competitive effects, there are a small
number of examples in PacBio’s internal documents discussing 10x
Genomics (a linked long read provider):
(a) []; 324
(b) []”; 325 and

See paragraph 8.132, onwards of chapter 8 on competitive effects for more details.
See paragraph 8.134, onwards of chapter 8 on competitive effects for more details.
320 See paragraphs 8.141 and 8.142 of chapter 8 on competitive effects for more details.
321 See paragraph 8.178 of chapter 8 on competitive effects for more details.
322 Item 1 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]). SV refers to Structural Variation.
323 Item 38 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
324 Item 88 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
325 Item 89 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
318
319
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(c) []. 326
Our assessment
7.36

In order for us to consider that products should be included in the same
product market, it is not a requirement that the products, or their prices,
should be identical. Rather, the aim when identifying the relevant product
market is to include the most significant constraints on the behaviour of the
merging firms. 327

7.37

As set out in the Merger Assessment Guidelines, the relevant product market
is a set of products that customers consider to be close substitutes, for
example in terms of utility, brand or quality. 328 We agree with the Parties’
submission that certain customers currently and in the foreseeable future will
likely only use short read and long read systems in a complementary fashion,
however other customers told us they view the two sequencing systems as
interchangeable for some projects. 329

7.38

The evidence presented by the Parties and corroborated by third parties
suggests that long read sequencing technologies have traditionally been
viewed as a poor substitute for short read sequencing technologies (in
particular because of their lower accuracy and throughput and higher
sequencing costs) and were primarily used for applications, use cases, and
projects which cannot be addressed by short read technologies.

7.39

However, the evidence also demonstrates that the two technologies currently
constrain each other to some degree, and that this constraint is likely to
increase in the future. For instance, when PacBio and ONT first launched
NGS systems, we would expect that there was inevitable uncertainty about
their capabilities and economics. Illumina’s internal documentary evidence
demonstrates that they tracked, and in part responded to, what they saw as a
competitive threat. In our view, the documentary evidence, as described
below in paragraph 7.41and 7.42 and in more detail in paragraphs 8.122,
onwards of chapter 8 on competitive effects of the merger, also demonstrates
that this competitive process has continued, as the technologies have
evolved. Given this is a dynamic industry, we consider this important to our
assessment, as it demonstrates the increasing constraint of long read on
short read and vice versa.

Item 75 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
Merger Assessment Guidelines, from paragraph 5.2.1.
328 Merger Assessment Guidelines, from paragraph 5.2.5(a).
329 See paragraphs 8.218 to 8.222 in chapter 8 on competitive effects where this is discussed further.
326
327
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7.40

Given the relevance of closeness of competition between the Parties (now
and in the future) to our assessment of market definition, the evidence is laid
out in more detail in the following chapter 8 on competitive effects. Here we
provide an overview.

7.41

Evidence from internal documents indicates that Illumina has taken action, or
has considered taking action, in response to the competitive threat from
PacBio. Customers told us that long read systems had already displaced
short read systems for some of their work, which the Parties acknowledge as
‘migration’. 330 Furthermore half of customers to whom we spoke noted that
long and short read systems were substitutable for at least some of their
work. 331

7.42

The evidence, from both Parties’ internal documents and from customers also
demonstrates that long read technologies are increasingly viewed as an
alternative to short read technologies as they continue to improve in terms of
both technical capabilities and sequencing cost. We consider this to be
important in our assessment as, in our view, it suggests that the constraint
between the two technologies will increase in the future. In relation to the
DeciBio survey, as described below in the section on evidence from
customers in chapter 8 on competitive effects, 332 we do not place substantial
weight on this survey given the methodological and reporting issues.

7.43

The sequencing industry is forecast to grow dramatically, 333 with customers
conducting new uses and applications, and it is not yet clear which technology
will be the most appropriate for each new use or application.

7.44

As set out below in chapter 8 on competitive effects, we consider that, even if
customers are indeed migrating from short read sequencing to long read
sequencing, this is still competition. Those customers may consider switching
back to short read in the future. In the short term, firms will have an incentive
to influence the rate of migration. In the longer term, firms will have an
incentive to innovate, such that they can better compete for migrating (or
migrated) customers. Further, in relation to the Parties’ submission that the
SSNIP test is not met given the materially different costs of short read and
native long read systems, it is our view that the SSNIP test is a static test, and
therefore may not accurately reflect the features of a dynamic market, and
that the Parties are not necessarily only responding to the competitive
constraint provided by the other Party with changes to pricing but with

See paragraph 8.6 on nature of competition in chapter 8 on competitive effects.
For some customers this was for a very small portion of their workload however.
332 See paragraph 8.105 onwards.
333 See chapter 2 above on the Industry.
330
331
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increased R&D. Finally, the Parties have not presented a SSNIP test to us, so
it is not clear whether or not a 5-10% price rise would be profitable.
7.45

In relation to linked long reads (or ‘associated short reads’), we acknowledge
that such technologies may not represent a perfect alternative to native long
read technologies in many cases, indeed, only one customer mentioned a
linked long read provider as a competitor to PacBio. 334 However, the available
evidence demonstrates that linked long read solutions offer significant
enhancements to short read sequencing systems, thus further increasing the
ability of short read sequencing technologies to compete with native long read
sequencing technologies. This position appears to be supported by the
Parties’ internal documents and third party views. 335

7.46

Therefore, while there is currently a distinction between long read and short
read sequencing technologies – which leads to differentiation within the NGS
market – in our view, in the context of a dynamic assessment there is not, for
the purposes of market definition, a clear-cut distinction between sequencing
technologies on the basis of read length.

7.47

We recognise that for certain customers, and for certain applications, projects
or use cases, long read and short read systems will not be substitutable now
or in the future, and we recognise that not all competitors in the market will
constitute an equal constraint on each other, just as there may be constraints
from outside the market. We take account of these differences in our
assessment of competitive effects.

Non-NGS methods of ascertaining genetic information
7.48

In this section we examine whether non NGS methods of ascertaining genetic
information and first generation Sanger sequencing belong in the same
product frame of reference as NGS systems.

7.49

Alternative methods of ascertaining genetic information, such as microarrays,
polymerase chain reaction (PCR), fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH)
and DNA mapping can be used to ascertain genetic information, but are not
methods of DNA sequencing as they require prior knowledge of the relevant
sequence in question, including anticipated variants, which is derived from
sequencing. 336

See paragraph 7.30 above.
See paragraphs 7.34 and 7.30 above.
336 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 142.
334
335
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7.50

Sanger sequencing, as explained above in chapter 2 on the Industry, was
introduced in 1977 to identify nucleotides on a strand, and was used to
sequence the entire human genome between 1990 and 2003. In contrast,
NGS was introduced in 2005 and was able to sequence billions of DNA
strands in parallel and therefore had a substantially lower cost per base. 337

The Parties’ views
7.51

The Parties submitted that alternative methods of ascertaining genetic
information such as microarrays, PCR, FISH and DNA mapping are not
substitutable with DNA sequencing systems as methods of DNA
sequencing. 338 The Parties submitted that such alternative technologies may
be used for a number of reasons, including sample volume (eg microarrays),
turnaround time (eg PCR), sensitivity (eg digital PCR), established clinical
utility (eg FISH), because they provide complementary information (eg
mapping), or cost (eg PCR and microarrays). However, they only enable
determination of whether known sequences or particular variants are present
(or not) in a sample, not actual sequencing of the sample. 339

7.52

Illumina further submitted that if the CMA takes the view – which the Parties
contest – that the use of the word ‘competitor’ is intended to mean that the
relevant company is an actual or potential competitor, then they submit that
the relevant market should also include the first generation Sanger
sequencing systems (of which Thermo Fisher is the leading supplier),
mapping technologies, and alternative methods of ascertaining genetic
information (eg, PCR), into the same relevant product market as these are
also referred to as ‘competitors’ by Illumina in their internal documents. 340

Evidence from third parties
7.53

We have examined the extent to which non-NGS methods, in particular
Sanger sequencing systems exert a competitive constraint on NGS systems
in general and the Parties in particular. We looked at the evidence provided
by customers and the Parties’ competitors, in particular the evidence from
Thermo Fisher which is the major supplier of first generation Sanger
sequencing technology.

See paragraphs 2.12, onwards of chapter 2 on the Industry.
Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 142.
339 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 143.
340 Illumina’s Response to the Internal documents working paper, paragraph 117.
337
338
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7.54

We found that customers rarely mentioned Sanger sequencing systems and
never mentioned other non-NGS methods of ascertaining genetic information
as substitutes to NGS technologies. More specifically, out of the 39 customers
who responded to our questionnaire: 341
(a) 4 specifically discussed Applied Biosystems (Thermo Fisher’s
Sanger platform) and seemed to view Sanger sequencing as a
niche segment largely supplied by Thermo Fisher;
(b) 12 commented specifically on Ion Torrent (Thermo Fisher’s NGS
platform) when asked about Thermo Fisher (therefore these
customers were not referring to Sanger sequencing when
discussing Thermo Fisher); and
(c) 23 did not comment on Thermo Fisher.

7.55

Thermo Fisher told us that its average R&D spend on Sanger sequencing
over the past three years was [] of the average total R&D spend on DNA
sequencing systems which included Sanger and NGS systems. 342

7.56

[] 343[]. 344

7.57

[]. 345 This suggests that any limited constraint currently provided by Sanger
sequencing on NGS systems will decrease in future.

7.58

Finally, no other competitor listed Sanger sequencing when asked who their
competitors were. 346

Evidence from the Parties’ internal documents
7.59

The Parties’ internal documents broadly support the position that non-NGS
methods of ascertaining genetic information fall into a separate product
market to NGS systems for the following reasons:
(a) We found no instances in Illumina’s internal documents which
mention Non-NGS methods of ascertaining genetic information
(including Sanger sequencing) as a credible current or future
competitive threat;

Analysis of the CMA customer questionnaire responses.
[].
343 Note of call with [].
344 See Appendix D on Competitors’ internal documents.
345 See Appendix D on Competitors’ internal documents.
346 CMA analysis of competitor questionnaires. See paragraph 8.245 in chapter 8 on competitive effects.
341
342
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(b) While a few of Illumina’s internal documents mentioned suppliers of
non-NGS technologies, such as []) as competitors with respect to
specific []), and suggested that they may compete for new
customers, 347 it is not clear whether these references to
competition apply to Illumina’s activities in the supply of sequencing
technologies, or Illumina’s activities in the supply of microarrays;
and
(c) PacBio does not appear to monitor non-NGS technologies in the
internal documents submitted to the CMA. 348
7.60

In relation to Sanger sequencing, we note that Thermo Fisher (the largest
provider of Sanger sequencing) is monitored to a more limited extent than
some other competitors in Illumina’s internal documents. 349 Where it is
monitored it appears to be in relation to its Ion Torrent product rather than its
Sanger technology. PacBio’s internal documents do not appear to reference
Thermo Fisher. 350

Our assessment
7.61

The evidence we have seen demonstrates that non-NGS technologies (such
as Sanger sequencing) exert only a limited constraint on the suppliers of NGS
systems.

7.62

The Parties’ internal documents do not mention non-NGS methods of
ascertaining genetic information as a competitive threat. Overall, as set out
above, the Parties do not monitor providers of Sanger technology (other than
to the extent that they also provide an NGS technology) and do not refer to
Sanger technology as a threat or as possibly disruptive, in the way that they
monitor other providers of NGS systems (whether short read or long read).
Thermo Fisher, in particular, is mostly monitored in relation to its Ion Torrent
NGS platform rather than its Sanger Technology. In our view, given the
dynamic nature of the NGS systems industry, we consider the diminishing
constraint from Sanger technology on NGS systems an important factor in our
assessment.

7.63

Thermo Fisher’s evidence demonstrates that while there may currently be
some degree of substitutability between Sanger sequencing and certain short
read technologies, for the majority of applications it is extremely difficult to use

See for example, Item 61 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]
PacBio submitted emails which it claims highlights monitoring of non-NGS suppliers. Given the timing of this
submission we have been unable to assess these emails.
349 See paragraph 8.143 of chapter 8 on competitive effects for more details.
350 See paragraph 8.184 of chapter 8 on competitive effects for more details.
347
348
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Sanger because of the amount of data it generates. We have seen []. In
addition, the majority of third parties agreed that alternative technologies
(microarrays in particular) are not substitutes for sequencing technologies.
7.64

Other than Sanger sequencing, customers have not mentioned non-NGS
technologies as a substitute to NGS systems. Moreover, the few customers
who did mention Sanger sequencing suggested that it represents a very niche
segment, which is currently dominated by Thermo Fisher.

7.65

Based on this evidence, we are provisionally of the view that non-NGS
technologies, including Sanger sequencing and other non-NGS methods of
ascertaining genetic information, are not in the same product frame of
reference as NGS systems. However, in our competitive assessment, we
consider Thermo Fisher and the extent to which it constrains the Parties, both
through its Sanger sequencer as an out of market constraint, as well as
through its NGS sequencer (Ion Torrent).

Sequencing services
The Parties’ views
7.66

The Parties submitted that customers requiring DNA sequencing have the
option to either purchase a sequencing system (for example, from one of the
Parties) or to outsource their sequencing requirements to providers of
sequencings services, such as Novogene and the Wellcome Sanger
Institute. 351

7.67

The Parties submitted that sequencing services are usually purchased by
customers who do not have consistent high-volume demand for sequencing
and are, therefore, unwilling to make a significant investment in acquiring a
sequencing instrument and the related costs of training staff, and ensuring
compliance of their facilities or processes. The Parties also submitted that
outsourcing sequencing services tends to be more expensive on a per-sample
basis, it may take longer to receive sequencing results and it does not allow
customers to oversee the sequencing process (which makes sequencing
services less attractive to certain customers). 352

Some suppliers of sequencing instruments, such as Illumina, BGI and QIAGEN also provide sequencing
services, Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 214. PacBio does not provide sequencing services. The Parties
made no further submissions in relation to sequencing services during our Phase 2 investigation.
352 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraphs 216 – 219.
351
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Evidence from third parties
7.68

Of the 39 customers who responded to our questionnaire: 353
(a) 17 said they would not consider outsourcing sequencing to service
providers. Specific reasons given included: requiring a quick
turnaround, insufficient flexibility and insufficient oversight.
(b) 9 said they would consider outsourcing sequencing. Two of these
customers said that this would be subject to them having
insufficient capacity, and another two said that this would be
subject to the cost being lower. One customer in this group said
that although they would consider outsourcing sequencing,
sequencing services are inflexible, and there are confidentiality
issues with some samples.
(c) 12 said they do outsource sequencing in certain circumstances.
Five customers said that they do so when this provides access to
specialist or outdated technology. Six customers said that they do
so when they have insufficient capacity in-house. Where customers
noted that they tend to sequence in-house, specific reasons given
for this included: requiring a quick turnaround, lower cost and
greater flexibility.

7.69

A minority of customers we had calls with (around a quarter) said that they do
outsource sequencing in certain circumstances or would consider doing so. In
general, customers in this group indicated that outsourcing wouldn’t account
for a large proportion of projects. Specific comments included:
(a) “Occasionally [] do outsource its sequencing work to another
facility in []. They will outsource when they have a niche
requirement which they are unable to fulfil in-house or when
timelines are not easily met at their facility.” 354
(b) When asked whether they would consider outsourcing sequencing,
one customer responded, “Not a lot, they have outsourced for a
few projects, specifically before they bought their NovaSeq. They
were sequencing a large number of human genomes which they
couldn’t do cheaply enough in-house on their HiSeqs so they
outsourced these to institutions which had the NovaSeq.”355

One customer did not provide a response to the relevant question.
Note of call with [].
355 Note of call with University of [].
353
354
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7.70

None of the customers we spoke noted sequencing service providers as
competitors to the Parties, although we recognise customers may only have
had manufacturers in mind when answering this question.

7.71

Of the competitors we spoke to, with the one exception of [], providers of
sequencing services were not identified as competitors by other current
suppliers of sequencing systems. 356

7.72

[] submitted that other suppliers of sequencing systems were its main
competitors, 357 however in one submission it stated that it also considers
service providers as competitors. 358

Evidence from the Parties’ internal documents
7.73

The Parties’ internal documents rarely mention sequencing services providers
either as competitors or as customers. More specifically:
(a) In some of Illumina’s documents relating to [] segment
sequencing service providers are mentioned as competitors, and in
one document Illumina refers to service providers as customers; 359
and
(b) In a couple of internal documents, PacBio mentions service
providers as customers. 360

7.74

Overall, the lack of reference to sequencing service providers in the Parties’
internal documents would suggest that providers of sequencing services are
not considered a main source of competition by the Parties.

Our assessment
7.75

Based on the evidence we have seen, we have provisionally found that:
(a) the Parties’ internal documents very rarely discuss sequencing
service providers;
(b) all but one of the Parties’ competitors and potential competitors did
not mention sequencing service providers as competitors (the

[] response to the CMA Market Questionnaire dated 3 July 2019. See, paragraph 8.245 of chapter 8 on
competitive effects of the merger for more details.
357 [] response to question 3 of the Market Questionnaire dated 3 July 2019.
358 Note of call with [].
359 Item 67 of Appendix C on internal documents ([], undated).
360 Item 70 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]). Item 104 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
356
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exception being [] – who in one submission mentioned service
providers as secondary competitors); and
(c) some customers said that they do outsource sequencing to service
providers, although they tend to do so when this provides access to
specialist technology (ie for niche applications), or to manage
temporary peaks in sequencing demand.
7.76

Accordingly, in our view, taken in the round, the provision of sequencing
services exerts a very limited competitive constraint on the supply of
sequencing systems. On this basis, in our view the provision of sequencing
services is not part of the same market as the market for the provision of
sequencing systems. As PacBio does not provide sequencing services, we
will not consider the market for sequencing services any further.

Conclusion on product frame of reference
7.77

Our provisional view is therefore that the relevant product market in which to
assess the effect of the Proposed Merger is the NGS systems market. The
NGS systems market includes both second generation short read sequencing
systems and third generation long read sequencing systems.

Geographic market definition
The Parties’ views
7.78

The Parties submitted that the markets for short read and long read
sequencing systems are worldwide in scope 361 and that for customers of short
read and long read systems, the location of suppliers is not particularly
important. The Parties submitted that suppliers are active on a worldwide
basis and typically offer identical products from centralised production
facilities regardless of customer location. The Parties also submitted that
transport costs are not significant and that there are no significant price
differences between jurisdictions worldwide. 362

7.79

[] and its internal documents often track competitive developments in the
three key areas: [] 363[]. 364

Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 145, onwards.
Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 146.
363 Annex 001 to the Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 41. Item 45 of Appendix C on internal documents.
364 Annex 001 to the Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 41.
361
362
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Evidence from third Parties
7.80

With the exception of BGI, all suppliers of sequencing technologies are active
on a worldwide basis, although it is possible that some competitors may have
certain local advantages. Importantly, key competitive parameters such as
innovation, product quality and pricing strategies are decided on a worldwide
basis and are, thus, primarily influenced by global competitive conditions.

Our assessment
7.81

We have not seen any evidence, whether from internal documents,
competitors or customers that contradicts the Parties’ submission on the
worldwide nature of geographic market.

7.82

However, we have considered whether China should be excluded from the
geographic market, on the basis that the strengths of suppliers may differ in
China in comparison to the rest of the world. For example, third parties have
told us that both BGI and ONT are particularly strong in China in comparison
to the Parties.

7.83

We do not consider that the inclusion or exclusion of China would make a
material difference to our assessment. Rather we have considered the
strength of BGI in the UK as part of our competitive assessment.

Conclusion on geographic market definition
7.84

Our provisional view is therefore that the relevant geographic market is
worldwide.

7.85

The statutory test for this inquiry is whether the Proposed Merger may be
expected to result in an SLC within any market(s) in the UK for goods or
services. We will, therefore, focus on competitive effects in the UK and on the
effects on UK customers.

7.86

In doing so, we will take account of global matters to the extent that they have
competitive effects in the UK, both currently and in the future. We consider
both UK and global data from the Parties on matters such as sales, prices and
margins, with more detailed data for the UK sales and aggregated data for
global sales. We consider all relevant global competitors and analyse any
economic incentives of the Parties in the context of their operations in a global
market.
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8.

Competitive effects of the merger

Introduction
8.1

In this section, we assess the competitive effects of the Proposed Merger in
the supply of NGS systems in the UK. This section is structured as follows:
(a) an overview of the theory of harm;
(b) the nature of competition in the NGS systems market;
(c) the evidence on competition between the Parties and with other
competitors;
(d) our assessment of the competitive effects of the Proposed Merger,
including our assessment of the evidence;
(e) our provisional conclusions regarding the competitive effects of the
merger; and
(f) finally, our overall provisional findings.

Theory of Harm
8.2

Theories of harm describe the possible ways in which an SLC could arise as a
result of a merger and provide the framework for our analysis of the
competitive effects of a merger. In this case, we have investigated one
horizontal unilateral theory of harm: loss of competition as a result of the
Proposed Merger in the supply of NGS systems in the UK.

8.3

We have considered whether, through the loss of direct competition between
the Parties, the Merged Entity would have less incentive to compete on price
now and in the future (whether instrument price, system price or some other
price metric), would deteriorate quality365 and/or, as is particularly relevant in
this case, reduce aggregate market levels of innovation or re-focus their own
innovation, including the pace of innovation, or delay or reduce the
development and/or supply of new products to the market.

8.4

As noted below when discussing the nature of competition in paragraph 8.6 of
this chapter, competition in this industry plays out in multiple ways, one of
which is the extent to which long read and short read technologies evolve

365

This includes increasing quality less quickly or decreasing prices more slowly than in the counterfactual.
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such that they compete for an increasing number of projects. 366 However,
some customers may continue to have a strong preference for short read or
long read technologies for their specific projects. Our theory of harm therefore
also considers whether there would be a loss of competition for these
customers who require a very specific technology now or in the future.
8.5

As a result, we have investigated whether the Proposed Merger is likely to
lead to the following:
(a) The reduction of current and future competition in areas where Illumina
and PacBio overlap or are likely to overlap in the future. This competition
may take the form of competition in the purchasing decisions of
customers over the acquisition of a sequencing system (“competition for
sequencing dollars”); competition in the trade-off made by customers
between the use of short read and long read technologies in certain
projects; and/or
(b) A deterioration in the future competitiveness of the long read subsegment, through, for example, the Proposed Merger’s impact on
Illumina’s incentives to develop technologies that compete directly with
PacBio’s long read systems and leading to the elimination of Illumina as
a potential future, independent competitor in the long read sub-segment.

Nature of competition
8.6

In this section we describe the nature of competition in NGS systems, which
sets out the context and framework for our subsequent assessment of
competition between the Parties and their competitors. We cover the Parties’
views and any third parties’ views, as well as our assessment of this topic.

NGS Systems customers
8.7

As described in paragraphs 3.3 and 3.15 of chapter 3 on the Parties, a wide
range of customers purchase NGS systems from the Parties. The Parties
submitted that these include government and not-for-profit research institutes,
academic institutions, hospitals and genomic centres, as well as
pharmaceutical companies, agricultural companies, consumer genomics
companies and clinical and diagnostic laboratories. 367

Our understanding of the term project, in this report, is an individual or collaborative enterprise (often a team
at a university or research institute), planned to achieve a particular scientific goal.
367 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraphs 3 and 4.
366
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8.8

There are a wide range of uses for NGS systems, which, at a very broad
level, could be described as basic research, translational research,
agrigenomics, pharmacogenomics, consumer genomics or clinical testing,
with clinical uses often requiring regulatory approval. 368

8.9

[] account for the majority of the Parties’ revenue. 369 However, [] are
forecasted to grow more rapidly than []. 370

Competition beyond the ‘use case’ level
Parties’ submissions
8.10

The Parties’ submissions suggest we should only be concerned about
competition occurring at the ‘use case’ level and, while the industry is
dynamic, it is not characterised by competition for the market, and nor should
we be concerned about the migration of customers from short read systems to
native long read systems over time.
‘Use cases’

8.11

The Parties submitted that long read and short read technologies have
fundamentally different characteristics that determine the ‘use cases’ for
which each technology is used, including read length, scalability, reads per
run, run output, accuracy and cost. The Parties therefore submitted that short
read and long read systems are not well suited to answering the same
sequencing questions. 371

8.12

The Parties submitted that “the terms “application” and “use case”, while at
times used interchangeably in the sequencing industry, have very different
meanings. Application is a broader concept that refers to a collection of use
cases. Each use case, in turn, has its own distinct characteristics and
requirements which reflect the specific aim of the investigation, the type of
starting material, the number of samples involved, any industry-specific
regulatory requirements, etc. For example, NIPT is an application which
comprises various use cases, including:
(a) research and test development: Rhesus D typing;
(b) panel-based testing: single gene fetal disorders;

Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 438.
Based on the Parties’ 2018 revenue buy customer type taken form their response to the opening letter.
370 See paragraph 2.47 and Figure 7 of chapter 2 on the Industry.
371 Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 23.
368
369
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(c) clinical testing: trisomies and sex chromosomes;
(d) clinical testing: all chromosomes and microdeletions;
(e) clinical testing: all chromosomes and partial deletions/duplications; and
(f) research and test development: fetal blood genotyping.”372
8.13

The Parties submitted that ‘[e]ach customer has a set of use cases that it
needs to perform (e.g., research questions to address or clinical tests to
perform), and each use case has a set of requirements which determine
whether a short read or native long read system is used’373 and as such imply,
any competition that takes place, takes place at the ‘use case’ level only. The
Parties argued that their respective instruments are use case specific and that
there is therefore no competition between their technologies. 374

8.14

In particular, PacBio submitted that sequencing providers have a desire to
capture ‘sequencing dollars’ which are controlled budgets and grants
available to research institutions to invest in various sequencing platforms
year on year. 375 PacBio submitted that this does not constitute competition in
the antitrust sense. Similarly, Illumina submitted that ““the fact that a customer
has a finite budget out of which it buys multiple products and services does
not support a conclusion that those products and/or services fall into a single
relevant product market””. 376

8.15

Similarly, in its hearing with the CMA, Illumina stated that “in a number of
customer instances, you are looking at a basket of use cases. Oftentimes,
they all map to one technology type.…short read sequencing happens to
cover a much broader swathe of use cases, again because of the economics,
the scale and the accuracy; which is why customers, when they are trying to
figure out, "What do I get for this basket?", tend to choose short reads over
long reads -- just cover more of that basket. But there are, clearly, cases
where customers do the trade off in the other direction”. 377

Parties’ Response to opening letter (question 9).
Parties’ Response to the Phase 1 Decision, page 6.
374 For instance in response to the Customer calls Working Paper the Parties submitted that customers
expressed the view that short read and native long read systems could be used in the same applications (but not
‘use cases’). And that the fact that customers use short read and native long read systems in the same
applications does not mean that they consider these systems to be substitutes. These customers, like many
involved in sequencing projects, may use different technologies for different ‘use cases’ (within the same
application).
375 Parties’ Response to PacBio’s internal documents Working Paper, page 26.
376 Parties’ Response to Illumina’s internal documents Working Paper, paragraph 72.
377 Illumina Hearing Transcript, page 29, lines 17-25.
372
373
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Dynamic competition
8.16

The Parties submitted that sequencing is a dynamic industry, stating
“Sequencing is a nascent, dynamic and rapidly evolving industry with
significant untapped and undeveloped potential for growth. For instance, as of
today, less than 0.01% of species and less than 0.02% of human genomes
have been sequenced, and the understanding of the human genome is in its
infancy.”378

8.17

Some markets are subject to competition for the market, whereby firms
compete to become the dominant supplier, but there is limited, if any,
competition once a supplier has ‘won’ the market. In other markets customers
may ‘migrate’ from one supplier to another due to factors unrelated to
competition. The following subsections describe the Parties’ views on these
points.

8.18

The Parties submitted that they do not engage in competition for the market 379
and that even if customers were migrating from short read to long read
technologies for some ‘use cases’ these were not competitively relevant. 380
•

Competition for the market

8.19

The Parties submitted that there is no competition ‘for’ the market in relation
to NGS systems. Rather that competition takes place ‘in’ the market. 381 In
particular the Parties argued that for there to be competition “for the market
there would need to be a single market where the winner ‘takes all’” and that
winner “takes all” markets are usually the “result of network effects and
economies of scale and scope.” 382 Also, according to the Parties, “PacBio
would need to be or have the potential to be a ‘disruptive’ technology”. 383

8.20

The Parties submitted that the legal standard for the review of mergers is the
existence of an SLC “on the balance of probabilities”, meaning that to find an
SLC is that it must be “more likely than not that the target could displace the
acquirer;” 384 and argued that this will not happen as the vast majority of ‘use
cases’ (including those with the highest volume and most rapidly growing)
benefit from the strengths of short read, and as discussed further in paragraph
8.78, onwards of this chapter 8 on competitive effects, the Parties submitted

Parties’ Response to the P1 Decision, page 3.
Note on competition for the market theory of harm, paragraph 2 and 3.
380 Parties’ Summary statement, page 2.
381 Note on competition for the market theory of harm, paragraph 2 and 3.
382 Note on competition for the market theory of harm, paragraph 2 and 3.
383 Note on competition for the market theory of harm, paragraph 2.
384 Note on competition for the market theory of harm, paragraph 5.
378
379
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that PacBio will not close the gap on the metrics that are important for those
‘use cases’. 385
•

Migration

8.21

The Parties submitted that “a limited number of customers have historically
used Illumina’s short read systems to perform native long read use cases for
which short read systems are not suited”. 386

8.22

The Parties submitted that customers were using short read systems in
respect of ‘use cases’ that were better suited to long read technology, but in
the past the long read technology did not have the accuracy or throughput to
make it a viable option for customers. As “customers have become aware of
these developments [to PacBio’s systems], these customers are now
‘migrating’ that limited amount of sequencing activity to better suited native
long read systems. Illumina expects that customers using short read systems
in native long read use cases will migrate such use cases to native long read
systems in the short- to medium-term”. 387

8.23

The Parties submitted that such switching from short read to long read
technologies constitutes migration since customers are shifting these activities
to the technology that is in fact best suited to perform the ‘use cases’, even
though the cost of sequencing (on a cost per genome basis) is at least ten
times higher using the PacBio’s Sequel II system. 388 The Parties submitted
that customers migrating to long read ‘use cases’ from short read systems are
not substituting competing systems, as customers would not switch back in
the face of a 5% price rise of the long read system (though no evidence was
provided to support this assertion). 389

8.24

The Parties submitted that based on the reasoning in the Ladbrokes/Coral
decision, 390 customers migrating native long read ‘use cases’ from short read
to long read systems are not substituting competing systems. 391 Migration of
‘use cases’ from short read systems to long read systems is predominantly
driven by the need for long read lengths, coupled with recent material
improvements in accuracy and a relatively small increase in throughput in
long read systems. However, the Parties submitted that the material

Note on competition for the market theory of harm, paragraph 8.
Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 44.
387 Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 45.
388 Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 45.
389 Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 50.
390 https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/ladbrokes-coral-group-merger-inquiry.
391 Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 51.
385
386
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remaining differences in throughput, output, accuracy, turnaround time (and
cost) preclude the systems from being viable alternatives otherwise. 392
8.25

The Parties submitted that such migration, to the extent that it occurs, is not
competitively relevant, both because of its de minimis scale and duration and
because customers who choose to pay more to sequence fewer genomes in
order to get longer reads will continue to do so because the question that they
are trying to answer is not suitable for short read sequencing; “no market
response by Illumina could be expected to slow or stop such migration”. 393

Customer views
8.26

We held telephone calls with 22 of the Parties’ customers, 394 to gain a better
understanding of the market for NGS systems. These customers were among
the Parties’ largest in terms of 2018 revenue, and were from research
institutes, academic institutions, pharmaceutical companies and government
agencies. Furthermore, they use NGS systems for a number of different
applications, including HLA typing, 395 cancer panel sequencing, RNA
sequencing, single cell transcriptomics and methylation sequencing.

8.27

We asked customers how they determined which sequencer to purchase to
better understand how competition works in this market. Some customers told
us that they have a very specific remit or research focus, to the extent all, or
the vast majority, of their work is for a specific project. 396,397 However, a
greater number of customers said that they buy DNA sequencing instruments
for use in a range of projects. Specifically, they told us that:
(a) “The first thing that should be understood is what are the questions
people want answered by the instrument… it is important to know what
do most people want to do most of the time, you then pick the machine
which is best suited to most people’s needs”. 398

Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 52-53.
Parties’ Summary statement, page 2.
394 [].
395 HLA stands for human leukocyte antigen and is used to match patients and donors for bone marrow or cord
blood transplants.
396 For example, the [].
397 The sequencing organisations carrying out the largest volume of sequencing are often referred to as ‘core
labs’.
398 Note of call with [].
392
393
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(b) “They talk to investigators and professors to understand their needs
over the next few years and target the technology which they think will
best fit”. 399
(c) “They will usually want a DNA sequencer for a number of applications
and it will be a group decision on what instrument would be best”. 400
Our assessment
‘Use cases’
8.28

In relation to how competition works, we consider that the Parties have
advanced a narrative that is broadly consistent with comments received from
customers. In particular, we note that the Parties:
(a) Acknowledge that customers purchase instruments that will “best
perform across… [a] set of applications and use cases”; 401 and
(b) Acknowledge that customers face trade-offs between cost and output
(the example given is structural variation (SV), in which, in order to
discover structural variations customers may have to use a system that
will provide long read length, but that this requires them to sacrifice
output and incur higher costs (when compared to short read
systems)). 402

8.29

However, in our view, the Parties take a narrow view of competition, namely,
that customers have a specific need and therefore determining the ‘use case’
is the first and final decision they make, which in turn determines the NGS
system they use.

8.30

We have seen evidence from some customers that in some circumstances,
there is no choice or decision to make, because their project requires a very
specific functionality that can only be conducted economically or effectively on
a particular NGS system. 403

8.31

However, in our view, we do not consider ‘use cases’ to be determinative of
all competition.

Note of call with [].
Note of call with [].
401 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 220.
402 Parties’ Response to the Customer Calls Working Paper, paragraph 3.
403 For example, the [] would currently only consider Illumina for whole genome sequencing (Note of call with
[] and Questionnaire response).
399
400
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8.32

Firstly, the evidence shows that when customers choose between sequencers
which are currently available, their decision-making process is complex.
Customers told us that they have projects and research or clinical questions
to answer, and often several different projects. Because of time and budget
constraints, customers need to make choices about which projects they will
undertake and the projects undertaken may determine which sequencing
technology is most appropriate. In our view, this evidence from customers
shows that they have different needs due to their differing projects and the
options, choices and dynamics of competition will vary as between these
different customers.

8.33

For example, evidence from the Parties, 404 customers and competitors
demonstrates that customers consider a range of factors when choosing
which sequencer to purchase or use, including accuracy, cost, read length,
throughput and speed. While in some circumstances they may have a clear
preference for which system to use for a particular project (eg a short read or
a long read system), 405 in other circumstances there may be some degree of
substitution between sequencers. 406 Similarly, for customers who have
purchased more than one sequencer, the decision of which sequencer to use
in a specific project (which also impacts the amount of consumables used and
purchased) varies.

8.34

Secondly, we have found that many customers make purchases with multiple
projects in mind. Evidence we have seen from customers demonstrates that
they may not simply purchase sequencers for individual projects, but rather
the majority take into account the full range of different projects within their
research portfolio. These customers therefore, rather than make a trade-off
for a specific project, instead make trade-offs across projects. These
customers may face a trade-off between the technology which is most
applicable to the greatest number of projects and the extent to which a
different sequencer can be used effectively for some projects, even if it is not
the optimal choice. 407

404 Parties’ Response to the Customer Call Working Paper, paragraph 3. Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph
220.
405 One example (noted by the Parties and customers) is counting. The Parties submitted in their Final Merger
Notice (paragraph 74) that counting applications do not require long reads in order to verify the presence of a
target. For instance, NIPT counts the number of fetal chromosome fragments circulating in a mother’s
bloodstream. These fragments are short, so 100-200 bp long sequencing reads are sufficient to characterise
them. Short read flow cells currently used for NIPT are capable of generating hundreds of millions of reads per
run. As a result, they can combine 48 to 96 individual patient samples per run on a single flow cell, enabling
users to amortise the cost of the sequencing run across all of the samples.
406 For example, examples were given in relation to structural variation, metagenomics and the microbial space.
See Note of call with [], Note of call with [], and Note of call with [].
407 See Note of call with [] and Note of call with [].
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8.35

Thirdly, customers can change ‘use cases’. We have seen evidence from
Illumina that some customers changed the ‘use case’ of their project when
switching from an Illumina to a PacBio system []. 408

8.36

Fourthly, we do not agree with the Parties that all tasks can clearly be
classified as a ‘use case’. For instance, if long read technology improves and
therefore less short read polishing is required, it is not that the polishing ‘use
case’ is changing from short read to long read, but instead that the balance of
workflow of the overall task is shifting between long read and short read. 409

8.37

Lastly, the phrases, context and words that customers used demonstrate
competition between suppliers regardless of whether this is occurring at a
‘use case’ level, application level, project level or across a number of projects,
when they are making, have made, or are considering a choice between NGS
systems. 410

8.38

Therefore, whether a choice is made at the ‘use case’, application, project,
institution, or some other level, does not determine whether the Parties are
competing. 411 We consider that competing for sequencing dollars, as was
described by the Parties, 412 encompasses all the forms of competition
described above. In our view, this vying for a share of the available
sequencing budget is an example of rivalry playing out between firms over
time. Therefore, we provisionally conclude that looking solely at ‘use cases’ is
not an appropriate framework for assessing competition between NGS system
suppliers.
Dynamic competition

8.39

The evidence shows this is a dynamic market. It is growing and evolving
quickly. The Parties submitted evidence showing the evolving nature of this
market, and the speed at which new products are launched and features
improve. 413 We have also seen evidence that the Parties spend a significant

Illumina’s response to the working paper on internal documents, paragraph 88. Item 31 of Appendix C on
internal documents ([]).
409 See paragraph 8.136 for Illumina internal documents which demonstrate switching workflow, and for PacBio
documents ([]).
410 For example: "…are done on Illumina but could equally be done on either ONT or PacBio" (note of call with
[]); "different technologies have potential to be used interchangeably" and "…likely that people will switch to
long reads in this field" (note of call with []); “…which is now done on PacBio where previously they would have
used Illumina…” (note of call with []); "...it makes it more of an attractive option to Illumina..." (note of call with
University of []); []; "it is now feasible to do De Novo long read assemblies using just PacBio or ONT.
Previously, this was cheaper to do using hybrid data generated using Illumina plus ONT/PacBio" (note of call with
[]); and "long read is expected to be increasingly used instead of short read" (note of call with []).
411 Given this, in the evidence and our assessment that follows, where we refer to projects, applications and use
cases this will not necessarily map onto the Parties’ own definition of these terms.
412 See section on the Parties’ views on ‘use cases’ above.
413 See for instance Section 3a of the Parties’ Response to the Phase 1 Decision and chapter 2 on the Industry.
408
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amount on R&D. 414 This evidence shows that manufacturers compete
currently through research, development and innovation to improve their
market positions in future. 415
8.40

We have found the Parties’ internal documents show that firms are focussed
on the future evolution of the market and are likely to react to rivals’ activities
by making changes in their own R&D efforts, 416 in particular, one of Illumina’s
internal documents notes that []. 417

8.41

These documents show that R&D and innovation is designed either to
incrementally gain a greater share of future workflow within some specific
uses or to enable the party to become the clear sequencer of choice that
dominates other technologies for a greater number of uses, some of which
may be entirely new. 418 A further example of the Parties’ focus on the future
evolution of the market is Illumina’s statement relating to its desire to be in the
long read sub-segment “There is an emerging and growing blue piece of [the
graph] that we do not participate in. We want to participate in that. To
participate in it, we actually need to have the right technologies because one
cannot play in the other. That is simply a statement of that; that we want to be
able to participate in it and, therefore, we need the technology”. 419

8.42

Based on the evidence we have seen, our provisional view is that the Parties
are not competing with each other for the entire NGS systems market, but
rather within that market. We have found that the market is evolving and
accordingly, there will be competition for new uses, applications and/or
projects. Therefore, it is not necessary, as the Parties submitted, to find that
PacBio is so disruptive that it would compete for the entire NGS systems
market. However, we do think it is important to assess this Proposed Merger
in a dynamic context.

8.43

We consider that switching, which the Parties characterise as migration,
represents competition even if the switching was to some extent inevitable
eventually (which cannot be assumed). While the Parties’ submission that
some customers are switching from short read to long read for uses has been
corroborated by customers, 420 the available evidence does not show that this

As discussed in paragraphs 9.32 of the chapter on countervailing factors, Illumina spends just under 20% of
its revenue on R&D, while PacBio spends around 70-80%.
415 See evidence from the Parties’ internal documents below and chapter 2 on the Industry.
416 See, for example, Items 34, 18, 13 and 38 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
417 Item 19 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
418 See for example, Items 24, 25 and 27 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
419 Illumina’s Hearing Transcript, page 7, lines 4-9.
420 See customer views in paragraph 8.219 below.
414
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switching is necessarily one way. 421 In the short term, firms will have an
incentive to compete against each other to try to either reduce or increase the
rate of switching, depending on their position in the market. In the longer term,
firms will have an incentive to innovate, such that they can better compete for
switching (or potentially switching) customers. Indeed, the Parties’ documents
describe the threat from competitors, including a loss of sales and strategies
to mitigate this. 422 The timing and nature of customers’ switching will be
influenced by the long and short read suppliers’ competitive offerings
available at that time, and firms compete for customers’ sales, whether or not
they do actually switch.
8.44

The Parties submitted that we should adopt the same approach to ‘migration’
taken in Ladbrokes/Coral. We consider that there are some fundamental
differences between Ladbrokes/Coral and this case, namely:
(a) Betting shops are not a dynamic industry, with there being limited
innovation, in contrast to the rapid developments seen in genome
sequencing.
(b) In Ladbrokes/Coral many customers were moving from offline to online
gambling independent of any changes in the relative offerings. 423 In
contrast, as discussed below, the evidence suggests that in this case
customers appear to be switching to long read due to improvements in
long read systems. 424

8.45

Relatedly, we note that the Parties acknowledge that customers may be using
“short read systems for native long read use cases” in limited instances and
“will transition such use cases to native long read systems in the short- to
medium-term”. We would argue that the suggestion that customers may be
using the incorrect technology in the short to medium term appears to
contradict the Parties’ submission that, depending on what a customer is
doing, either a short read or a long read instrument will clearly be more
appropriate for their needs.

See paragraph 8.136 below.
See paragraphs 8.134, onwards and 8.179, onwards.
423 ‘Migration’ is the expected effect whereby the share of customer activity within the online channel is expected
to continue to increase independently of any changes in the relative offering of retail and online’, Ladbrokes/Coral
Final Report, paragraph 6.6, and ‘The fact that a number of retail customers appear to have migrated to online
operators over time, irrespective of changes in quality or price of the retail offering (or indeed, in spite of
improvements in quality or price in the retail channel), does not enable us to draw any strong inferences about
the degree of substitutability of the two channels for the remaining retail customers’, Ladbrokes/Coral Final
Report, paragraph 6.29.
424 In addition, while in Ladbrokes/Coral the CMA did not consider offline and online providers to be in the same
product market, it did recognise that the online channel constrains the retail channel to some extent.
421
422
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Dimensions of competition
The Parties’ views
8.46

The Parties submitted that customers “first consider the set of applications
and use cases that they wish to perform and identify the systems that have
the appropriate attributes to best perform across that set of applications and
use cases. Then they look at the total cost of ownership of those systems”. 425
The attributes listed by the Parties are: read length; accuracy (raw and
consensus); scale; run output; number of reads; throughput; time (turnaround
and sequencing); library preparation requirements; regulatory considerations;
and DNA source (quality and length). The Parties submitted that customers
will then look at cost and finally secondary considerations, such as
bioinformatics, automation, reputation, workflow and customer support. 426

Internal documents
8.47

The Parties’ internal documents also give an indication of what is important to
customers when choosing a sequencing provider:
(a) Illumina’s []; 427
(b) Illumina’s []; 428
(c) [] 429 and
(d) []. 430

Customer views
8.48

We sent questionnaires to the Parties’ customers, specifically Illumina’s top
100 UK customers in terms of 2017/18 revenue and 100 PacBio customers,
including all of PacBio’s UK customers and all customers who had had access
to the Sequel II, with the remainder made up by customers with the highest
2017/18 revenue. We received 39 responses to these questionnaires.

Parties’ Final Merger notice, paragraph 220.
Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 220.
427 Item 13 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
428 Item 26 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
429 For example, Item 70 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
430 Item 102 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
425
426
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8.49

We asked customers to rank the importance of different factors when deciding
which DNA sequencing instrument to purchase. The following chart provides
a visual representation of the average ranking of each factor.

Figure 15: Customer responses on the importance of different factors when deciding which
DNA sequencing instrument to purchase

Importance (1= most important)

1

2

Read accuracy

3

Read length
Output/run yield
Cost

4

Throughput

Speed

5

6

Size of instrument

7

Source: CMA analysis of information
received from customers.

8.50

As shown in Figure 15 above, read accuracy is clearly viewed as the most
important factor and size of instrument is clearly viewed as the least important
factor. The position of the other factors in the middle of the chart is driven by a
lower level of consensus among customers regarding their relative
importance.

8.51

Overall evidence from customer questionnaires and calls suggests that the
relative importance of different factors depends on the application or project in
question. 431

431

See, for example, [] questionnaire response.
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Our assessment
8.52

The evidence we have seen shows that NGS instruments are differentiated
products with characteristics that vary from instrument to instrument. The
evidence from both the Parties and customers is that there are a number of
different factors which customers consider important. Read accuracy, read
length and throughput / cost are the most important, although the relative
importance will depend on the customer, research question or project. We
bear in mind these dimensions of competition when assessing the evidence of
competition between the Parties below.

Price setting
8.53

We considered the extent to which the Parties are able to set prices
individually for customers based on the options that are likely to be available
to them. If the Proposed Merger reduces the options available to a select
group of customers, the Parties have the ability to worsen prices or services
selectively for those customers whose options are more limited without
increasing prices for others and can consequently avoid the risk that those
other customers switch away as a result of the price increase.

8.54

Sequencing instruments cost hundreds of thousands of dollars and may
represent a significant capital outlay for a customer. 432 Instruments may be
expected to run for a number of years, although in this dynamic market new
and updated models are released frequently433 with significant improvements
in performance – for example, speed, price per gigabase and read length.

The Parties’ views
8.55

While both Illumina and PacBio have price lists for their instruments and
consumables, the Parties submitted that the [] 434

8.56

[] 435[]. 436

Some ONT models are an exception to this (ONT offers leasing models and their MinION is significantly
cheaper).
433 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 368.
434 Parties’ responses to the s109 requests (27 June) – Annex 1.010 and 109.30. Parties’ Final Merger Notice,
paragraph 248.
435 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 355.
436 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraphs 242 and 254.
432
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8.57

Illumina estimated that approximately [] of its sales (in value) in the UK in
2018 were made through a competitive tender process. 437 PacBio has []
participated in [] formal tender processes in the UK in the last 5 years. 438

8.58

Illumina’s internal emails which discuss customers’ use of their instruments
suggest that they have a very good understanding of how their customers are
using sequencers (see paragraphs 8.129 to 8.144 discussing Illumina’s
internal documents below).

Third party views
8.59

Customers purchase instruments from Illumina and PacBio, and other NGS
system suppliers, but often lease instruments from ONT. 439

8.60

Competitors’ written submissions indicate that they understand which
applications their NGS systems are used for and are able to tailor their offers
to customers’ needs. All competitors provided details regarding type of
customers and applications their instruments or services are used for. 440 []
provided details of applications by customer type 441.

8.61

Most competitors told us that they may offer discounts on instruments or
services based on applications or customer characteristics. [] submitted
that it may offer strategic discounts where the customer is particularly price
sensitive and/or in order to gain a foothold in a new lab. 442 []. 443 [] noted
that its prices for services may vary depending on customer characteristics
and type of contract. 444

Our assessment
8.62

The evidence provided by the Parties and customers shows that Illumina and
PacBio have a good understanding of the type of sequencing their customers
conduct. The purchases of flow cells and reagents gives them a good idea of
the volume of sequencing conducted. The same is true for the Parties’
competitors. Consequently, the Parties are able to set prices individually for

Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 274.
Two tenders for the [] and one tender for each of the []. Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraphs 278 to
280.
439 See paragraph 7.8 of chapter 7 on market definition for different pricing models used by suppliers.
440 Competitors response to question 2 of the Market Questionnaire dated 3 July 2018.
441 [] response to question 2 of the Market Questionnaire dated 3 July 2018. See also Appendix D on
Competitors’ internal documents.
442 [] response to question 4 of the Market Questionnaire dated 3 July 2018.
443 [] response to question 6 of the Market Questionnaire dated 3 July 2018.
444 [] response to question 5 of the Market Questionnaire dated 3 July 2018.
437
438
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customers based on the options that are likely to be available to them and
there is no reason why this would change post-merger.
Conclusion on nature of competition
8.63

Competition is a process of rivalry that takes place over time. The evidence
we have seen, from the Parties’ internal documents and competitors,
indicates that this is a dynamic market, which is growing and evolving quickly.
We therefore provisionally conclude that it is important to assess the
Proposed Merger in a dynamic context.

8.64

The evidence we have seen, including the way that customers think about
choosing which NGS systems to use for their projects, also indicates that
thinking about competition narrowly, for example, only at the ‘use case’ level,
is not the appropriate way to assess this Proposed Merger. We also
provisionally conclude that firms are able to tailor their offerings according to
customers and when doing so they take into account that customers think
about options at application and project level and also across their differing
projects, not just at the ‘use case’ level. The same is true both for the Parties
and other competitors in the NGS systems market.

8.65

We also consider that there are a number of different factors which customers
consider important, with read accuracy, length and throughput / cost
appearing to be most important, although their relative importance will depend
on the customer, research question or project(s). NGS systems are
differentiated products and customers will choose between such systems on
the basis of the factors which are most important to them, their project, or
across a number of projects.

8.66

We have also found that the Parties are able to set prices individually for
customers based on the sequencing they wish to conduct and the options that
are likely to be available to them. This ability to price discriminate means the
Parties have the ability (and would continue to have the ability post-merger) to
worsen prices selectively for those customers whose options are more limited
without increasing prices for others and can consequently avoid the risk that
those other customers switch away as a result of the price increase.

8.67

We therefore consider it important to assess how the Parties view each other
now and in the future, how they have reacted to each other in the past, how
customers perceive their options, the development of the technologies and
the constraint posed by competitors now and in the future.
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Evidence of competition between the Parties and with competitors
8.68

In this section, we set out the evidence of competition between the Parties
and between each of the Parties and their third party competitors. We draw
upon the Parties’ views, the market shares of the Parties and their
competitors, the Parties’ internal documents, evidence from customers,
evidence from competitors, and forecasts and sales.

The Parties’ views
8.69

The Parties have made a number of submissions on the competitive
dynamics of the Proposed Merger. At a high level, the Parties submitted that
they do not compete at all because long read and short read technologies
address different ‘use cases’, 445 that long read technologies (such as that of
PacBio) are in fact complementary to short read technologies (such as that of
Illumina).

8.70

The Parties also made submissions on the constraint they face from
competitors and provided two further pieces of evidence; a survey of
customers and econometric analysis on evidence of the competitive constraint
exerted by ONT on PacBio and the degree of substitutability of the Parties’
systems.

Long read and short read systems are not suited for the same ‘use cases’
8.71

The Parties submitted that short read will always be used by customers if
possible, unless there is a specific need for a long read length, in which case
a long read technology will be used. 446 According to the Parties, “[o]nly where
short read systems cannot address a particular use case will a customer use
a native long read system and accept the higher costs, lower output,

445 The Parties submitted that “the terms “application” and “use case”, while at times used interchangeably in the
sequencing industry, have very different meanings. Application is broader concept that refers to a collection of
use cases. Each use case, in turn, has its own distinct characteristics and requirements which reflect the specific
aim of the investigation, the type of starting material, the number of samples involved, any industry-specific
regulatory requirements, etc. For example, NIPT is an application which comprises various use cases, including:
(a) research and test development: Rhesus D typing;
(b) panel-based testing: single gene fetal disorders;
(c) clinical testing: trisomies and sex chromosomes;
(d) clinical testing: all chromosomes and microdeletions;
(e) clinical testing: all chromosomes and partial deletions/duplications; and
(f) research and test development: fetal blood genotyping.”
Parties’ Response to 1st day letter (Question 9).
446 Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 35 and the Parties’ Response to the
Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 68.
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potentially lower accuracy, and in many cases, higher amounts of DNA
material needed”. 447
8.72

In relation to how customers decide which sequencer to use, the Parties
submitted that “[customers] consider the set of applications and use cases
that they wish to perform and identify the systems that have the appropriate
attributes to best perform across that set of applications and use cases”. 448
Furthermore, the Parties submitted that “customers usually purchase Illumina
short read systems first” 449 and “only purchase native long read systems if
they need to perform use cases that require… long read length”. 450

8.73

To support this submission, the Parties submitted a survey conducted on their
behalf by the life sciences consulting firm, DeciBio, which is discussed in
more detail below in paragraph 8.105, onwards. The Parties submitted that
this survey confirms that there are no ‘use cases’ where customers responded
that they would consider the two technologies to be interchangeable.

8.74

Finally, the Parties submitted that “The CMA has not identified a single use
case for which both short read and long read systems can both be used”. 451
Complementary uses

8.75

The Parties submitted that short read sequencing and long read sequencing
are complementary, such that they fall into different product markets. 452 The
Parties submitted that the fact that customers use short read and long read
systems for the same applications does not mean that they consider these
systems to be substitutes. 453

8.76

The Parties have described two basic types of complementary ‘use cases’: 454
(a) The “virtuous cycle”, where the use of one technology in one ‘use case’
drives volumes of sequencing of other samples in another (related) ‘use
case’ using the other technology (for example, the creation of a new
reference quality de novo genome using a native long read system will
create the potential for additional resequencing using short read
systems); and

Parties’ Response to the Phase 1 Decision, page 1.
Parties’ Response to the Customer calls working paper, paragraph 2.
449 Parties’ Response to the Customer calls working paper, paragraph 3.
450 Parties’ Response to the Customer calls working paper, paragraph 3.
451 Parties’ Response to the Customer calls working paper, paragraph 22.
452 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 97.
453 Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 54.
454 Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraphs 55, 56 and 62.
447
448
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(b) “Synergistic” ‘use cases’, where both technologies are used on the same
sample in different ‘use cases’, in an effort to obtain as much information
as possible about the genome (for example, testing infants that are not
thriving for rare and undiagnosed genetic diseases may require
sequencing of the blood sample on both short and long read systems,
looking for SNVs and small structural variations on the short read system
initially, followed by larger structural variations on the long read system
as a reflex test).
8.77

The Parties submitted that as Illumina’s understanding of PacBio’s technology
evolved over the spring/summer 2018 such that it became aware of
developments in improvements to PacBio’s consensus accuracy, it took the
view that PacBio’s technology would potentially provide a suitable long read
system for use in conjunction with Illumina’s short read systems (along with
‘use cases’ suited for long read sequencing alone). It was this improvement in
PacBio’s accuracy that lead to the timing of the Proposed Merger. 455
The gap between short read and long read technologies will remain or even
widen in the future

8.78

The Parties submitted that, even if PacBio were to achieve significant
improvements in the foreseeable future, there will remain a material gap in the
performance of its systems as compared to short read systems. For example,
notwithstanding the launch of PacBio’s Sequel II instrument, there remains a
“significant technological and cost gap to short read systems”. 456

8.79

Illumina submitted that it anticipates the gap will widen as it continues to
improve its systems to increase their throughput. In contrast, the Parties
submitted that technological limitations of PacBio’s methodology would
constrain its ability to make improvements, such that the run throughput
differential between PacBio’s systems and Illumina’s medium and high
throughput systems will increase over time. “In other words, the current
throughput gap between Illumina’s and PacBio’s systems is currently the
narrowest it will be”. 457 The Parties submitted that, for example []. 458

8.80

The Parties submitted that as a result of this persistent performance gap
between short read and long read systems, customers balancing the

Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 7.
Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 70.
457 Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 71.
458 Parties’ Summary statement, page 2.
455
456
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parameters such as read length, cost, output and accuracy, will continue to
use short read systems for the vast majority of ‘use cases’. 459
8.81

The Parties also submitted that Sequel II has not and will not narrow the gap
with short read systems. While the Sequel II has delivered an output
improvement, it does not represent the beginning of a reduction in the
significant throughput differential to short read systems or the differences in
operating costs. 460 “While Sequel II is an incremental improvement over the
Sequel I (in terms of increasing throughput approximately seven times), it is
not a game changer. PacBio is orders of magnitude away from offering a
system that would be substitutable for Illumina’s short read systems, and the
evidence is clear that this gap is projected to increase”. 461

8.82

PacBio submitted that for it to be a competitor in short read ‘use cases’ it
would have to significantly increase its accuracy and run output to match
Illumina’s. The gap between short read and long read will not close in the
foreseeable future, which means that customers will continue to use long read
systems only when short read systems are unable to answer the question at
hand; while Sequel II delivers 8x the throughput of Sequel I, it is still nowhere
near that of Illumina’s instruments (PacBio cites an internal document which
states [] 462

8.83

PacBio submitted that it is an unsubstantiated assumption that the growth of
long read technologies will be at the expense of short read. PacBio submitted
that both technologies will grow as overall demand for sequencing grows, and
that the throughput, accuracy and output (and resulting cost) advantages of
short read are persistent and enduring, and PacBio’s focus is on creating new
‘use cases’ for long read sequencing (where short read is not well-suited). 463
•

8.84

No cost convergence between short read and long read systems

PacBio also submitted that there will be no cost convergence between short
read and long read systems; PacBio does not (and would not) compete with
Illumina on price. 464

Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 75.
Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 88.
461 Parties’ Summary statement, page 2.
462 Item 96 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]). PacBio’s Response to the working paper on internal
documents, paragraph 19.
463 Item 97 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]). PacBio’s Response to the working paper on internal
documents, paragraph 20.
464 PacBio’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, paragraph 21 onwards.
459
460
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8.85

PacBio submitted that it does not benchmark against Illumina for price
because Illumina is a competitor, it benchmarks against Illumina because
Illumina has established customer expectations about price and other
sequencing metrics due to its price leadership in the sequencing space and
strong marketing efforts. Differentiating from Illumina is at the heart of
PacBio’s marketing strategy. PacBio therefore must manage customer
expectations regarding price if customers are to justify their decision to use
PacBio’s more expensive sequencers. 465

8.86

PacBio also submitted that given the controlled budgets and grants available
to research institutions to invest in various sequencing platforms year-on-year,
all sequencing providers are looking for a share of that budget. Customers
would be more willing to add PacBio to a project if it was two or three times
the cost of Illumina, because the purchasing decision would be easier for
customers to justify to managers or funding agencies. 466

8.87

Finally, PacBio submitted that even if it were able to significantly increase its
run output and reduce its costs so that it matched those offered by Illumina
today, that does not and would not mean that its sequencers would become
competitive with short read systems because Illumina (and other short read
companies) would continue to increase its own run output and sample
throughput and further reduce costs of short read systems. Illumina (and other
short read companies) are better placed to reduce costs further over the
medium to long term than PacBio. 467
•

No technical convergence between the Parties’ systems

8.88

PacBio submitted that there will be no technical convergence and that
inherent technological limitations will remain. 468

8.89

PacBio submitted that it is not technically possible to increase PacBio
accuracy or throughput, or to decrease costs such that customers could
substitute them for Illumina. There are technical barriers inherent to PacBio’s
technology which are outside of its control and will not go away in the
foreseeable future which will prevent this. 469

8.90

PacBio submitted that it currently uses the fastest data recording and most
powerful data processing technology available on the market and still has low

PacBio’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, paragraph 22.
PacBio’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, paragraph 22 and 23.
467 PacBio’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, paragraph 24.
468 PacBio’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, paragraph 25 onwards.
469 PacBio’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, paragraph 26.
465
466
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raw accuracy and run output relative to Illumina; 470 Similarly, CMOS 471 sensor
improvements are incremental and out of PacBio’s control. 472
8.91

PacBio submitted that without significant improvements to data recording and
processing and CMOS – which are not expected soon and are out of PacBio’s
control – PacBio will not be able to match Illumina’s accuracy or run output.
As a result, the Parties’ technologies will not converge any time soon. 473

8.92

PacBio also submitted that financial constraints []. 474

8.93

The Parties submitted that the fundamental limitations of PacBio’s technology
will “prevent it from scaling in a manner that would enable PacBio to deliver
run outputs that are closer to, let alone comparable with, those of Illumina’s
systems”. 475 These fundamental differences are rooted in the nature of the
sequencing approach, for example, the single use camera that is contained in
the PacBio consumable flow cell and the demanding and costly compute
requirements which constrain their scalability. 476

Long read will not grow at the expense of short read
8.94

The Parties submitted that there are significant growth opportunities for the
sequencing industry, but that growth of long read will not be at the expense of
short read. 477 The Parties submitted that increasing use of long read systems
will drive demand for sequencing as a whole and that there is significant
potential for materially broader adoption of existing ‘use cases’ and the
development of new ‘use cases’. For example, Illumina expects significant
growth in clinical short read sequencing.

8.95

Illumina submitted that it is aware of no instances where either PacBio or ONT
have had a competitive impact on Illumina sales or prices, or R&D priorities or
activities (other than its understanding of the opportunity represented by the
long read sub-segment, and consideration of alternative approaches to enable
entry to that). 478

PacBio’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, paragraph 27.
Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor.
472 PacBio’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, paragraph 29.
473 PacBio’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, paragraph 28 to 30.
474 PacBio’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, paragraph 31.
475 Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 97.
476 Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 97.
477 Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 11.
478 Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 20.
470
471
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8.96

The Parties also make some specific submissions relating to switching
between technologies in de novo sequencing:
(a) “…such comments [made by customers in relation to de novo
sequencing] must be understood to relate either to researchers
producing de novo assemblies for the first time or to researchers who
have been using an inappropriate short read system to date”; 479
(b) “As the single-molecule accuracy of native long read systems continues
to improve… it may be the case that less polishing is required. That does
not, however, reflect competition”; 480 and
(c) “…the cost differential, which will persist (and may expand) is such that
any polishing that is required [in the context of de novo sequencing] will
continue to be done using short read systems”. 481

Significant competition from other suppliers
8.97

The Parties submitted that they are not close, let alone each other’s closest,
competitors and that Illumina’s closest competitors are – and will continue to
be – BGI, Thermo Fisher and QIAGEN, 482 while PacBio’s closest competitor
is ONT. 483 The Parties submitted that “these four competitors will remain
equally close competitors post-Transaction and will continue to drive
innovation”. 484

8.98

The Parties submitted that every sale made by Thermo Fisher, QIAGEN or
BGI is one that Illumina could have made and Illumina estimates that it has
lost over [] in revenue opportunities to these companies over the past ten
years and [] in 2018 alone. Illumina submitted that it expects “intensified
competition over the next [three] years”. 485 Illumina submits that BGI is its
strongest competitor and that this is confirmed by its internal documents and
by customer evidence. Illumina further submits that BGI has greatly improved
its technology, recently launching the MGISEQ-T7, which []. 486

Parties’ Response to the Customer calls working paper, paragraph 9.
Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 60.
481 Parties’ Response to the Customer calls working paper, paragraph 10.
482 We note that the Parties’ submissions on this subject pre-date the recent announcement from QIAGEN on 7
October 2019 decision to “suspend ongoing NGS-related instrument development activities”.
https://corporate.qiagen.com/newsroom/pressreleases/2019/20191007_Q3_preliminary_sales_and_restructuring_charges.
483 Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, 24 September 2019.
484 Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 83.
485 Item 61 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
486 Parties’ Note on competition for the market, 4 October 2019.
479
480
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8.99

The Parties submitted that ONT is a rapidly growing and well-financed
company, with demand for its systems, which it submits, according to ONT’s
Chief Executive Officer, increased exponentially over the last five years.
PacBio submits that it has lost [] opportunities to ONT in recent years and
that ONT’s technology has [] advantages over PacBio’s. 487

8.100 The Parties submitted that there are numerous companies planning to launch
sequencing systems and that most of these potential entrants have received
significant funding from investors and many have been acquired by large life
science companies. 488 The Parties submitted that of the many companies
currently developing sequencing technologies, [] are expected to
announce, or have announced, the intention to enter in the next 12 to 18
months. The Parties submitted that their competitive behaviour is informed by
publicly available information from potential entrants regarding their imminent
plans and that until it becomes clear that a new system will not competitively
constraint the activities of either or both of the Parties, the behaviour of the
Parties will continue to be constrained by the potential entry of the large
number of potential entrants. 489 Further detail on potential entry is contained
in chapter 9 on countervailing factors, below.
The future of long read
8.101 The Parties submitted that Illumina has recognised the benefit of long read
technology and that the rationale for the Proposed Merger is “driven by
Illumina’s desire to supply native long read systems (in addition to its short
read systems)”. 490
8.102 The Parties submitted that “Illumina has long recognised that it could benefit
from being able to offer a native long read system because it believes that the
native long read market has meaningful growth potential”. 491
8.103 During its hearing with the CMA, Illumina also submitted, with respect to its
desire to enter the long read segment that “It goes back to the graph that we
showed you. There is the orange piece of it we participate in. There is an
emerging and growing blue piece of it that we do not participate in. We want
to participate in that. To participate in it, we actually need to have the right
technologies because one cannot play in the other. That is simply a statement

Parties’ Note on competition for the market, paragraph 22.
Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 394.
489 Parties’ Response to Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 168 and Parties’ Submission, 2 October 2019,
paragraph 56.
490 Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 2.
491 Parties’ Summary Statement, page 4.
487
488
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of that; that we want to be able to participate in it and, therefore, we need the
technology”. 492
8.104 Illumina further stated that in the absence of the Proposed Merger, they would
continue their attempts to enter the long read segment: “we would keep trying.
With the acquisition of PacBio, we are still going to have our own internal
development [], because again PacBio cannot solve all of the long read use
cases. There is a lot of work to do there. So no, Illumina would not give up on
that, but Illumina would see this as a missed opportunity”. 493
The DeciBio survey
8.105 The Parties commissioned a customer survey and submitted documents
related to this in August 2019. DeciBio, the firm that conducted the survey,
contacted over 1,000 customers, of whom 49 were interviewed. 494
8.106 The conclusions of the DeciBio survey, as set out in the ‘Final Read-Out’, are
as follows:
(a) “Interviewee feedback indicates that SRS and NLRS 495 have distinct and
inherent strengths and weaknesses recognized across application
areas”;
(b) “At the use case and individual investigator levels, SRS and NLRS are
clearly not interchangeable, though at the application level, both
technologies may appear to have complementary utility”;
(c) “KOLs [Key Opinion Leaders] corroborate that SRS and NLRS are not
used for the same use cases”;
(d) “KOLs identify a set of complementary use cases”;
(e) “Many respondents noted the overall complementarity of SRS and NLRS
in the foreseeable future, as opposed to direct competitiveness”;
(f) “While NLRS’ accuracy and cost have improved over the last few years,
they still fall significantly short of Illumina’s”;
(g) “While KOLs believe NLRS has runway to narrow SRS’ technical
distinction, they acknowledge that the required maturation to encroach

Illumina’s Hearing Transcript, page 7, lines 4-9.
Illumina’s Hearing Transcript, page 7, lines 15-21.
494 DeciBio Survey Methodology.
495 SRS refers to short read systems and NLRS refers to native long read systems.
492
493
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on SRS in the foreseeable future requires aggressive assumptions and
is highly unlikely”;
(h) “Within complementary use cases, current NLRS users state that
platform accuracy and expected roadmaps fall significantly short of user
requirements, making the technologies non-interchangeable for at least
the next 5 years”;
(i) “Historically, KOLs and users have over-optimistically speculated about
the prospect of NGS technologies”; and
(j) “Early access Sequel II users note that while throughput, cost, and read
length have improved, they don’t expect Sequel II to compete with SRS
or dramatically change the sequencing landscape”.
8.107 The Parties submitted that the DeciBio survey provides evidence that short
read and long read technologies are not interchangeable for any given ‘use
case’, with respondents identifying 41 such ‘use cases’. 496
8.108 We consider that the final report does not contain a balanced representation
of the views expressed in the interview notes. For example:
(a) [] is quoted 497 by DeciBio as saying that “Longer read lengths enable
us to interrogate parts of the genome inaccessible by SRS… but if we’re
looking at small mutations, we’d still use SRS”. 498 However, according to
the interview note, this customer also said that, “if LRS can improve the
error rate I can see future of replacing SRS with LRS entirely for
epigenetics (i.e., independent of what your use case is).”
(b) [] is quoted by DeciBio as saying that “The scale of reads SRS yields
provides accuracy unparalleled by NLRS”. However, according to the
interview note, this customer also said that “a bigger share of the market
will be taken up by LRS because of the downstream bottleneck with
computational pipelines”.
(c) [] is quoted by DeciBio as saying that “ILMN’s ability to continue
rapidly cutting costs limits interchangeability of NLRS for many use
cases”. However, according to the interview note, this customer also
said that “LR would take over in clinical eventually. LR will take over
everything. LR is most ideal technology."

Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 38.
Quotes in this section are statements sourced from interview notes.
498 This quote is included in DeciBio’s final report, but the CMA has been unable to find it in the ‘interview notes’
submitted by the Parties.
496
497
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(d) [] is quoted by DeciBio as saying that “Even within [use cases], there
are likely to be sub-use cases / individual research objectives for which
investigators will have views that one tech has a clearer or stronger fit for
use than the other..." However, according to the interview note, this
customer also said that “We use LRs to scaffold sequences together and
use ILMN for base accuracy to polish base calling... I think as base
calling improves with ONT/LRs... hopefully we will get to a point where
won’t need SR anymore... I think absolutely [workflow] will shift more and
more toward LRS as tech improves... I’d give it until 2022 – would think
by then we [will] do most of the work with ONT."
(e) Finally, a customer at the [] is quoted by DeciBio as saying that “[SRS
and NLRS] complement each other but have quite different end goals,
so they're used in tandem if we have both goals..." However, according
to the interview note, this customer also said that "Most people believe
LRS is not accurate enough, but… once people try it with us, they often
come back for more when [they] realize it works – it’s the plunge that’s
the hurdle"; and "De novo: currently is 95% SR / 5% LR. In 5 years we’ll
get to 75% SR / 25% LR... Reseq: currently is 90% SR / 10% LR and in
5 yrs will be 60% SR / 40% LR, maybe 50/50... Overall, I see LR as the
future for some of applications; but doesn’t suit everything."
8.109 Furthermore, in our view, this survey suffers from the following methodological
issues, which substantially reduce the weight we can place on it in the context
of this investigation:
(a) The stated aim of the survey appears leading: “Confirm and clearly
demonstrate that short read (SR) and native long read (NLR) systems
are not used interchangeably”; 499
(b) The sample may not be representative of the population (the response
rate was less than 5%); 500,501 and

DeciBio survey methodology, Annex 1, p 2. See the CMA’s guidance, “Good practice in the design and
presentation of customer survey evidence in merger cases”, 23 May 2018 (the CMA’s Survey Guidance), which
states: “We expect good surveys to be neutral and not biased towards one outcome or another.”
(https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/mergers-consumer-survey-evidence-design-and-presentation/goodpractice-in-the-design-and-presentation-of-customer-survey-evidence-in-merger-cases).
500 Customers who expressed an interest in the DeciBio survey were screened out if they had limited knowledge
of DNA sequencing. In comparison, for our customer calls we selected a sample of customers and made various
attempts to arrange a call, such that our calls were not limited to only those that expressed the greatest interest in
taking part.
501 See eg references to representativeness in the CMA’s Survey Guidance.
499
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(c) We were provided with ‘interview notes’, rather than transcripts, which
do not indicate the actual questions asked or the full answers given; 502
and
(d) We would expect to be contacted prior to a survey being conducted,
such that we can comment on the methodology, as it has generally been
our experience that survey designs not discussed with us in advance
have tended to be of insufficient quality. In the absence of first-hand
experience of how fieldwork was conducted, we have not been able to
conclude that the findings have genuine weight. 503
8.110 In our view, the quotes in the DeciBio final report have been chosen to show
that short read and long read are not currently substitutable. However, our
reading of the interview notes suggests a more nuanced view. The notes
show that some customers currently face a trade-off between short read and
long read and that such a trade-off may exist in the future for more uses,
applications and/or projects. The interview notes show more generally that
long read sequencing will be more prevalent in the future at the expense of
short read and possibly to a significant extent.
8.111 Given the fact that the final DeciBio report is based on selective quotes, and
the methodological issues listed above, we do not place material weight on
the survey in our provisional assessment.
The Parties’ econometric analysis
8.112 PacBio submitted an econometric analysis assessing the impact of ONT’s
entry into China [] in China. The Parties submitted that the [] following
ONT’s entry and this provided evidence of the competitive constraint exerted
by ONT on PacBio and [].
8.113 We consider that the Parties’ finding that ONT exerts a competitive constraint
on PacBio is consistent with other evidence sources (see for example,

See eg references to questionnaires and the expected level of documentation in the CMA’s Survey Guidance.
See the CMA’s Survey Guidance, for example: “Parties wishing to conduct a survey for a merger case are
strongly encouraged to contact the CMA in the early stages of the survey process to discuss their proposed
design, including a draft questionnaire (if available) and wider aspects of the survey methodology”, and “[w]here
Parties do not discuss their survey design with the CMA in advance, and/or do not give the CMA an opportunity
to monitor and assess the quality of fieldwork while it is underway, it is not necessarily the case that we will
consider the survey findings to have no or only limited evidential weight. The weight to be given to such evidence
will be assessed against the same principles and standards for conducting surveys described in this document.
However, it has been our experience that survey designs not discussed with us in advance have tended to be of
insufficient quality, and in the absence of first-hand experience of how fieldwork was conducted, it has been hard
to conclude that the findings have genuine weight. In these circumstances, then, the onus will be on Parties to
provide highly compelling information about the survey methodology and the steps taken to assure its quality”.
502
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PacBio’s internal documents and evidence from customers). However, we can
place only limited weight on the Parties’ analysis, for the following reasons:
(a) Notwithstanding any critique of the econometric approach, the Parties’
analysis does not demonstrate that PacBio sales would predominantly
divert to ONT if PacBio exits the market in the UK. This is because no
other competitors are included in the analysis (meaning it doesn’t
provide evidence that ONT is PacBio’s closest competitor in China), and
the analysis looks at the effect of ONT’s entry into China 504 meaning,
even if it did provide evidence that ONT is PacBio’s closest competitor in
China, this could not be generalised to the UK.
(b) Furthermore, it may suffer from omitted variable bias, meaning the
results are biased: 505
(i) The specification does not control for differences between countries
which may confound the analysis. Specifically, customers in a
particular country may be relatively price insensitive, because their
research is better funded, but there also may be a greater number of
them for the same reason. We would therefore give more weight to
countries with a greater number of customers.
(ii) The specification does not control for differences in customer
characteristics, which may confound the analysis. Specifically,
customers of a particular type may pay relatively high prices, and
customers of this type may be relatively common in China, but ONT
may have entered into China for this reason.
(iii) The specification does not control for time-specific effects. China may
be growing at a relatively high rate, leading to prices also increasing
at a relatively high rate, but ONT may have entered due to the high
rate of economic growth.
8.114 In response PacBio submitted that: 506
(a) The structure of the analysis controls for differences between countries,
and focuses on relative changes in price levels within regions.
Specifically, the regression considers changes in price level in the postperiod versus the prior-period in China, and then compares these

With the rest of the world used as a control group.
Omitted variable bias arises when an econometric analysis looks at the relationship between a dependent
variable and independent variable(s), but fails to include other independent variable(s) that have an effect on the
dependent variable. Consequently, the results of the analysis are not robust – specifically, the estimated
coefficients of the independent variable(s) are biased.
506 Parties’ Response to Counterfactual Working Paper, Annex A, page 18.
504
505
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changes in the price levels to the changes in price levels in the rest of
the world. In our view, the structure of the analysis does not control for
differences between countries, as country effects are not included.
(b) Controlling for differences in customer characteristics would only be
required if certain customer groups became more or less prevalent in
China after the ONT entry in China. The Parties submitted that the CMA
had not identified such hypothetical group of concern. We agree but the
Parties have conducted no investigation of this issue and we cannot see
a basis for concluding that controlling for differences in customer
characteristics would not be prudent.
8.115 The Parties submitted two further pieces of analysis assessing the degree of
substitutability between the Parties’ sequencing systems. The first looked at
the impact of purchasing a PacBio instrument on the use of Illumina
consumables. The second looked at the impact of purchasing a PacBio
instrument on the prices offered by Illumina to the customers who purchased
PacBio’s system. The Parties submitted that purchasing a PacBio instrument
was followed by an increase rather than a reduction in the use of Illumina
consumables and did not result in any change in Illumina’s pricing to these
customers. The Parties submitted that this was evidence of a lack of
substitutability between the Parties’ sequencing systems.
8.116 Our provisional conclusion on this analysis is that because it is necessarily
based on historical data, it therefore does not capture the future competitive
constraints different suppliers will exert on each other. This is particularly
problematic given the dynamic nature of this market and the recent launch of
Sequel II. This launch took place in the second quarter of 2019, but the
analysis covers from the first quarter of 2013 to the second quarter of 2019,
meaning it will not capture any effect Sequel II has had on the market. For
these reasons we place very limited weight on the analysis.
Market shares
8.117 In this section we consider the market shares of the Parties and other
suppliers in the market for NGS systems.
8.118 The Parties and four other suppliers (BGI, ONT, QIAGEN and Thermo Fisher)
provided revenue data for 2016 to 2018, broken down by:
(a) Sequencing instruments;
(b) Reagent kits/other consumables that can only be used with that
supplier’s sequencing instruments;
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(c) Library preparation kits/other consumables that can be used with thirdparty sequencing instruments;
(i) For use with that supplier’s sequencing instruments;
(ii) For use with third-party sequencing instruments;
(d) Data analysis and data storage/sharing solutions;
(i) For use with that supplier’s sequencing instruments;
(ii) For use with third-party sequencing instruments; and
(e) Product support services (including maintenance).
8.119 We calculated combined revenue from categories (a), (b), (c)(i), (d)(i) and (e)
above, to give us revenue from NGS systems, which are presented in Table
6. 507
Table 6: Market shares for NGS systems (2016 to 2018)

Market
shares
Illumina
PacBio
Parties
combined
BGI
ONT
QIAGEN
Thermo
Fisher

UK

Worldwide

2016

2017

[80-90]%
[0-5]%
[90100]%
[0-5]%
[0-5]%
[0-5]%

[80-90]%
[0-5]%
[90100]%
[0-5]%
[0-5]%
[0-5]%

2018
[90100]%
[0-5]%
[90100]%
[0-5]%
[0-5]%
[0-5]%

[5-10]%

[5-10]%

[0-5]%

2016

2017

2018

[80-90]%
[0-5]%

[80-90]%
[0-5]%

[80-90]%
[0-5]%

[80-90]%

[80-90]%

[80-90]%

[0-5]%
[0-5]%
[0-5]%

[0-5]%
[0-5]%
[0-5]%

[0-5]%
[0-5]%
[0-5]%

[10-20]%

[10-20]%

[10-20]%

Source: CMA analysis of data received from the Parties and third parties.
Notes:
(1) Illumina and ONT have not provided a breakdown of revenue from library preparation kits for use with their instruments, and
library preparation kits for use with third-party instruments. Total revenue from library preparation kits has been included.
(2) PacBio has not provided UK revenue from product support services. A share of PacBio's worldwide revenue from product
support services has been included, based on the UK's share of PacBio's worldwide revenue from NGS instruments, library
preparation kits for use with those instruments, and sequencing consumables.

8.120 As shown in Table 1, the market for NGS systems is highly concentrated, both
worldwide and in the UK, due to Illumina’s very strong market presence.
Illumina has over 80% share of the NGS systems market. PacBio has [0-5]%,
Thermo Fisher has approximately [10-20]%. BGI has [0-5]%, ONT has [0-5]%,

Revenue from categories (c)(ii) and (d)(ii) was not included as we have provisionally found that the market for
NGS is a systems market. See chapter 7 on market definition for more detail.
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and QIAGEN has [0-5]%. In the UK, Illumina has over 90% market share,
PacBio has approximately [0-5]%, Thermo Fisher has approximately [0-5]%,
and ONT also has [0-5]%.
8.121 In the UK, Illumina’s market share grew over 2016 to 2018 whilst PacBio’s
market share declined. We consider that this decline was likely driven by
customers holding back instrument purchases prior to the launch of Sequel
II. 508 Notwithstanding these changes, the Parties’ combined share in the UK
remained very high over 2016 to 2018, almost entirely due to Illumina’s very
strong market presence.
Overview of internal documents evidence
8.122 Internal documents are a useful source of evidence as they reflect how the
merging parties assess the market in the ordinary course of business and
when making strategic decisions. We have reviewed the Parties’ internal
documents to understand their assessment of competitive conditions within
the NGS systems market, including their assessments of the positioning and
activities of their competitors. Evidence of how rivalry operated prior to the
Proposed Merger helps us to understand how rivalry is likely to be affected by
the Proposed Merger.
8.123 Below we set out our approach to analysing internal documents:
(a) In assessing the content of an internal document, we take into account
the purpose for which it was prepared. We typically place greater weight
on documents ultimately prepared to inform decision making by senior
management as these are likely to be most reflective of the Parties’
strategic thinking.
(b) We consider the context in which information appears in a particular
document. For example, the fact that a competitor’s name appears in a
document is less informative than the context in which it appears.
(c) We also consider what the internal documents overall show. We
consider factors such as the different treatment of competitors in
different types of documents and the extent to which different
competitors are monitored across the total set of internal documents.
8.124 Furthermore, internal documents may not lend themselves to a mechanistic
assessment: where there is a heterogenous set of internal documents and a

PacBio derived approximately []of its UK revenues from instruments in 2016 and 2017, but revenues from
instruments decreased by approximately [] in 2018, as compared with an increase of approximately [] in
revenues from other sources relating to NGS systems.
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diversity in the presentation of information even within a particular document,
an arithmetic approach to measuring the assessment of competitors in those
documents (eg by adding up the number of times a competitor’s name is
used, or the number of documents in which the competitor is mentioned) is
unlikely to be meaningful.
8.125 We looked at documents received or produced by senior management or
shareholders of both PacBio and Illumina, including both those prepared
internally or by external consultants.
8.126 We also requested background information about the documents including the
date the document was produced, the name and role of the author and the
names and roles of the recipients, as well as the purpose for which the
document was created, in order to fully understand the context and
importance of the document. Further details on the background to each of the
documents referenced below and screenshots showing the context for the
selected quotes are provided at Appendix C to this report.
8.127 The documents referred to below do not reflect all documents received from
the Parties, but instead provide examples of themes visible throughout the
documents reviewed. Where we rely on quotes from the Parties’ internal
documents, these are included because they provide the clearest evidence in
support of the relevant topic. However, these quotes do not amount to an
exhaustive list of all the documentary evidence received from the Parties, and
we have instead endeavoured to provide a representative sample of those
documents received for each theme.
8.128 Some of the documentary evidence outlined below uses hypothetical
language (for example, Illumina’s strategic documents outline risks to the
business and proposed mitigations). We consider that hypothetical language
provides a useful insight into the views of the Parties regarding the potential
threats facing their business both at the time and looking to the future. This is
particularly true when concrete outcomes or strategic decisions are taken
following the review of such documents. Further discussion on the potentially
hypothetical nature of certain documents is found in the section on our
assessment of Illumina’s internal documents below. 509
Illumina’s internal documents
8.129 The evidence from Illumina’s internal documents as set out below is divided
into two categories, those which discuss complementarity of PacBio systems

509

See paragraph 8.156, below.
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with Illumina’s technologies and those which demonstrate competition
between the Parties.
8.130 Evidence of competition from third parties discussed in Illumina’s internal
documents is also outlined below.
8.131 This section is structured as follows:
(a) We first introduce the evidence;
(b) We then discuss the Parties’ submissions on our analysis of the Parties’
internal documents, along with our view on these submissions;
(c) Finally, we discuss our provisional conclusions in relation to the Parties’
internal documents.
Complementarity in Illumina’s internal documents
8.132 There are a number of Illumina internal documents which note that long read
technologies and often PacBio’s in particular, are complementary to Illumina’s
short read technology for certain applications:
(a) []; 510
(b) []; 511
(c) []; 512
(d) []; 513
(e) []; 514
(f) []; 515
(g) []; 516
(h) []; 517

Item 2 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
Item 3 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
512 Item 4 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
513 Item 5 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
514 Item 6 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
515 Item 7 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
516 Item 8 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
517 Item 9 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
510
511
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(i) []; 518
(j) []; 519 and
(k) []. 520
8.133 However, a limited number of Illumina’s internal documents also highlight the
limitations of using long read and short read technologies in a complementary
fashion. These documents show that this may only be required for the short
term before one or other platform becomes the preferred choice or that the
instruments will only be used in a complementary fashion for certain uses,
applications and/or projects:
(a) []; 521
(b) []; 522 and
(c) [] and []. 523
Competition in Illumina’s internal documents
8.134 It is evident from Illumina’s internal documents that it regularly monitors its
competitors. In addition to documents setting out the complementary nature of
the Parties’ technologies, Illumina’s internal documents also reveal that it
considers PacBio to be an important competitor in relation to a number of
different applications 524 and for sequencing dollars. 525
8.135 These documents were produced by employees with a variety of functions
including scientists, sales teams, staff responsible for strategy documents,
and senior management making submissions to the board. We looked at
documents received or produced by senior management or shareholders of
Illumina. These documents all show a broadly consistent picture of PacBio as
an important competitive threat to Illumina at the present time and in the
foreseeable future:

Item 10 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
Item 11 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]). Pop-seq refers to Population Sequencing.
520 Item 12 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
521 Item 13 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
522 Item 14 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]). The Parties have been unable to provide details on who
this document was produced by and for.
523 Item 15 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
524 See paragraph 8.11, onwards above on the terminology of applications and ‘use cases’.
525 See paragraph 8.14 above for further discussion of competition for sequencing dollars.
518
519
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(a) []; 526
(b) []; 527528
(c) []; 529
(d) []; 530
(e) []; 531
(f) [] 532 []; 533
(g) []; 534
(h) []; 535
(i) []; 536 and
(j) []. 537
8.136 Illumina’s internal documents provide evidence of customers switching (or
Illumina attempting to convert customers) from PacBio to Illumina systems:
(a) []; 538 and
(b) []. 539
8.137 Illumina’s internal documents also show that Illumina considered that there is,
and has been in recent years, a realistic threat that customers would be lost to
PacBio. The documents note this may entail moving workflow from Illumina to
PacBio, rather than choosing a PacBio instrument over Illumina’s. Certain

Item 13 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]) and Item 18 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
chapter 7 above on market definition for further discussion of linked long reads.
528 Item 13 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]). SV refers to structural variation.
529 Item 19 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
530 Item 21 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
531 Item 22 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
532 Item 26 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
533 Item 26 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
534 Item 16 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
535 Item 17 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
536 Item 27 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]). LP are believed to refer to Library Preparation. It is not
clear what HW refers to.
537 Item 28 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]). The Parties were unable to provide details of who this
document was produced by or for.
538 Item 23 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
539 Item 24 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]). HS and NS are believed to refer to Illumina’s HiSeq and
NextSeq instruments. [].
526

527See
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Illumina internal documents also detail the countermeasures undertaken or
proposed by Illumina in order to mitigate or prevent these losses:
(a) []; 540
(b) []; 541
(c) []; 542
(d) []; 543 and
(e) []. 544
8.138 Further, the following Illumina internal documents show that Illumina sees
PacBio as becoming an increasing threat to Illumina in the future as its
technology improves. The following documents contain relatively detailed
discussions about the potential impact on Illumina of such improvements and
mitigating action that Illumina could take to combat such an impact:
(a) []; 545
(b) []; 546
(c) []; 547
(d) []; 548
(e) []; 549
(f) []:
(i) []; 550
(ii) []; 551

Item 29 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
Item 30 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
542 Item 31 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
543 Item 32 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
544 Item 33 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
545 Item 35 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
546 Item 19 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
547 Item 19 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]). SNV refers to Single Nucleotide Polymorphism Variant.
SNV calling refers to a range of methods for identifying the existence of SNVs using NGS.
548 Item 19 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]). WGS refers to Whole Genome Sequencing and Shotgun
sequencing refers to a method used for sequencing random DNA strands. Phasing refers to identifying alleles on
maternal and paternal chromosomes rather than the whole genome.
549 Item 36 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
550 Item 13 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
551 Item 13 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
540
541
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(iii) []; 552
(iv) []; 553
(g) []; 554
(h) []; 555
(i) [] 556 and
(j) []. 557
8.139 In addition to concerns that PacBio’s technology is likely to become more of a
threat to Illumina in future years, Illumina’s internal documents also show an
intention by Illumina to develop or acquire its own long read technology.
Illumina’s documents also show a concern that another short read competitor,
or potential competitor, could acquire a long read technology before Illumina
and make it more difficult for Illumina to offer a long read sequencer:
(a) []; 558
(b) []; 559
(c) []; 560
(d) []; 561
(e) []; 562 and
(f) []. 563
8.140 In relation to whether Illumina is a potential competitor in the long read subsegment, Illumina’s internal documents also detail internal discussions about
whether research and development projects into developing, among other

Item 13 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
Item 34 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
554 Item 6 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
555 Item 37 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
556 Item 38 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
557 Item 38 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
558 Item 17 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
559 Item 23 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
560 Item 34 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
561 Item 13 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
562 Item 13 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]). [].
563 Item 39 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
552
553
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things, long read and linked long read technologies, [] would continue postmerger:
(a) []; 564
(b) []; 565
(c) []; 566
(d) []; 567
(e) []; 568 and
(f) []. 569
8.141 PacBio is not the only provider monitored by Illumina. Of the other providers
of NGS systems (including PacBio) mentioned in Illumina’s internal
documents, BGI is perhaps the most heavily monitored, with a number of BGIspecific tracking documents having been prepared, but others, including
PacBio and ONT, are also regularly mentioned. Illumina internal documents
monitoring BGI include the following (though some also note the current focus
of BGI on China):
(a) []; 570
(b) []; 571
(c) []; 572
(d) []; 573
(e) []; 574
(f) []; 575

Item 17 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]). [].
Item 40 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
566 Item 41 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
567 Item 42 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
568 Item 43 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
569 Item 44 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
570 Item 45 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
571 Item 46 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
572 Item 47 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
573 Item 48 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
574 Item 49 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
575 Item 50 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
564
565
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(g) []; 576
(h) []; 577
(i) []; 578
(j) []; 579
(k) []; 580 and
(l) []. 581
8.142 We have also seen a number of Illumina internal documents monitoring ONT:
(a) []; 582
(b) []; 583
(c) []; 584
(d) []; 585
(e) []; 586
(f) []; 587and
(g) []. 588
8.143 Illumina also, to a more limited extent, monitors Thermo Fisher and QIAGEN,
including in pricing committee documents. However, Thermo Fisher and
QIAGEN tend to be mentioned only in relation to clinical applications (eg
oncology) and are generally not mentioned as a threat or possible disruption

Item 51 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
Item 52 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]). BGISEQ-500 is a BGI instrument, NovaSeq is one of
Illumina’s instruments.
578 Item 19 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]). WGS refers to whole genome sequencing. Counting is a
use of sequencing to count the number of times that something appears in a sequence. The Parties provided the
following example in their Final Merger Notice: NIPT counts the number of foetal chromosome fragments
circulating in a mother’s bloodstream. Targeted sequencing is sequencing a small region or set of regions of the
genome.
579 Item 19 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
580 Item 13 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]) and Item 18 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
581 Item 13 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
582 Item 53 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
583 Item 54 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
584 Item 55 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
585 Item 19 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
586 Item 13 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]) and Item 18 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
587 Item 13 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
588 Item 38 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
576
577
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to the same extent as PacBio, ONT and BGI. Some Illumina internal
documents mention Thermo Fisher and QIAGEN:
(a) []; 589
(b) []; 590
(c) []; 591
(d) []; 592
(e) [] 593,594
(f) []; 595 and
(g) []. 596
8.144 As well as current providers of sequencing technologies, we have seen a
small number of documents showing Illumina monitoring potential competitors
whose technology is currently still in development. These documents tend to
be high-level rather than detailed and tend to show potential competitors as
less of a threat than current competitors. Further detail on entry and
expansion is provided in chapter 9 on countervailing factors below. Some of
Illumina’s internal documents discuss potential competitors:
(a) []; 597
(b) []; 598
(c) []; 599
(d) []; 600
(e) []; 601

Item 56 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
Item 28 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]). The Parties have been unable to provide details on who
this document was produced by and for.
591 Item 61 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
592 Item 59 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
593 TMO stands for Thermo Fisher.
594 Item 60 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
595 Item 62 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
596 Item 63 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
597 Item 13 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
598 Item 21 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
599 Item 64 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
600 Item 9 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
601 Item 28 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
589
590
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(f) []; 602
(g) []; 603 and
(h) []”. 604
Our assessment of Illumina’s internal documents
8.145 Illumina submitted that we have misinterpreted their internal documents. 605,
606 In this section we discuss the Parties’ submissions on our analysis of
Illumina’s internal documents, along with our view on these submissions.
8.146 Our assessment of Illumina’s internal documents will be divided according to
the following themes:
(a) Terminology used;
(b) “Provocative” documents;
(c) Illumina’s understanding of PacBio’s technology;
(d) Monitoring of every source of disruption;
(e) Lost sales; and
(f) Innovation.
Terminology used
8.147 Illumina submitted that, Illumina refers to any company active in the
sequencing space as a ‘competitor’ in its internal documents: 607
(a) Illumina uses the term ‘competitor’ and similar terms in its internal
documents regardless of whether the company in question offers
sequencing systems or intends to do so, or whether the systems that
they offer are substitutable with Illumina’s for example, the ‘Competition’
section of Illumina’s annual statutory 10-K filings on financial
performance to the US Securities and Exchange Commission. 608
Illumina has referred to companies that offer mapping technologies or

Item 46 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
Item 13 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]) and Item 18 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
604 Item 39 of Appendix Con internal documents ([]).
605 Illumina’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, 22 September 2019.
606 Illumina’s Submission on internal documents relied on in the Phase 1 Decision, 12 August 2019.
607 Illumina’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, paragraph 113 onwards and Illumina’s
Submission on the internal documents relied on in the Phase 1 decision, paragraph 3 onwards.
608 [].
602
603
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provide alternative methods of ascertaining genetic information as
“competitors”; and
(b) When new technologies are launched their capabilities are not always
fully understood and therefore every company supplying or developing
sequencing technologies may be monitored by Illumina in its internal
documents, regardless of whether they have a substitutable product or
not.
8.148 In our view, competitor is a widely used and understood business term and it
is not a technical antitrust term. 609 Illumina has applied the natural meaning of
the term ‘competitor’ in the internal documents, referring to competition at
different levels. In our assessment, this is the meaning of competition that we
adopt, as discussed in our Nature of competition section in paragraphs 8.6
onwards.
8.149 In our view these documents indicate that Illumina views PacBio as a
competitive threat, now and into the future. The documents often discuss
threats, disruptions and risks when mentioning other sequencing providers,
which we consider would be consistent with a traditional view of a competitor.
Illumina refers to PacBio as a competitor in various documents created by a
number of different senior authors and these documents are presented to
senior staff including the board.
8.150 The fact that Illumina notes other companies not active in DNA sequencing as
competitors may just reflect that they are competitors to some extent (or in a
different market in which Illumina is also present such as library preparation or
Arrays) or potential competitors. Further, these other companies are cited far
less frequently and do not feature at the top of [] in the same way or to the
same extent as PacBio does.
“Provocative” documents
8.151 []. 610 Illumina submitted that [], intended to provoke a broad discussion
amongst scientists about potential long term changes to the market and to
stimulate debate on such topics. Illumina said that the slides do not consider
the likelihood of the possible scenarios.

If the meaning of the term does differ between antitrust cases and general business use, the meaning in
antitrust cases is arguably wider as it includes potential competitors, whereas that might not always be the case
in general business use.
610 Illumina’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, paragraph 33 onwards and Illumina’s
Submission on internal documents relied on in the phase 1 decision, paragraph 21 onwards.
609
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8.152 [].
8.153 Illumina submitted that it in fact considered PacBio’s systems (and those of
ONT) to be complementary to Illumina’s short read systems and to have the
potential to drive increased demand for both short and long read sequencing.
Illumina provided a number of examples of documents (see paragraph 8.132
for documents discussing complementarity) which refer to the
complementarity of the Parties’ systems.
8.154 []. 611
8.155 In relation to Illumina’ submissions that it in fact considers PacBio’s systems
to be complementary to its own, we recognise that Illumina’s internal
documents suggest that PacBio’s systems are complementary in certain
situations. However, the fact that some complementarity exists is not
inconsistent with Illumina being concerned about PacBio in other situations
and in relation to growing future substitution between the Parties’ systems.
8.156 Moreover, the evidence in its totality is not consistent with the explanation that
[] and similar presentations are entirely hypothetical, given that:
(a) The Parties have provided no corroborating documentary evidence that
the most senior staff had an opposing view (to that presented in the
documents) or that the documents were purely hypothetical, or intended
to be as such;
(b) Concrete outcomes were taken away from these meetings (for example,
the []); 612
(c) In certain slides, the ‘likelihood’ of an event occurring is taken into
account ([]); 613 and
(d) As there were several of such [] documents, prepared by a number of
experienced authors for discussion with senior staff on a yearly basis,
we consider it unlikely that they would contain such a major
misunderstanding of a fundamental aspect of competition in the industry
(ie, whether PacBio is a competitive threat to Illumina), and in particular,
that they would do so repeatedly.

[].
Illumina’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, paragraph 52.
613 Item 34 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
611
612
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Illumina’s understanding of PacBio’s technology
8.157 Illumina submitted that its understanding of PacBio’s technology has evolved
over time, []. 614
8.158 Illumina told us that the sequencing market is dynamic and when products are
launched their utility and limitations are often unclear. Companies, [], tend
to make optimistic announcements that are later revised down. 615
8.159 []. 616
8.160 []. 617
8.161 Illumina also submitted that, although the 8M SMRT cell is not the upper limit,
future improvements are outside of PacBio’s control as it is dependent on the
development of third party technology; []. 618
8.162 In our view, based on the evidence we have seen in Illumina’s internal
documents, Illumina saw an improvement in PacBio’s performance during
2018 in relation to its accuracy (as a result of its CCS technology). However, it
is unclear whether Illumina’s views of PacBio’s future throughput became
more conservative, [] 619 and the Parties’ submissions in relation to how the
technologies will advance. However, in relation to Illumina’s submission that
its understanding of PacBio’s technology has changed since certain of its
internal documents were produced, we note the following:
(a) Illumina has provided no corroborating documentary evidence that its
views have changed in relation to throughput or the performance of
PacBio in future more generally;
(b) [], individuals at Illumina commented on PacBio’s accuracy following
its launch of its CCS technology: [] suggesting that they were
particularly impressed with PacBio’s technology at that time; 620

Illumina’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, paragraph 98 onwards and Illumina’s
submission on internal documents relied on in the Phase 1 decision, paragraph 11 onwards.
615 Illumina’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, paragraph 106-107. Illumina’s submission
on internal documents relied on in the Phase 1 decision, paragraph 11-12.
616 Illumina’s submission on internal documents relied on in the Phase 1 decision, paragraph 14-20.
617 Illumina’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, paragraph 99 and 103-105.
618 Illumina’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, paragraph 109-111.
619 Illumina’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, paragraph 106-107. Illumina’s submission
on internal documents relied on in the Phase 1 decision, paragraph 11-12.
620 Item 20 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
614
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(c) During its hearing with the CMA and when asked about how Illumina’s
understanding of PacBio had changed since the bid, Illumina stated
[]; 621
(d) Evidence from customers, as set out more fully below, indicates that
Sequel II has generally met or exceeded customer expectations;
(e) Although the [] may be out of PacBio’s control, it is not clear why the
rate of improvement in these technologies would change dramatically at
this point in time; and
(f) Illumina still chose to continue with the Proposed Merger, suggesting
that its concerns regarding PacBio’s development potential were not
significant.
Monitoring of every source of disruption
8.163 Illumina submitted that it takes into account every potential source of
‘disruption’ to its business however unlikely it may be: 622
(a) []; 623 and
(b) []. 624 []. 625
8.164 In our view, any business forecasting how current and potential competitors
will evolve necessarily involves an element of uncertainty. However, despite
this lack of certainty, firms are focused on the future evolution of the market.
This is particularly the case in dynamic industries such as this one where R&D
is important, and technology improves rapidly.
8.165 In our provisional view, Illumina’s internal documents present a consistent
picture across a large number of documents, produced by a number of
different senior authors over time, indicating that PacBio is considered to be a
significant competitive threat to Illumina currently, and that this will increase in
future.

Illumina Hearing transcript, page 10, lines 21-25.
Illumina’s submission on internal documents relied on in the Phase 1 decision, paragraph 31 onwards.
623 Illumina’s submission on internal documents relied on in the Phase 1 decision, paragraph 31-32.
624 Items 13 and 18 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
625 Illumina’s submission on internal documents relied on in the Phase 1 decision, paragraph 33.
621
622
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Customers ‘lost’ to PacBio
8.166 Illumina submitted that it has not ‘lost’ customers to PacBio []. 626 []. 627
8.167 []. 628
8.168 []. 629
8.169 In our view, the emails discussed in paragraph 8.137 above are clear
evidence of current competition between the Parties. In one example, Illumina
changed its offer to a customer ([]) in response to the threat of customer
switching. Whether or not a customer actually made a switch is of less
importance, as Illumina’s response in order to prevent switching is still
evidence of competition. In the second example, as described in the section
above on nature of competition in paragraph 8.6, onwards, the fact that []
amended its project by changing ‘use case’ because of a quality issue with
Illumina’s system is also evidence of competition between the Parties, as it
demonstrates that customers have a choice, and the quality of the offering is
one of the factors which may impact their decision.
8.170 In addition, and as set out in more detail below, in relation to our assessment
of PacBio’s internal documents in paragraph 8.186, PacBio emails show that
PacBio is trying to win sales directly from Illumina.
Innovation
8.171 With regard to the impact of the acquisition on innovation in the long read
segment, Illumina submitted that not one document indicates or implies that
[] Illumina’s research programmes [] post-merger. 630
8.172 []. 631
8.173 Illumina provided further examples of internal documents which explicitly state
that its existing research programmes will continue following the Proposed
Merger. 632
8.174 In our provisional view, the internal documents make clear that long read was
an important future ambition for Illumina and that while [] post-merger,
Illumina’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, paragraph 67 onwards and Illumina
Submission on internal documents relied on in the phase 1 decision, paragraph 36.
627 Illumina’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, paragraph 68-72.
628 Illumina’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, paragraph 78-84.
629 Illumina’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, paragraph 85-91.
630 Illumina’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, paragraph 93.
631 Illumina’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, paragraph 95.
632 Illumina’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, paragraph 97. See also paragraph 8.139
above in the section on Illumina’s internal documents.
626
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Illumina would not become an independent competitor to PacBio as the two
technologies would be in the hands of the same company. Moreover, the
direction of Illumina’s research programmes [] may [] or be otherwise refocused post-merger to take into account the PacBio technology and
complement it, []. Further, the Proposed Merger would preclude Illumina
advances in long read technology increasing the level of competition in the
long read sub-segment. Thus, while we agree that the evidence does not
suggest that Illumina intends to [] Illumina’s research programmes []
post-merger entirely, we are still concerned that the Proposed Merger will
impact its development and the emergence of Illumina as a potential
independent competitor [].
PacBio’s internal documents
8.175 PacBio’s internal documents can broadly be divided into two categories: those
which discuss complementarity of PacBio systems with Illumina’s
technologies, and those which indicate competition between the Parties.
8.176 Evidence of third parties (predominantly ONT) discussed in PacBio’s internal
documents is also outlined below.
Complementarity in PacBio’s internal documents
8.177 Some of PacBio’s internal documents discuss complementarity between long
read and short read technologies, though others explicitly reject the idea that
PacBio’s technologies could be complementary with that of a short read
technology such as Illumina’s. The documents highlight the decreasing need
for short read ‘polishing’ and other complementary short read uses when
PacBio’s NGS system is used as a strength of PacBio over other long read
and linked long read providers such as ONT and 10x genomics:
(a) []; 633
(b) []; 634
(c) []; 635

Item 69 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
Item 70 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
635 Item 71 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
633
634
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(d) []; 636
(e) []; 637
(f) []; 638 and
(g) []. 639
8.178 There is some mention of complementarity between long read and short read
technologies in PacBio’s internal documents:
(a) []; 640
(b) []; 641
(c) []; 642 and
(d) []. 643
Competition in PacBio’s internal documents
8.179 The PacBio internal documents we reference below were produced by
employees with a variety of functions including scientists, members of the
sales teams and submissions to the board.
8.180 PacBio’s internal documents seen by us focus almost exclusively on Illumina,
ONT and 10x genomics as competitors. Some sales and marketing
documents compare PacBio’s technology with that of these competitors and
include responses to potential customer objections to using PacBio versus
those competitors’ technology:
(a) []. 644
(b) []. 645

Item 72 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]). SNV refers to Single Nucleotide Polymorphism Variant.
Phasing refers to identifying alleles on maternal and paternal chromosomes rather than the whole genome.
Haplotypes are groups of alleles in an organism that are inherited together from a single parent.
637 Item 73 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
638 Item 74 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]
639 Item 74 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
640 Item 71 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
641 Item 75 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
642 Item 76 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
643 Item 77 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]). The Parties have not provided details on who this
document was produced by or for.
644 Item 78 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
645 For example, Item 70 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
636
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(c) []. 646
(d) []. 647
8.181 There are statements in PacBio’s internal documents which show ONT is
considered to be a significant threat to PacBio and is perhaps regarded by
PacBio as its closest current competitor. The following statements illustrate
this:
(a) []; 648
(b) []; 649
(c) []; 650
(d) []; 651
(e) []; 652
(f) []; 653 and
(g) []. 654
8.182 However, whilst ONT appears the most often in PacBio’s documents, there
are statements in the internal documents concluding that PacBio should focus
on Illumina:
(a) []; 655
(b) []; 656
(c) []; 657 and
(d) []. 658

Item 79 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
Item 69 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
648 Item 80 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
649 Item 78 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
650 Item 81 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
651 Item 82 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
652 Item 83 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
653 Item 84 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
654 Item 85 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
655 Item 74 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
656 Item 74 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
657 Item 86 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
658 Item 87 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
646
647
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8.183 PacBio also regularly mentions 10x genomics (a linked long read provider) as
a competitor. []. 659 Further, in addition to those documents referenced in
paragraph 8.180 above, the following PacBio internal documents discuss 10x
Genomics:
(a) []; 660 and
(b) []. 661
8.184 PacBio’s internal documents do not appear to reference Thermo Fisher or
QIAGEN. Nor do they refer to potential competitors by name, with the one
exception being [].
8.185 PacBio’s internal documents also show that any competition with Illumina is
increasing due to technical improvements with the PacBio technology
including both the release of Sequel II and its CCS technology. Some PacBio
documents appear to make plans for how these developments should be
capitalised on by PacBio. The following statements are taken from documents
discussing these technical improvements and how the market is developing
as a result:
(a) []; 662
(b) []; 663
(c) []; 664
(d) []; 665 and
(e) []. 666
8.186 The statements set out below demonstrate that PacBio believes it can win
business from Illumina and has been consistently trying to do so for some
time. []. We consider benchmarking such as this to be evidence of
competition between the Parties.
(a) []. 667

Item 88 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
Item 89 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
661 Item 75 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
662 Item 90 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
663 Item 91 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
664 Item 92 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
665 Item 93 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
666 Item 95 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]). Iso-seq refers to Isoform Sequencing.
667 Item 98 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
659
660
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(b) [] 668
(c) [], 669 []. 670
(d) []; 671 and,
(e) []. 672
8.187 PacBio’s internal documents show that customer surveys were conducted by
either PacBio, its investors, or third parties. The surveys that we have seen all
clearly focus on Illumina (among others) and the reasons why customers may
choose Illumina over PacBio. Surveys submitted as part of PacBio’s internal
documents include the following:
(a) []. 673 [].
(b) []. 674
8.188 Without detail on the methodology of the surveys, it is difficult for us to ascribe
weight to their results, however the focus of the surveys is still of interest as it
provides evidence of the views of PacBio (or its investors) when
commissioning the survey.
Our assessment of PacBio’s internal documents
8.189 PacBio submitted that there is no head-to-head competition from Illumina and
that ONT is PacBio’s head-to-head competitor. 675 PacBio submitted that the
fact that Illumina appears in many PacBio documents and that PacBio
compares its products to Illumina’s is not indicative of competition, rather
PacBio’s internal documents emphasize that PacBio’s technology is different
from and in many case complements Illumina’s technology. It also submitted
that the PacBio sales team need to be educated on the differentiating and
complementary characteristics of the systems so that PacBio’s limited
resources can be directed towards selling to the right customers.
8.190 PacBio submitted that while PacBio and Illumina may both be active in the
same application space, they are used differently by customers and for

Item 99 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
[].
670 Item 100 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
671 Item 101 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
672 Item 102 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
673 Item 103 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
674 Item 104 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
675 PacBio’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, paragraph 5 onwards.
668
669
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different ‘use cases’. They told us that while it was theoretically possible to
use a long read technology for some short read applications, one wouldn’t
because of the difference in price / throughput. 676
8.191 PacBio submitted that it has never focused on growing its business by
targeting or attempting to win business from Illumina, and instead it focussed
on creating demand by educating customers and raising awareness of the
benefits of long read. 677
8.192 It further submitted that its internal documents “unambiguously” show ONT as
PacBio’s closest competitor 678 and that ONT is a functional substitute for
PacBio (unlike Illumina). PacBio told us that ONT []. PacBio submitted that
ONT is undoubtedly PacBio’s closest competitor, that PacBio [] a weaker
competitor to ONT, and that the Proposed Merger will therefore increase
competition with ONT and make PacBio a more effective competitor. 679
8.193 PacBio submitted that it sometimes uses the word “competitor” to refer to any
other sequencing provider and industry player, even if their technology is not
viewed as actually competing with PacBio in real terms and that scientists
cannot be expected to properly use antitrust terms of art in a PowerPoint
presentation. 680
8.194 PacBio submitted that when it speaks of ‘conversion’, this generally refers to
the migration towards using long read systems for long read ‘use cases’ that
are new or were “historically [] attempted using short read systems”. 681
PacBio submitted that this migration to / adoption of a more appropriate
technology for the research question at issue “simply cannot be characterised
as competition or substitution”. 682 “The development of native long read
enabled that specific ‘use case’ which satisfied previously unmet customer
demand” and those customers would not switch back to short read systems
for the relevant ‘use case’ in the event of a 5-10% price decrease of those
systems. 683
8.195 PacBio submitted that because of the controlled budgets and grants available
to research institutions to invest in sequencing platforms year-on-year,
references to “competition” can refer to the fact that all sequencing providers

PacBio’s submission on internal documents relied upon in the Phase 1 decision, page 2.
Item 105 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]). PacBio’s Response to the working paper on internal
documents, paragraph 9-10.
678 PacBio’s response to the working paper on internal documents, paragraph 11.
679 PacBio’s response to the working paper on internal documents, paragraph, 14.
680 For example, PacBio’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, page 14.
681 PacBio’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, page 11.
682 PacBio’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, page 11.
683 For example, PacBio’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, page 11.
676
677
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are looking for a share of that funding. Purchasing patterns can be explained
by a variety of factors, including that customers funds are limited and
customers may have simply opted for a proven short read platform at that
particular time (given short read is the predominant technology in the
sequencing industry in terms of use, versus long read which is used to answer
the research questions that short read cannot address) and held off
purchasing a PacBio long read platform given the publicly discussed
performance issues with the Sequel I system. 684
8.196 In our view, PacBio’s internal documents, including those prepared by
scientists, members of the sales team, and by senior managers for
submission to the board, show head-to-head competition between the Parties.
Whilst we agree that the documents suggest that Illumina may not currently
be PacBio’s closest competitor, in our view PacBio’s internal documents show
that Illumina is viewed as a strong competitor and that Illumina is, or at least
PacBio’s internal documents state that Illumina should be, PacBio’s focus
because of its size, rather than ONT. 685
8.197 We have found evidence in the PacBio’s internal documents, that currently
there is competition between the Parties in the supply of NGS systems. We
have also found evidence in the PacBio’s internal documents that this
competition is likely to increase in the future as the Parties make advances in
R&D. 686
8.198 As stated above in the context of Illumina’s internal documents in paragraph
8.148 onwards, we do not accept the Parties’ assertion that, when the terms
‘competitor’ and ‘competition’ are used in their internal documents, the
authors did not intend them to have an ‘antitrust’ meaning. We consider the
terms ‘competitor’ and ‘competition’ to be widely used and understood
business terms and are not technical antitrust terms. Furthermore, the context
in which the terms are used in the documents and the documents themselves
indicate that they are used in the ordinary sense of the word. This is also the
case for PacBio’s internal documents.
8.199 Further, although PacBio told us the intent of its marketing documents was to
educate its sales team on the differentiating and complementary
characteristics of the systems, it has not provided any evidence corroborating
that.

For example, PacBio’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, page 14.
See paragraphs 8.180 and 8.182 above on PacBio’s internal documents.
686 See paragraph 8.185 above on PacBio’s internal documents.
684
685
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8.200 The Parties’ submissions on ‘migration’ and ‘competition for sequencing
dollars’ are discussed in more detail in our assessment of the evidence on
customers and the nature of competition paragraph 8.6 onwards above.
8.201 Finally, PacBio also made a number of specific submissions relating to
surveys and survey results amongst its internal documents, such as those
described in paragraph 8.187 above: 687
(a) Certain surveys provided by PacBio to us were created by third parties
(eg the [] survey was created by []), and it is therefore inappropriate
to attribute them to PacBio;
(b) The [] survey shows a mixed and inconclusive picture and
respondents were not necessarily aware of the technical capabilities of
the Sequel II system at the time of the survey (June 2018) so any
excitement regarding its release may have been hypothetical;
(c) Survey respondents may be ill-informed about a particular product,
technology or company;
(d) The creator of the [] survey would have had an inherent bias
regarding the survey results; and
(e) The results of the [] survey have not come true – PacBio’s
consumables usage is down overall relative to its expectations.
8.202 In our view, the surveys and survey results provided are relevant to our
competitive assessment. Without detail on the methodology of the surveys
conducted, it is difficult for us to ascribe weight to their results, however the
focus of the surveys is still of interest as it can provide evidence of the views
of PacBio (or its investors) when commissioning the survey.
8.203 Further, PacBio’s discussion of and reliance on surveys or reports prepared
by third parties indicates to us that these have probative value. We note that
the Customer Field survey which was not entirely conducted by third parties,
also tended to show Illumina as a close competitor.
8.204 While we acknowledge that the [] survey does not show a unanimous
picture from customers, it shows that for at least some customers, the Parties
are currently viewed as competing and that the launch of the Sequel II
instrument is likely to result in some customers switching workflow to a
PacBio instrument. In our view customers are well-placed to give a view on

687

PacBio’s Response to the working paper on internal documents, page 21.
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how their own purchasing might change with the release of certain
instruments even if hypothetical at the time.
8.205 We acknowledge that the creator of the [] survey may have had an inherent
bias to show the Sequel II instrument in a positive light, but, as stated above,
we cannot comment further on the reliability of the survey without further
detail regarding its methodology.
8.206 Further, we have evidence from customers that the response to Sequel II has
been very positive [] (see paragraph 8.215, below). We consider that it is
possible that the success of Sequel II [].
Summary of internal documents regarding closeness of competition between the
Parties
8.207 We have found a substantial number of internal documents from Illumina that
note that the Parties’ technologies are used in a complementary fashion either
for certain applications, or in the short term, before one of the two
technologies is chosen. In contrast, we found only a small number of internal
documents from PacBio that indicate – and often indirectly – that short read
and long read technologies can be used in a complementary fashion.
8.208 We have seen from both Parties’ internal documents that the Parties regularly
track each other and adapt their strategies to reflect each other’s
developments. This demonstrates that they consider each other as an
important competitive threat both on a day-to-day level and a strategic level.
(a) A large number of Illumina’s documents mention PacBio – either on its
own or if acquired by a third party – as an important competitive threat to
Illumina and show that the level of such threat is likely to increase in the
future as its technology evolves.
(b) Illumina’s documents provide evidence that Illumina has taken action, or
has considered taking action, in response to this competitive threat from
PacBio.
(c) Illumina’s documents show Illumina believing it can win customers from
PacBio.
(d) Illumina’s documents show Illumina’s intention to develop its own long
read sequencing system. Illumina [], and internal documents (as well
as statements made at its Hearing with the CMA) indicate that Illumina
has identified the supply of a long read technology as an important future
ambition.
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(e) We have also seen a large number of PacBio documents in which
PacBio views Illumina as a competitor at the present time, and whose
closeness is likely to increase as its own technology progresses.
(f) PacBio’s documents regularly monitor Illumina (along with ONT, and to
some extent 10x Genomics), with documents being prepared to educate
sales teams on their key differentiating factors.
(g) PacBio’s documents shows PacBio believing it can win customers from
Illumina, for example by price benchmarking against Illumina’s systems.
(h) Surveys commissioned by PacBio focus on Illumina (and others) and the
reasons why customers may choose Illumina over PacBio, although we
ascribe relatively less weight to these than to the Parties’ other internal
documents.
Summary of internal documents regarding constraint from competitors
8.209 The Parties’ internal documents indicate that Illumina considers BGI, PacBio
and ONT to be its main competitive threats (as is indicated by its use of a []
in internal documents), although none of these providers appear to be
particularly close competitors. Of these three, Illumina is most focused on BGI
on a worldwide basis, although BGI is not currently fully active in the UK.
Thermo Fisher and QIAGEN do appear in Illumina’s internal documents but
appear to be focused on more niche areas of the market, rather than having
broader appeal.
8.210 PacBio’s internal documents are consistent with its main competitive threats
being from ONT and Illumina, with ONT being the closest of these two to
PacBio, though the documents show that efforts are being made to
increasingly focus on Illumina.
8.211 Neither of the Parties have many internal documents which appear to closely
track or monitor the development of new technologies by potential competitors
not yet active in the market. Further discussion of potential competition can be
found in chapter 9 on countervailing factors.
Evidence from customers
8.212 This section presents the evidence gathered from the Parties’ customers and
is structured as follows:
(a) The evidence, which we present in the following topics:
(i) Performance of Sequel II;
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(ii) Competition between short read and long read;
(iii) The future role of long read;
(iv) Linked long read sequencing;
(v) Competitors; and
(vi) Views on the Proposed Merger.
(b) Our assessment of the evidence from customers, including the Parties’
submissions on our analysis of customer evidence, and our view on
these submissions; and
(c) Our summary in relation to this evidence.
8.213 We spoke to the Parties’ customers about their views and experiences and
sent out questionnaires. As set out above, we sent questionnaires to the
Parties’ customers, specifically Illumina’s top 100 UK customers in terms of
2017/18 revenue and 100 PacBio customers, including all of PacBio’s UK
customers and all customers who had had access to the Sequel II, with the
remainder made up by customers with the highest 2017/18 revenue. We
received 39 responses to these questionnaires. 688
8.214 We also held telephone calls with 22 of the Parties’ customers, 689 to gain a
better understanding of the market for NGS systems. These customers were
from research institutes, academic institutions, pharmaceutical companies
and government agencies, and use NGS systems for a number of different
applications, including HLA typing, cancer panel sequencing, RNA
sequencing, single cell transcriptomics and methylation sequencing.
Performance of Sequel II
8.215 All customers we spoke to who have had access to Sequel II said its
performance has met or exceeded their expectations. Specific comments
included:
(a) “…it is effectively equivalent to operating 8 Sequel I machines in terms of
throughput”; 690

Given the worldwide nature of the relevant market, we believe that the views of customers located both inside
and outside the UK are relevant to assessing the future of competition in the UK post-merger.
689 [].
690 Note of call with [].
688
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(b) “…[it] works surprisingly well”; 691
(c) []. 692
(d) []. 693; and
(e) []. 694
8.216 We asked customers to provide a list of the applications they use DNA
sequencing instruments for, and indicate the supplier they use, as well as
whether this would be sensitive to the availability of Sequel II. Responses to
this question are summarised in the following chart (Figure 16).
Figure 16: Proportion of applications for which both short and long read instruments are used,
and the instrument(s) used is sensitive to the availability of Sequel II
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Both short and long read instruments are
used

Availability of Sequel II has an impact on
the instrument(s) used

Source: CMA analysis of information received from customers.
Note: third parties did not provide fully consistent lists of applications.

8.217 As shown in Figure 16, both short and long read instruments are used for
almost 15% of applications, and the instrument(s) used is sensitive to the
availability of Sequel II for over a quarter of applications.

Note of call with [].
Note of call with [].
693 Note of call with [].
694 Note of call with [].
691
692
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Competition between short read and long read
8.218 Some customers said that they only consider read length when purchasing
instruments or deciding which instrument to use for a given project.
Comments from these customers included:
(a) “…work is generally categorised by the type of sequencing equipment
required i.e. short read (Illumina), long read (PacBio), extra-long read
(ONT) or sanger sequencing ”; 695 and
(b) “When the project comes through, they can quite easily identify which
platform would be most suitable”. 696
8.219 However, roughly half of the customers we spoke to said that short read and
long read are currently substitutable for at least some projects697 (often with
trade-offs, for example around cost or throughput). Some customers noted
areas where long read sequencing has displaced short read sequencing in
their work, for example:
(a) “Since the recent improvements to long read platforms, it is now feasible
to do De Novo long read assemblies using just PacBio or ONT.
Previously, this was cheaper to do using hybrid data generated using
Illumina plus ONT/PacBio. ” 698,699
(b) []. 700
(c) “There is some resequencing (where you have a reference genome but
look at different individuals to see how they compare) which is now done
on PacBio, whereas previously they would have used Illumina.” 701
8.220 Furthermore, some customers said that, in some cases, there will be a tradeoff between using short read and long read instruments on a given project.
For example, if a customer is looking for an unknown structural variation, they
may ‘trade-off’ the likelihood of picking this up against cost or throughput of an
instrument. Specific comments included:

Note of call with [].
Note of call with [].
697 For some customers this was for a very small portion of their workload however.
698 Note of call with [].
699 [] submitted that “we are now leveraging long read platforms for some projects that would have previously
been on short read”
700 Note of call with [].
701 Note of call with [].
695
696
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(a) “Long reads are already used more as the technology improves.
Therefore, some questions can now be answered using the optimum
technology where they couldn’t before. However, it was noted that short
read may also go down in price which will again make this a more
attractive option.”702
(b) “If you consider what variation can be detected in a sample using current
technology, with Illumina you get good single read variations, good short
indel data, whole genome copy number data and differential gene
expression, all of these add up to about 85% of the genetic variation that
can be detected. To detect the remaining 10-15% of the variation you
need longer read technology but this costs almost twice as much as
using Illumina. Therefore in many cases, questions are answered using
a good tool but maybe not the optimal tool.”703
8.221 Further comments from these customers included:
(a) “…there are a lot of applications, particularly in the microbial space,
which are done on Illumina but could equally be done on either ONT or
PacBio, and possibly be done better on these platforms”; 704 and
(b) “People are switching from Illumina to PacBio for the small / medium
sized genomes”; 705 and
(c) []. 706
8.222 Finally, customers in both of these groups said that short read and long read
technologies are used in a complementary way in some cases. The [] told
us:
(a) “There are times when long and short read are used [in a]
complementary [fashion], for example, with genome assembly”. 707
(b) [] told us “Occasionally they may use long and short read
technology in a complementary way”. 708

Note of call with [].
Note of call with [].
704 Note of call with [].
705 Note of call with [].
706 Note of call with [].
707 Note of call with [].
708 Note of call with [].
702
703
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The future role of long read
8.223 Almost all customers said that long read technologies will be more prevalent
in the future. Some customers suggested this will be at the expense of short
read technologies. Specific comments included:
(a) “…in a couple of years’ time, long read technologies will become more
mainstream and it will become quite useful for a lot of the projects”; 709710
(b) “Over time, it is expected that… improvements in accuracy from ONT
and PacBio will make them direct competitors to Illumina and BGI”; 711
(c) “There are certain applications where long read is expected to be
increasingly used instead of short read such as for whole genome
sequencing and RNA transcripts for splice variants”; 712 and
(d) “As it gets more affordable, it is thought that people will do more genome
resequencing for variants analysis using long reads… At the moment,
they advise that two samples are prepared, one PacBio library and then
you would do the standard Illumina shotgun prep”. 713
(e) “Arguments are being made that these [short read and long read] are
two different technologies and so there is no possible concern over
competition. In my view this is wrong - sequencing is sequencing. The
benefits of long read sequencing over short read are becoming clear. As
of now technologies exist which allow the generation of Tb of
sequencing data per day on either short or long read platforms
(NovaSeq vs PromethION). Recent announcements around the Sequel
II platform suggest that it is gaining ever closer on these types of
throughputs. This is the direction of travel for sequencing in the
future.”714

Note of call with [].
[] explained that “It is unlikely a single technology will take over, but more a combination of technologies,
often tailored to study objectives will prevail. At present, short read technologies have matured more and have
more applications, but this may or may not be the case in the future as long read technologies become more
established.” They further submitted that “assuming long read technologies mature and advance at the same
pace as seen with short read technologies, it is inevitable that the number of applications for which they can be
used will grow, making them useful and more applicable to increased numbers of projects i.e. as the input
amount needed to make long reads drops to levels currently comparable to short read sequencing. It is essential
to take into account however that long reads and short reads will potentially always have core areas or niches
where the two will not overlap and have their own strengths. This is due to core parts of their chemistries i.e. the
inclusion of amplification in short reads and the exclusion of amplification in long reads.”
711 Note of call with [].
712 Note of call with [].
713 Note of call with [].
714 Email from [].
709
710
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8.224 Some customers mentioned factors that could potentially limit the
development of long read technologies. Specific comments included:
(a) “…there could be a number of variables that are challenging in the
further development of long read technologies. This includes
biochemical variables, e.g. the formulation of sequencing reagents and
how they impact the kinetics of the polymerase enzyme which could both
accelerate or limit the speed and hence read length or correct or create
errors in the reads”. 715
(b) “…the barrier to entry with the sample quality/amount needed is high
which means that PacBio just isn’t suitable for most applications”. 716
Linked long read sequencing
8.225 A few customers said there are cases where they would use linked long read
solutions, or plan to do so in the future. However, in general, customers said
that a linked long read is of lower quality to native long read. 717 Furthermore,
some customers said that a linked long read is not necessarily cheaper than
native long read. 718
Competitors
8.226 Customers often mentioned BGI as a competitor or potential competitor to
Illumina, though many highlighted potential limitations to its growth, such as
intellectual property disputes with Illumina. Specific comments included:
(a) “Price and quality considered similar to Illumina.” 719
(b) “[] has been actively engaging with BGI in assessing the efficacy,
applicability and cost effectiveness of their technology platforms. One of
the major hurdles to switching technology providers is the sunk cost
infrastructure invested in Illumina platforms by [] over many years.
There are also ongoing IP infringement issues which may be of
concern”720

Note of call with [].
Note of call with [].
717 Customers said that read length is inferior with linked long read, and that linked long read does not resolve the
repetitive parts of a genome as well as native long read in the context of de novo assembly.
718 Note of call with []; Note of call with [].
719 Note of call with [].
720 Note of call with [].
715
716
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8.227 Customers also often mentioned ONT as a competitor to PacBio and made
comments suggesting that the choice between PacBio and ONT is closely
balanced. ONT was also occasionally mentioned as a potential competitor to
Illumina. Specific comments included:
(a) “Currently it seems that PacBio is better in terms of accuracy and
throughput”. 721
(b) “…improvements in accuracy from ONT and PacBio will make them a
direct competitor to Illumina and BGI.” 722
8.228 Thermo Fisher and QIAGEN were mentioned less frequently by customers as
competitors to the Parties and were sometimes described as ‘niche’. Specific
comments included:
(a) “Thermo Fisher is a niche technology, established for a small market.” 723
(b) “Qiagen is clinically focused.”724
Views on the Proposed Merger
8.229 Most customers said that they felt that PacBio’s offering would improve under
Illumina, either due to concerns about PacBio’s current financial position, or
due to Illumina’s track record of acquiring and improving technology. Some
customers said that ONT may find it more difficult to compete post-merger, 725
and some customers said that Illumina could ‘slow down’ or fail to develop
PacBio’s technology fully post-merger.
Our assessment of the evidence from customers
8.230 In this section we discuss the Parties’ submissions on our analysis of
customer views, along with our view on these submissions.
8.231 In relation to competition between short read and long read sequencing, the
Parties submitted that approximately half of the customers, whose comments
were quoted to the Parties in the CMA’s Customer Calls Working Paper,
explained that short read and native long read are not used for the same use

Note of call with [].
Note of call with [].
723 Note of call with [].
724 Note of call with [].
725 We also received a written submission from a customer stating that: “The proposed merger of PacBio with
Illumina will reduce competition [in the sequencing market]”.
721
722
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cases and applications 726 and that the ones who said that they use both
systems for the same applications either:
(a) are migrating from short read to long read; 727 or
(b) use both short read and long read within a given application, but not
within a given ‘use case’. 728
8.232 On the former point, the Parties submitted that:
(a) “A limited number of customers have historically used Illumina’s short
read systems to perform native long read use cases for which short read
systems are not suited”; 729 and
(b) “…customers using short read systems for native long read use cases
will transition such use cases to native long read systems in the short- to
medium-term”. 730
8.233 The Parties submitted that when customers explain that “they ‘trade-off’ cost
and output, for example, in order to discover SV [structural variation]”,
customers are using a long read system because they “require long-read
contiguity”, but are therefore forced to sacrifice lower cost/higher output. 731
The Parties also submitted that “in order to discover SVs… [customers] have
to purchase a native long read system that will provide long read length, but
that this requires them to sacrifice output and incur higher costs (compared to
short read systems)”. 732
8.234 In relation to the future role of long read technology, the Parties submitted that
growth in long read sequencing will not be at the expense of short read
sequencing (“only two customers expressed the view that native long read
may be used instead of short read in the future”). 733 The Parties also
submitted that “Third party comments about the Parties' technologies... rest
solely on information in the public domain”. 734
8.235 In relation to customers’ views on the Proposed Merger, the Parties submitted
that:

Parties’ Response to the Customer calls working paper, paragraph 6.
Parties’ Response to the Customer calls working paper, paragraph 7.
728 Parties’ Response to the Customer calls working paper, paragraph 11.
729 Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 44.
730 Parties’ Response to the Customer calls working paper, paragraph 8.
731 Parties’ Response to Customer Calls Working Paper, paragraph 3.
732 Parties’ Response to the Customer Calls Working Paper, paragraph 3.
733 Parties’ Response to the Customer calls working paper, paragraph 21.
734 Parties’ Response to the Customer calls working paper, paragraph 23.
726
727
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(a) “…almost all customers consider that Illumina will improve PacBio's
technology and that the Transaction will lead to a better product
offering”; 735 and
(b) “…several customers explained that the Transaction would lead to lower
prices and would enable PacBio to better compete with ONT”. 736
8.236 In our view, the Parties have inferred that customer evidence regarding using
either a short read or long read sequencer was in relation to applications
rather than ‘use cases’ though it is not clear that customers use the
terminology of the Parties in relation to applications as against ‘use cases’. In
any event, as discussed in the section above on the nature of competition, we
provisionally consider that competition takes place at all levels and not just the
‘use case’ level. In addition, based on evidence from customers, we have
provisionally concluded that they make a choice to use different technologies
for their projects, or across a number of projects, which are not necessarily
relevant only at the ‘use case’ level.
8.237 As for competition between short read and long read sequencing, we
provisionally found above 737 that, switching, which the Parties characterise as
migration, represents competition even if the switching was to some extent
inevitable eventually (which cannot be assumed). As discussed above in
relation to the nature of competition, in the short term, firms will have an
incentive to compete against each other to try to either reduce or increase the
rate of switching, depending on their position in the market. In the longer term,
firms will have an incentive to innovate, such that they can better compete for
switching (or potentially switching) customers.
8.238 In addition, the customer evidence on the future of long read technology was
not explicit that long read sequencing will displace short read sequencing, but
there were indications that long read sequencing will increasingly encroach on
short read sequencing:
(a) “In a couple of years, long read will become more mainstream and quite
useful for a lot of projects”; 738 and
(b) “Over time, it is expected that… improvements in accuracy from ONT
and PacBio… will make them direct competitors to Illumina and BGI.” 739

Parties’ Response to the Customer calls working paper, paragraph 29.
Parties’ Response to the Customer calls working paper, paragraph 29.
737 See paragraph 8.43, above.
738Note of call with [].
739 Note of call with [].
735
736
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8.239 However, we accept that the customers’ views on the future of long read and
short read technologies is based on information in the public domain.
Summary of evidence from customers
8.240 We have provisionally found that customers typically purchase NGS
sequencing instruments to use in a range of projects and some customers
view short read and long read instruments as substitutable in some projects.
We found that currently, customers see BGI as competing with Illumina to a
limited extent, and ONT competing with PacBio. We found that Thermo Fisher
and QIAGEN, although mentioned as competitors to the Parties, provide more
limited constraints as they were mentioned less frequently than BGI or ONT.
8.241 Almost all customers said that long read technologies will be more prevalent
in the future, and some customers made comments suggesting this will be at
the expense of short read technologies.
Evidence from competitors
8.242 We sought evidence from the following competitors:
(a) BGI;
(b) ONT;
(c) Thermo Fisher; and
(d) QIAGEN.
8.243 We received senior management level internal documents and written
submissions from the Parties’ competitors, and have also spoken to the
Parties’ current competitors via telephone calls. In the following paragraphs
we set out the evidence we received and in particular, examine:
(a) Competitors’ views on the competitive landscape; and
(b) Competitors’ views on long read and short read technologies.
8.244 We also examine the evidence received from competitors on:
(a) Competitors’ expansion plans; and
(b) Competitors’ views on the Proposed Merger.
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Competitors’ views on competitive landscape
8.245 Competitors view Illumina as the clear market leader with significantly higher
market shares than all other competitors combined. PacBio, ONT and BGI are
seen as its main competitors while QIAGEN and Thermo Fisher are
considered niche players.
8.246 [] listed – in order of importance – Illumina, [], Agilent, Roche and [] as
its main competitors []. 740,741 [] stated that, to compete with Illumina’s
technology – which represents the standard in the market – competitors have
to either offer a different technology or undercut Illumina and offer cheaper
products. 742 [] also noted that new competitors are likely to enter the market
in the future.
8.247 [] considers Illumina to be the market leader and PacBio to be Illumina’s
only effective competitor. []. 743
8.248 [] considers Illumina, [], PacBio, [] 744 to be its competitors in [], with
[] being its closest. 745 [] also expects future entry of new competitors
within the next three years but notes that the effect of this on competitive
dynamics is unclear due to uncertainty about product acceptance and
differentiation. 746
8.249 [] considers Illumina as its top competitor and mentioned PacBio, [] as
other relevant competitors. 747
8.250 [] internal documents identify both PacBio and Illumina as strong
competitors. 748 [] documents identify Illumina as a competitor, but rarely
discuss PacBio. 749,750
Competitors’ views on long read and short read technologies
8.251 Competitors’ submissions noted a number of applications in which long and
short read may currently be used as complementary technologies:

[] response to questions 2 and 3 of the Market Questionnaire dated 3 July 2019.
We note that [].
742 [] response to questions 2 and 3 of the Market Questionnaire dated 3 July 2019.
743 [] response to question 3 of the Market Questionnaire dated 3 July 2019.
744 These are companies that do not manufacture NGS systems but only offer DNA sequencing services on
others’ systems.
745 [].
746 [] response to question 3 of the Market Questionnaire dated 3 July 2019. See also, note of call [].
747 [] response to question 3 of the Market Questionnaire dated 3 July 2019.
748 See Appendix D on Competitors’ internal documents.
749 See Appendix D on Competitors’ internal documents.
750 We did not consider [] documents to be that informative for our assessment.
740
741
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(a) [] submitted that long and short reads are today used as complements
for a number of applications, including: the assessment of structural
variation in human DNA, human or other agricultural or microbial de
novo genome assembly, haplotyping of human genomes and HLA
testing. 751
(b) [] noted that historically, due to higher cost, long reads have been
used in conjunction with short reads in de novo assembly and
translational areas. 752
(c) [] stated that the customers who decided to purchase their DNA
sequencers along with linked long read solutions, had an interest in
specific applications, such as: de novo assembly, single variant and
SNP/Indel. 753
(d) [] stated that customers are today using long read and short read
technologies in a complementary fashion for certain applications. []
noted that a combination of technologies may be used for the generation
of a reference genome/de novo sequencing. 754
(e) Internal documents from [] and [] show that the Proposed Merger
may be beneficial for Illumina as it will complement its short read
technology. 755
8.252 On the other hand, competitors also submitted that there may currently be
some overlap between long read and short read technologies. Moreover, the
importance of long read sequencing and its substitutability with short read
sequencing is likely to increase going forward. In particular:
(a) [] stated that from a technical perspective, long read and short read
are substitutable for all applications. The, already substantial, overlap
between long read sequencing and short read sequencing will increase
across applications as the cost of long read sequencing continues to
drop, with customers progressively switching (partly or fully) to long read
sequencing. Moreover, [] submitted that such switching may be
permanent once technologies address a particular need. 756

[] response to question 10 of the Market Questionnaire dated 3 July 2019.
[] response to question 13 of the Market Questionnaire dated 3 July 2019.
753 [] response to question 12 of the Market Questionnaire dated 3 July 2019.
754 [].
755 See Appendix D on Competitors’ internal documents.
756 []. See also note of call with [].
751
752
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(b) [] estimated that currently []% of the market uses long reads but this
will increase as cost per sample decreases and throughput capabilities
of platforms increase rapidly. In addition, it stated that customers will
increasingly consider the possibility of using long read solutions when
considering whether to purchase a [] sequencing instrument. 757
(c) [] stated that having long reads generated at similar cost, speed and
accuracy to that of short read may reduce the need for access to short
read technologies and may strongly influence customers’ decisions. 758
8.253 Furthermore:
(a) [] internal documents demonstrate that long read technologies may be
increasingly important in the future; 759 and
(b) []. 760
Competitors’ expansion plans
8.254 []:
(a) []. 761
(b) [] 762 []. 763
(c) []. 764
Competitors’ views on the Proposed Merger
8.255 Competitors’ submissions indicate that they view the Proposed Merger as
potentially presenting competition issues as it is likely to lead to higher prices,
reduce innovation and/or allow Illumina to hinder rivals through bundling or
strategic use of IP. Specifically:

[] response to question 10 of the Market Questionnaire dated 3 July 2019.
[] response to question 13 of the Market Questionnaire dated 3 July 2019.
759 See Appendix D on Competitors’ internal documents.
760 See Appendix D on Competitors’ internal documents.
761 See Appendix D on Competitors’ internal documents. See also, [] response to the Market Questionnaire
date 3 July 2019.
762 [] stated that “[]See note of call with [].
763 See [] response to questions 8,14 and 16 of the Market Questionnaire dated 3 July 2019.
764 See Appendix D on Competitors’ internal documents.
757
758
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(a) [] considered that the Proposed Merger would lead to higher prices
and a reduction in innovation. []. 765 See chapter 9 on countervailing
factors, where bundling and the strategic use of patents is discussed.
(b) [] noted that it is neutral or agnostic regarding the Proposed Merger
due to Illumina and PacBio focusing on different applications but stated
that the market needs competition and that the Proposed Merger
removes the only competitive threat in the area of long read sequencings
at affordable costs (PacBio). Moreover, [] noted that the Proposed
Merger may enhance Illumina’s ability to effectively bundle short and
long read technologies. 766
(c) [] stated that the lack of competition following the Proposed Merger
will lead to price increases, diminish innovation and lower quality of
services in relation to NGS systems. 767
(d) [] stated that the Proposed Merger would remove an emerging source
of competition, allowing Illumina to strengthen its already formidable IP
portfolio and further consolidate its position across NGS applications by
leveraging its dominant position in the short read space into the long
read space. 768
8.256 On the other hand, some competitors stated that the Proposed Merger may
allow Illumina to create a better product. In particular:
(a) [] submitted that the Proposed Merger might allow Illumina to create a
more competitive product/offer thereby, in their view, hindering
competitiveness of rivals. 769
(b) [] submitted that with long read and short read platforms in the same
organisation, you can tailor your solutions to those data types more
comprehensively, making it more efficient for customers to use them in
combination. 770
(c) [] internal documents show that PacBio may get more traction with
customers as a result of Illumina’s existing resources and network. 771

See sections 2 and 3 [].
[] response to question 14 of the Market Questionnaire dated 3 July 2019.
767 [] response to question 13 of the Market Questionnaire dated 3 July 2019.
768 [] response to the Market Questionnaire, dated 3 July 2019.
769 [] response to question 14 of the Market Questionnaire dated 3 July 2019.
770 Note of call with [], question 22.
771 See Appendix D on Competitors’ internal documents.
765
766
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Sales and sales forecasts
8.257 We analysed the sales of Sequel II, and forecasts of future sales (for the
Parties and third parties) in order to determine the degree of competition that
will be lost as a result of the Proposed Merger, and the strength of competitive
constraints that Illumina could be subject to in the future.
Sales of Sequel II
8.258 The sales performance of Sequel II since its launch is indicative of the current
competitive constraint exerted by PacBio on its rivals, and in particular
Illumina, and therefore the degree of competition that will be lost as a result of
the Proposed Merger.
8.259 As noted in chapter 6 on the Counterfactual, 772 PacBio submits that the sales
performance of Sequel II []. In particular:
(a) Sequel II logged [] bookings in the first two quarters of 2019,
compared with []; 773
(b) [] Sequel II bookings were logged in the second quarter of 2019,
compared with []; 774 and
(c) Forecasts of Sequel II bookings for the third and fourth quarter of 2019
were []. 775
8.260 We consider that a comparison between the number of ‘early’ bookings
logged for Sequel I and Sequel II may not be indicative of []. The
sequencing market is dynamic, and has experienced significant changes
since Sequel I was launched in late 2015. For example, as noted in chapter 2
on the Industry, 776 the cost in consumables of sequencing a human-sized
genome using PacBio’s technology decreased from $[] to $[] ([]) over
2015 to 2019. Additionally, PacBio has engaged in a public merger proposal
which creates uncertainty for buyers
8.261 We disagree that the updated figures indicate that Sequel II []. To the
extent that initial sales of Sequel II have been [] (consistent with the
discussion on Forecasts below) as an understanding of Sequel II’s capabilities

See paragraph 6.14 above on the counterfactual.
[].
774 [].
775 [].
776 See paragraph 2.22 of chapter 2 on the Industry above.
772
773
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is disseminated throughout the market (as mentioned previously, customer
feedback on Sequel II has been exclusively positive). 777
Sales forecasts
8.262 The Parties’ valuation model contains forecasts of the size of different market
segments (applications and ‘methods’), 778 as well as market shares within
these. The model [] 779, [] As such, it is informative to a limited extent.
8.263 We have used these forecasts to calculate forecasted sales for the Parties
and third parties. 780 This is relevant to our assessment because it provides an
indication of the strength of competitive constraints that Illumina expects to be
subject to in the future. We have summarised the forecasted sales figures in
the following charts.
Figure 17: []

[]
Figure 18: []

[]
8.264 As shown in [] and [] above: 781
(a) Illumina is forecast []; and
(b) [].
8.265 []. 782
Figure 19: []

[]
8.266 [].

We also note that at least one equity analyst has stated that Sequel II’s commercial performance has
exceeded their expectations. https://www.genomeweb.com/sequencing/pacific-biosciences-stock-upgradedpiper-jaffray.
778 See paragraph 2.11, of chapter 2 on the industry for a description of different sequencing methods.
779 [].
780 [].
781 See Appendix F on the Valuation for further detail.
782 [].
777
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Summary of sales and sales forecasts
8.267 We consider that although [], it is still consistent with a degree of
competition currently and that PacBio has a solid base from which to compete
strongly in the future. 783 []. We would expect Illumina to be concerned about
losing this market share, and to therefore innovate such that it can compete
with PacBio.

Our assessment of the competitive effects of the Proposed Merger
8.268 In this section, we first provide a description of the weight we place on
different pieces of evidence. We then consider the evidence set out in
paragraphs 8.68 onwards above to provide our provisional assessment of the
competitive effects of the Proposed Merger in regard to:
(a) the structure of the market;
(b) current competition between the Parties;
(c) future competition between the Parties;
(d) potential competition from Illumina in long read; and
(e) the constraint from other competitors.
8.269 Our investigation has collated and assessed a large volume of evidence on
the impact of the Proposed Merger. To reach our provisional conclusions we
have used our judgement to evaluate the weight we should place on different
pieces of this evidence, in particular:
(a) We place the most weight on the Parties’ internal documents which are
particularly informative in this dynamic market because they provide
context on how the market is developing and how competition takes (and
will take) place, while many other forms of evidence provide a more
static perspective. In addition, the Parties’ internal documents provide us
with their actual plans. We note that we have been able to gather a large
number of these documents, we have a good understanding of the
context in which they were produced, many shed light directly on issues
central to our investigation and we are able to discern a clear and
consistent picture from them.
(b) We place substantial weight on customer evidence. This is particularly in
relation to technical questions that customers (as scientific researchers)

783

Further, as noted in chapter 6 above on the Counterfactual, [].
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are well placed to answer, such as on how they currently make
purchasing decisions. However, we place limited weight on customers’
overall views of the Proposed Merger as these reflect customers’
perspectives on the immediate impact of the Proposed Merger –
principally the improvements they consider will result in the short term
from Illumina’s ability to commercialise and fund the development of
PacBio’s technology. They take no, or limited account, of the broader
impact of the Proposed Merger on competition, R&D and future entry, in
a highly dynamic market over the short, medium and long term.
(c) We place substantial weight on competitor evidence in relation to their
internal documents and expansion plans. In particular, we consider that
competitors’ internal documents provide evidence on the extent to which
they consider the Parties as competitors and the constraint they perceive
between different technologies, while their expansion plans provide
evidence of how this might change in the future.
(d) With the exception of market shares, which we believe provide useful
context in showing the current structure of the market in which the
Proposed Merger is taking place, we place only limited weight on the
quantitative evidence available, such as the econometric analysis and
sales forecasts. In general, such evidence is less informative in the
context of a merger in this dynamic market. In this case, even when
some forecasts are available, we think their use is limited, given the
methodology and very specific purpose they were created for.
The structure of the market is highly concentrated
8.270 The evidence shows that Illumina is by far the largest supplier of NGS
systems both worldwide and in the UK. Illumina’s NGS systems are short read
systems. Worldwide, Illumina has over 80% share of the NGS systems
market. PacBio, one of the only two long read system suppliers, has [0-5]%,
with the other long read system supplier ONT having [0-5]%. Thermo Fisher
has approximately [10-20]% share worldwide, BGI has [0-5]% and QIAGEN
has [0-5]%. In the UK Illumina has over 90% market share, PacBio has [05]%, ONT also has [0-5]% and Thermo Fisher has [0-5]%.
8.271 The evidence on market shares shows the market for NGS system is highly
concentrated, both worldwide and in the UK, due to Illumina’s very strong
market presence. Around 10% of the market is currently in the hands of
competitors other than Illumina and therefore PacBio’s share represents a
significant percentage [] of that remaining market share.
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8.272 Given the strength of Illumina’s market position, the removal of a competitor,
even one with a currently limited market share like PacBio, is likely to have a
significant impact on competition. We have therefore looked carefully at
whether there are situations where the Parties are (or would likely become in
the foreseeable future) substitutes, which is where any loss of competition
would most clearly arise.
Current competition between the Parties
8.273 In our provisional view, long read and short read systems are complementary
for certain uses, applications or projects. Where there is complementarity, the
Parties are not directly competing at that moment in time for those projects, as
they are not seen as alternative options. The extent to which the Proposed
Merger would result in the complementarity benefiting customers is discussed
in chapter 9 on countervailing factors.
8.274 However, being complements in certain situations does not preclude the
Parties from being substitutes and rivals in other situations. While the
available evidence presents a complex picture, it does show that the Parties
place a significant and growing competitive constraint on each other.
8.275 The evidence from the Parties’ internal documents shows that the Parties
regularly track each other and adapt their strategies to reflect each other’s
developments. This shows that they consider each other as an important
competitive threat both on a day-to-day level and a strategic level. This
evidence is consistent across both Parties and across a wide range of internal
documents produced by a number of senior authors over a period of time.
These documents encompass strategy discussions, technology reviews, the
preparation of support materials for sales executives, and commentary on
specific competitive situations.
8.276 Illumina’s internal documents discuss PacBio as a competitive threat over an
extended period of time and across a range of authors and audiences. The
documents also show that Illumina has reacted in response to this threat from
PacBio. This action consists, in part, of R&D and M&A and also in competitive
reactions such as reducing prices to customers and providing temporary
sequencers.
8.277 PacBio’s internal documents regularly monitor Illumina with documents being
prepared to educate sales teams on the key differentiating factors between
PacBio and Illumina systems, for example, []. 784

784

Item 79 and 70 of Appendix C on internal documents.
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8.278 PacBio’s internal documents, including emails between members of PacBio
senior staff, show that PacBio believes it can win business from Illumina and
has been consistently trying to do so for some time (with varied success).
PacBio submissions acknowledge that Illumina is monitored and provides a
benchmark for pricing due to its current status as an incumbent and a price
leader.
8.279 In addition, the Parties’ internal documents acknowledge that they compete
for sequencing dollars. This competition manifests itself in each firm seeking
to encourage greater uptake of uses which favour their technology; greater
proportions of workflow on their systems to increase consumables sales; and
education of customers as to the trade-offs required in choosing a sequencing
solution.
8.280 Finally, PacBio seek to encourage more rapid switching from Illumina
customers who are using instruments for tasks better suited to a long read
system. Illumina’s internal documents demonstrate they aim to postpone this
switching by emphasising the strengths of their instruments.
8.281 Evidence from customers shows that while in some circumstances they may
have a clear preference for which instrument to use for a particular project (eg
a short read or a long read instrument), 785 in other circumstances there may
be some degree of substitution between sequencers. 786
8.282 This substitution comes about because, although for some projects the
differences in the characteristics of the two technologies may be significant,
each may offer its own advantages and disadvantages such that there is no
clear best choice. In these instances, each customer will face a trade-off
between these different features and may be willing to shift a proportion of
their workflow between them if the relative balance of their pros and cons
were to change. 787 For instance, the probability of success may be higher with
one technology over another, but the differences in price make the overall
choice closely matched. This trade-off is normal for markets with differentiated
products and is not unusual or specific to genome sequencing.

One example (noted by the Parties and customers) is counting. The Parties submitted in their Final Merger
Notice (paragraph 74) that counting applications do not require long reads in order to verify the presence of a
target. For instance, NIPT counts the number of foetal chromosome fragments circulating in a mother’s
bloodstream. These fragments are short, so 100-200 bp long sequencing reads are sufficient to characterise
them. Short read flow cells currently used for NIPT are capable of generating hundreds of millions of reads per
run. As a result, they can combine 48 to 96 individual patient samples per run on a single flow cell, enabling
users to amortise the cost of the sequencing run across all of the samples.
786 For example, examples were given in relation to structural variation, metagenomics and the microbial space.
See paragraphs 8.218 and 8.219 above.
787 See paragraphs 8.219 and 8.220 above.
785
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8.283 Roughly half of the customers we spoke to noted that short read and long
read are substitutable for at least some projects, 788 and some customers
noted areas where long read sequencing had already displaced short read
sequencing in their work.
8.284 In addition, as discussed in paragraph 8.34, many customers take into
account the full range of different projects within their research portfolio when
making purchase decisions. These customers may face a trade-off between
the technology which is most applicable to the greatest number of projects
and the extent to which a different sequencer can be used effectively for some
projects, even if it is not the optimal choice
8.285 Finally competitors submitted that there are a number of applications in which
long and short read may currently be used as complementary technologies
but also agreed that there may currently be some overlap between long read
and short read technologies.
Conclusion on current competition between the Parties
8.286 We provisionally conclude that the Parties are currently competing. They
compete overall for the workflow across projects. On a more granular basis,
they compete at different levels, from the wider purchasing decision in relation
to one or several projects, to the utilisation of a technology for specific uses.
Future competition between the Parties
8.287 The evidence shows that this is a dynamic market and it will continue to
evolve in the future.
8.288 The evidence from both Parties’ internal documents, shows that the Parties
are likely to compete more closely in the future because of recent []
improvements to PacBio’s technology.
8.289 Illumina’s internal documents show a consistent picture - that currently PacBio
is a disruptive force in the market. There are internal documents which set out
Illumina’s predictions of how the market will evolve in the future. This is most
clearly demonstrated by the [] for Illumina, and [] for PacBio. 789
According to Illumina’s [] 790 for example, PacBio (along with BGI and ONT)
is likely to substantially impact Illumina’s business in the future. These

For some customers this was for a very small portion of their workload however.
See items 13, 18, 34, 19, 37, 38, 70, 79 and 98 of Appendix C on internal documents.
790 See item 19 of Appendix C on internal documents ([]).
788
789
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documents were produced by a range of senior authors across the two
businesses over time and we have viewed the Parties’ documents as whole.
8.290 However, as the Parties suggest, there may be fundamental aspects of the
technology such that differences in some of the factors that matter to
customers (throughput and cost in particular) will remain or increase in the
future.
8.291 In relation to PacBio’s submission that there will be no cost convergence
between the Parties’ systems, 791 in our provisional view, PacBio does appear
to compete with Illumina on price to some extent currently 792 and that this is
likely to increase in future. In our view:
(a) While there may be a price gap between the Parties’ technologies, as is
shown in Illumina’s internal documents, 793 the gap between the Parties’
technologies has been narrowing, and there is evidence that PacBio
benchmarks its price against Illumina currently; 794 and
(b) While the Parties submitted that there will continue to be a cost gap
between the Parties, as Illumina will further reduce its own costs, it is not
clear to us the extent, nature or timings of Illumina’s cost reductions; 795
and
(c) Even if a gap persists, we consider it is likely to narrow further, which
combined with other advantages offered by long read over short read for
certain uses, applications or projects, enhances competition between the
systems as price is only one attribute that is considered by customers
when purchasing a system (See Nature of Competition above).
8.292 In relation to technological convergence, in our view:
(a) While some elements of technology may be outside of PacBio’s control
(eg data processing and CMOS), historically this has not constrained
PacBio development and PacBio has provided no evidence to show why
further incremental technological developments in this area will now
necessarily be limited at this point in time; and

See paragraph 8.84 above.
See paragraphs 8.135(f) and 8.186.
793 Items 13 and 22 of Appendix C ([]).
794 See paragraph 8.186 above.
795 See paragraphs 8.78 and 8.79.
791
792
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(b) [] 796 []. This seems in our view to indicate that any technological
limitations will not impact PacBio’s trajectory for at least the next few
years ([]).
8.293 Both the Parties and some customers told us that PacBio has made bold
claims in the past and has often failed to meet their performance targets. [],
all customers told us that the Sequel II instrument met or exceeded their
expectations.
8.294 In addition, if, as suggested by the Parties, customers will ‘migrate’ in the
short to medium term for some ‘use cases’ due to an improvement of
PacBio’s technology, this would suggest a relative improvement of PacBio
compared to Illumina.
8.295 The view that Illumina and PacBio would compete more closely in future was
largely corroborated by evidence from customers and competitors. Almost all
customers said that long read technologies will be more prevalent in the
future, and some customers made comments stating that this is likely to be at
the expense of short read technologies, while all competitors noted that the
importance of long read sequencing and its substitutability with short read
sequencing is likely to increase going forward.
8.296 As we concluded in paragraph 8.297, evidence from a significant number of
the Parties’ internal documents as well as evidence from customers
demonstrates that some customers have already moved and some would
consider moving workflow from short read to long read technologies. 797
Indeed, even with the Parties appearing to differ in relation to cost and
throughput, the Parties’ internal documents show that there is current
competition for some customers and some applications and projects. 798 In our
provisional view, the gap between long read and short read technologies
would not have to disappear entirely, and would only need to close to some
extent, for the Parties to compete even more significantly in relation to a
number of existing and new applications and projects.
Conclusion on future competition between the Parties
8.297 We provisionally conclude that the Parties, 799 customers and competitors all
forecast an increase in competition between Illumina and PacBio in the future,
through a partial convergence of their technologies, such that they compete

Figure on page 10 of the Parties’ Response to Phase 1 Decision.
See paragraphs 8.129-8.211 on internal documents and paragraphs 8.212 and 8.241 on evidence from
customers.
798 See paragraph 8.208 above.
799 In their internal documents (see paragraph 8.208 above).
796
797
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for more workflow for current uses/application and projects, as well as for new
uses/applications and projects (including further ‘migration’).
8.298 We acknowledge that there is some uncertainty regarding the timing and level
of convergence. However, the evidence demonstrates that the Parties will
compete more closely in the future. We do not believe it likely that long read
will completely displace short read technology, but we believe on balance,
there will be sufficient convergence, and threat of convergence, such that the
loss of future competition will be significant.
8.299 Overall, we therefore provisionally conclude that it is likely the Parties would
compete closely in the future.
Potential competition from Illumina in long read
8.300 The evidence shows that Illumina has recognised the benefit of long read
technology and stated that the rationale for the Proposed Merger is “driven by
Illumina’s desire to supply native long read systems (in addition to its short
read systems)”. 800
8.301 Illumina submitted that it ‘has long wanted to participate in the native long
read market… and has long recognised that it could benefit from being able to
offer a native long read system because it believes that the native long read
market has meaningful growth potential.’801
8.302 During the Hearing with the CMA, Illumina stated, with respect to its desire to
enter the long read segment that “It goes back to the graph that we showed
you. There is the orange piece [short read] of it we participate in. There is an
emerging and growing blue piece [long read] of it that we do not participate in.
We want to participate in that. To participate in it, we actually need to have the
right technologies because one cannot play in the other. That is simply a
statement of that; that we want to be able to participate in it and, therefore, we
need the technology”. 802
8.303 Illumina submitted that its desire to enter long read was also to drive demand
for short read sequencing used in complementary use cases: “Broader use of
PacBio’s native long read systems will accelerate the rate at which accurate
and comprehensive reference genomes are created, which will expand the

Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 2.
Illumina Summary Statement, Page 1 and 4.
802 Illumina’s Hearing Transcript, page 7, lines 4-9.
800
801
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number of short read resequencing projects using this expanded catalogue of
high quality reference genomes.” 803
8.304 Illumina further stated that in the absence of the Proposed Merger, they would
continue their attempts to enter the long read segment: “we would keep trying.
With the acquisition of PacBio, we are still going to have our own internal
development [], because again PacBio cannot solve all of the long read use
cases. There is a lot of work to do there. So no, Illumina would not give up on
that, but Illumina would see this as a missed opportunity”. 804
8.305 In addition to these statements, there is evidence that [].
8.306 While there is uncertainty around when and if Illumina would have launched a
commercial long read system absent the Proposed Merger, 805 given the high
barriers to entry discussed further in chapter 9 on countervailing factors, 806
our provisional view is that Illumina is well placed, with respect to other firms,
given its resources, the extent of their customer relationships, 807 wellestablished distribution networks, 808 and history of commercialisation 809 to
develop and launch such a system.
Conclusion on potential competition from Illumina in long read
8.307 We provisionally conclude Illumina had clear incentives [] to enter the long
read segment and, absent the Proposed Merger, there is evidence that
Illumina would be a potential competitor in the long read technology subsegment of the market. Even the threat of entry by a competitor with the
strength of Illumina would be likely to spur competition in the remaining
competitors in the long read sub-segment.
Constraint from other competitors
8.308 We assessed whether the alternative suppliers, ONT, BGI, Thermo Fisher,
and QIAGEN would provide sufficient competitive constraint on the Merged
Entity. 810

Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 4.
Illumina’s Hearing Transcript, page 7, lines 15-21.
805 See paragraph 8.172 of this chapter above.
806 See paragraphs 9.2 onwards in Chapter 9 on Countervailing Factors.
807 As evidenced by their high market shares. See section on market shares at paragraph 8.117 of this chapter
above.
808 See the section on efficiencies at paragraph 9.90, onwards in chapter 9 on Countervailing Factors.
809 See paragraph 2.26 in Chapter 2 on the Industry.
810 For third parties in particular we have considered: (i) competitors’ internal documents and submission and (ii)
customer views.
803
804
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ONT
8.309 ONT entered the market for sequencing technologies in 2014/15 with a
nanopore sequencing system and currently commercialises a number of
devices that can read long (or short) fragments of DNA/RNA. As set out in
paragraph 8.120, ONT’s share of the NGS systems market in 2018 was
approximately equal to [0-5]% on a worldwide basis and [0-5]% in the UK.
8.310 As mentioned in paragraph 8.142 and 8.181, the Parties’ internal documents
show that ONT is closely monitored as one of the strongest competitors to
both Illumina and PacBio. In particular, evidence from PacBio’s internal
documents show that ONT is considered to be a significant threat to PacBio
and its closest current competitor.
8.311 This view is largely supported by customers who often mentioned ONT as the
closest alternative to PacBio and occasionally considered it as a competitor to
Illumina. 811
8.312 Consistent with the above, []. 812
8.313 We recognise that ONT places some constraint on the Merged Entity and will
continue to do so going forward. However, we do not believe that the
presence of ONT will be sufficient to replace the loss of the competitive
constraint currently provided by PacBio, given the size of the Merged Entity,
the lack of remaining competitors and the closeness of competition (now and
in the future) between the Parties.
BGI
8.314 BGI first commercialised a short read system in 2015, after acquiring
Complete Genomics in 2013. BGI provides a variety of short read sequencing
systems for medical institutions, research institutions and other public and
private partners. Moreover, as set out in paragraph 8.120, BGI’s share of the
NGS systems market in 2018 was approximately equal to [0-5]% on a
worldwide basis and null in the UK.
8.315 As mentioned in paragraph 8.141, BGI are most heavily monitored as a
competitor by Illumina, with a number of BGI-specific tracking documents
having been prepared.

811
812

See paragraph 8.227.
See [].
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8.316 Customers often mentioned BGI as a competitor or potential competitor to
Illumina, though many highlighted potential limitations to its growth, such as IP
disputes with Illumina. 813
8.317 In its submissions to us, [] 814. []. 815 []. 816
8.318 We therefore consider the future constraint posed by BGI to be relatively
modest in the UK.
Thermo Fisher
8.319 Thermo Fisher entered the NGS systems market in 2014 with its acquisition of
Life Technologies which marketed and sold the SOLiD and Ion Torrent short
read sequencing systems (Thermo Fisher no longer actively markets the
SOLiD system). The Ion Torrent system is based on SBS technology and
comprises of low-to-medium throughput benchtop sequencers that are widely
used for clinical and translational purposes. As set out in paragraph 8.120,
Thermo Fisher’s share of the NGS systems market in 2018 was
approximately equal to [10-20]% on a worldwide basis and [0-5]% in the UK.
8.320 As mentioned in paragraph 8.143 Thermo Fisher is monitored – albeit to a
more limited extent than other providers – by Illumina and does not seem to
appear in PacBio’s documentary evidence.
8.321 Consistent with the above, Thermo Fisher was mentioned much less
frequently by customers as a competitor to the Parties and was sometimes
described as ‘niche’. 817
8.322 Evidence from [], 818 [] 819
8.323 We therefore believe the constraint posed by Thermo Fisher to be focused on
particular niches.
QIAGEN
8.324 QIAGEN acquired Intelligent BioSystems in 2012, which had released its first
system, a short read sequencer called the MAX-Seq, in 2011 and was
working on a benchtop sequencer. In November 2015, QIAGEN

See paragraph 8.226.
See [].
815 [].
816 http://en.mgitech.cn/article/detail/mgiannouncesmiles.html; [].
817 See paragraph 8.228.
818 [].
819 [].
813
814
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commercialised its first system (the GeneReader). In addition to the
sequencing system, QIAGEN also supplies universal library preparation kits,
assays and bioinformatics software which can be used with any NGS
systems, including Illumina’s. As set out in paragraph 8.120, in 2018 QIAGEN
had approximately [0-5]% share of the NGS systems market on a worldwide
basis and [0-5]% in the UK.
8.325 As set out in paragraph 8.143, QIAGEN is monitored – albeit to a more limited
extent than other providers – by Illumina and does not seem to appear in
PacBio’s internal documents. Moreover, customers mentioned QIAGEN as
competitor to the Parties much less frequently then other providers and
sometimes described it as ‘niche’. 820
8.326 Based on its internal documents and submissions to us, [] 821 []. 822 [],
QIAGEN announced on 7 October 2019 a joint venture partnership with
Illumina to deliver sequencing-based in-vitro diagnostic (IVD) tests823 and as
part of its preliminary Q3 2019 results announced its decision to “suspend
ongoing NGS-related instrument development activities”. 824
8.327 We therefore believe the constraint posed by QIAGEN to be very limited, and
only in particular niches.
Provisional conclusion on constraint by competitors
8.328 Based on the evidence examined, we provisionally consider that the level of
competitive constraint exercised by the Parties’ competitors, ie ONT, BGI,
Thermo Fisher and QIAGEN is currently fairly limited or focused on particular
niches, and is not expected to increase significantly in the foreseeable future
such that these rivals are not likely to sufficiently constrain the Merged Entity.

Provisional conclusion
8.329 The market for NGS systems is highly concentrated. Illumina possesses a
substantial degree of market power with approximately 80% of the worldwide
NGS systems market and 90% share in the UK. Given the strength of
Illumina’s market position, the removal of a competitor, even one with
currently limited market share like PacBio, would result in a significant

See paragraph 8.228.
See [].
822 See [].
823 https://corporate.qiagen.com/newsroom/pressreleases/2019/20191007_QIAGEN_Illumina_NGS_Collaboration
824 https://corporate.qiagen.com/newsroom/pressreleases/2019/20191007_Q3_preliminary_sales_and_restructuring_charges
820
821
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reduction of competition. We have therefore looked carefully at whether there
are situations where the Parties are close competitors and/or would become
closer in the foreseeable future, which is where any loss of competition would
most clearly arise.
8.330 The evidence shows that there are many uses for each of the Parties’
instruments and the extent of competition between them will vary due to the
differences in the technologies employed. In a significant portion of the current
market, the Parties are likely to be seen as complements rather than
competitors and direct competition between them would be less likely.
However, there is significant evidence of direct competition between the
Parties in some situations at present. There is also clear evidence that this
market is dynamic and that the competitive overlap and closeness of
competition between the Parties is likely to increase in the future as R&D is
devoted to improving each Party’s technology to address a wider range of
uses, applications and/or projects.
8.331 We have therefore provisionally found that currently the Parties are competing
for the supply of NGS systems in relation to certain purchasing decisions,
uses, applications and/or projects. We have also seen consistent evidence
that demonstrates that long read technologies are improving and that Illumina
as well as PacBio and ONT see long read sequencing as a critical and
growing part of NGS systems in the future. Evidence from Illumina’s internal
documents, its submissions and current development plans show that Illumina
also considers long read sequencing as a critical and growing part of NGS
systems in the future and is currently [].
8.332 Recent developments of the PacBio system (including the launch of Sequel II)
have resulted in customers being increasingly able and willing to move a
portion of their workflow and budgets from Illumina’s to PacBio’s technology,
and the evidence suggests that this places important competitive pressure on
Illumina. Currently the Parties compete for sales in relation to some types of
projects and to overall purchasing decisions. It is likely that this competition
will intensify in the future and there is strong evidence from the Parties’
internal documents that the Parties also consider this to be true.
8.333 We have provisionally found that innovation is a key aspect of competition in
this market and that the Parties perceive each other as important strategic
rivals. Their common desire to be the preferred sequencer for as many
projects and as large a share of aggregate spend as possible is substantially
driving their current innovation efforts and has been a key factor driving their
innovation efforts over a number of years. The evidence shows that currently
PacBio’s improvements to its technology incentivise Illumina to improve, and
as the Parties’ sequencing systems increasingly overlap in the future, absent
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the Proposed Merger, this race for innovation is expected to intensify. In our
provisional view, the Proposed Merger will eliminate the threat of PacBio on
Illumina (and vice versa) which is a factor that currently drives R&D and
innovation.
8.334 Our provisional view is that the Proposed Merger is likely to result in a shift in
the direction of the Parties’ R&D away from research they would have done,
and products they would have launched. For example, given the importance
Illumina attaches to having a presence in long read sequencing and its current
development plans, we think it likely that absent the Proposed Merger Illumina
would be researching long read technologies with a view in future to launch its
own long read system. The Proposed Merger therefore reduces the potential
future number of options for customers and projects that require a long read
technology. Similarly, absent the Proposed Merger, PacBio would be likely to
invest in research where it would compete with Illumina’s instruments, but
should the Proposed Merger proceed it will instead be incentivised to focus its
R&D towards uses where its systems will be complementary to those of
Illumina.
8.335 The Parties’ internal documents show that Illumina considers BGI, PacBio and
ONT to be its main competitive threats. Of these three, Illumina is most
focused on BGI on a worldwide basis, although BGI is not currently fully active
in the UK and may not gain any substantial market traction within the UK in
the foreseeable future. Illumina also monitors ONT, though some documents
note limitations to the accuracy of its technology. 825 PacBio’s focus is primarily
on ONT and Illumina as the main competitive threats, with ONT being the
closest of these two.
8.336 While the Parties face competition from other providers of NGS systems
(ONT, BGI, Thermo Fisher and QIAGEN), these rivals are not likely to
sufficiently constrain the Merged Entity. They have not made gains in market
penetration in comparison to Illumina (and the evidence leads us to believe
that this will not change in the foreseeable future). The competitive threat
posed by ONT and BGI are discussed above. The remaining two competitors
identified, Thermo Fisher and QIAGEN, focus only in a clinical niche, rather
than in overall genome sequencing. Moreover, it is unclear whether QIAGEN
will remain an independent competitor, following its announcement on 7
October 2019 that it will enter into a collaboration with Illumina.
8.337 Evidence on closeness of competition between the Parties (current and
future), as well as the Parties’ high combined market share demonstrates that

825

See paragraph 8.142 above.
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there would be a substantial loss of competition brought about by the
Proposed Merger. Further, evidence on current and likely future strength of
the remaining competitors in the market demonstrates that the Proposed
Merger would result in the combination of two of only a small number of
options in this highly concentrated market. In our provisional view, the
Proposed Merger may be expected to result in an SLC in the market for the
provision of NGS systems in the UK, absent countervailing factors which are
discussed in chapter 9 below.

Overall provisional finding
8.338 We have provisionally concluded that the Proposed Merger may be expected
to result in a substantial lessening of competition in the market for the supply
of NGS systems in the UK, absent any countervailing factors, which are
discussed below.

9.

Countervailing factors

9.1

The Merger Assessment Guidelines (MAGs) indicate that, in considering
whether a merger may be expected to result in an SLC, the CMA will consider
factors that may mitigate the initial effect of a merger on competition (often
known as countervailing factors), which in some cases may mean that there is
no SLC. These factors include:
(a) the responses of others in the market (rivals, customers, potential
new entrants) to the merger, for instance the entry into the relevant
market of new providers or expansion by existing providers;
(b) the ability of customers to exercise buyer power; and
(c) the effect of any rivalry-enhancing efficiencies arising as a result of
the merger. 826

826

Merger Assessment Guidelines (CC 2 Revised).
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Barriers to entry and expansion
Introduction
9.2

Our guidelines state that, as part of the assessment of the effect of a merger
on competition, we look at whether entry by new firms or expansion by
existing firms may mitigate or prevent an SLC. 827

9.3

The guidelines state that: 828
“In assessing whether entry or expansion might prevent an SLC,
the Authorities will consider whether such entry or expansion
would be:
(a)

timely;

(b)

likely; and

(c)

sufficient.

Potential (or actual) competitors may encounter barriers which
adversely affect the timeliness, likelihood and sufficiency of their
ability to enter (or expand in) the market. Barriers to entry are
thus specific features of the market that give incumbent firms
advantages over potential competitors. Where entry barriers are
low, the merged firm is more likely to be constrained by entry;
conversely, this is less likely where barriers are high. The strength
of any given set of barriers to entry or expansion will to some
extent depend on conditions in the market, such as a growing
level of demand.”
9.4

In this section, we assess the extent to which we consider barriers to entry
and expansion exist within the NGS systems market and the implications this
might have for any competition issues we identify.

Views of the Parties
9.5

827
828

The Parties submitted that there are no significant barriers to entry or
expansion in NGS systems (either short read or long read), stating that a

MAGs, paragraph 5.8.1
MAGs, paragraphs 5.8.3 – 5.8.4.
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number of companies had entered in recent years, and several others are
expected to enter in the short term. 829
9.6

Illumina estimated that it takes between [] and on average over eight years
to invent, research, develop and commercialise a new sequencing technology
and another [] years to achieve scaled commercialisation. However,
Illumina told us the exact time depends on many variables including
company’s available financial and human resources and ability to innovate. 830

Figure 20: Parties estimated development time 831
Development time

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

Potential entrants:

[]
[]
[]

[]
[]
[]

Source: Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraphs 361.

9.7

Illumina submitted that it estimated that the invention, research, development
and commercialisation of a new sequencing technology would cost a new
entrant hundreds of millions of dollars, although these costs would be lower
for an existing participant. Illumina estimated that ONT had raised around []
when it introduced its first product into open access and PacBio had raised
around [] by the time it completed its IPO (which was prior to its first
customer shipment). Illumina also provided estimates of the fund raising of a
number of additional firms which had not yet brought their products to market;
these ranged from the [] to more than []. 832

9.8

The Parties submitted that the increasing growth in sequencing, driven by
technological improvements opening up new applications, has attracted
significant investment from a range of companies and that the expected
continuation of this growth will maintain these incentives to invest in the
future. 833 Therefore, while there are costs to enter associated with
development, the potential prize is very significant, and this is reflected in the

Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 360.
Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 361.
831 Time represents the length of time between start of development and first customer shipment.
832 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraphs 362-363.
833 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraphs 373-374.
829
830
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increasing number of companies purporting to be working on novel
sequencing technologies. 834
9.9

The Parties submitted that when assessing the potential competitive threat
posed by new entrants and adjusting their behaviour accordingly, they did not
have access to confidential information and so were reliant on publicly
available information. 835

9.10

The Parties also submitted that they believe that the cost of switching is not
significant as there are no specific requirements for customised facilities,
similar preparation protocols are used for all and data storage solutions are
agnostic to the specific instrument. They believe that the primary cost of
switching would be the cost of the new sequencing instruments
themselves. 836

Views of third parties
9.11

Customers and competitors have told us that the barriers to both entry and
expansion in NGS systems are very high. We have incorporated these views
and any supporting evidence provided, into our assessment section below.

9.12

We asked competitors and potential competitors to provide estimates for how
much they have spent on bringing their technologies to market. A number of
these estimates []. For example, [], 837 []. 838

Our assessment of barriers to entry and expansion
9.13

Although the Parties stated that they considered there are no significant
barriers to entry or expansion, 839 they acknowledged the existence of certain
factors which we consider do represent barriers to entry and/or expansion. In
particular: 840
(a) the development time and associated costs of developing a new
sequencing technology;
(b) customers’ capital costs of acquiring new instruments (reducing
propensity to switch); and

Illumina’s Hearing with the CMA, page 64.
Parties’ Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraphs 167-168.
836 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraphs 368-371.
837 [].
838 [].
839 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 360.
840 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraphs 362-363.
834
835
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(c) the need for any new sequencing technology to offer enough value
to warrant customers switching. 841
Technological barriers to development
9.14

The development on NGS systems is a complex endeavour which requires
combining skills across a wide range of disciplines such as nanofabrication,
physics, photonics, optics, molecular biology, engineering, signal processing,
high performance computing, and bioinformatics. 842 Further, the development
may need to design around existing patents (see paragraphs 9.21 to 9.31
below), making subsequent developments more challenging. And finally, the
technology developed needs to offer a differentiating quality as compared to
extant firms. 843

9.15

The Parties have submitted that the development of a new sequencing
technology is a lengthy endeavour (giving examples usually taking around
eight years) and costing hundreds of millions of pounds of investment, with no
certainty about generating a return on investment. There are numerous
instances in the past of potential entrants which were not able to successfully
develop and commercialise their NGS system technologies:
(a) Illumina’s overview of the competitor landscape []. 844
(b) Numerous other companies have previously attempted to develop
and commercialise NGS system technologies but have since either
ceased development or exited following an attempted launch. This
includes: 845
(i)

454 (acquired by Roche and subsequently closed);

(ii)

Affymetrix (never released a commercial product);

(iii)

Genizon Biosciences (never released a commercial product);

(iv) GnuBIO (acquired by Bio-Rad in 2014 and effectively closed when
Bio-Rad’s Cambridge facility was closed);
(v)

Halcyon Molecular (never released a commercial product);

(vi) Manteia (closed, and their technology sold to Solexa);

Illumina’s Hearing with the CMA, pages 67-68; PacBio’s Hearing with the CMA, pages 51-52.
PacBio 2018 Annual report, page 10.
843 Illumina’s Hearing with the CMA, pages 67-68; PacBio’s Hearing with the CMA, pages 51-52.
844 [].
845 https://allseq.com/kb-category/ngs-necropolis/
841
842
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(vii) Sequenom (never released a commercial product, with technology
returning to Harvard University);
(viii) VisiGen (acquired by Life Technologies, and method deprioritised
compared with Ion Torrent approach); and,
(ix) Xagros Genomics (exited, with technology returning to Stanford
University).
(c) Despite having an existing clinical business with associated
expertise and having invested the necessary resources to develop
an NGS system and bring it to market, QIAGEN recently
announced a decision to suspend its ongoing NGS-related
instrument development activities. 846
9.16

The very high costs of development described by both the Parties and third
parties, the associated long timelines, the need to respect existing patents,
and the intrinsic uncertainty of developing new technologies combine to result
in substantial risk for any new entrant which would be likely to deter entry as
well as reducing the likelihood of any individual entrant succeeding in
producing a viable business. We also consider this combination would likely
result in difficulty for any new entrant to access the necessary funds either
through external investors or from internal investment committees of existing
companies.

9.17

PacBio told us []. 847 []. 848

9.18

Having developed a new technology, the new entrant would also likely need
to obtain patent protection in each of the relevant geographies to increase the
likelihood that it will be able to generate a return on the original investment.
This can be a costly, time-consuming and uncertain process (particularly if the
application is opposed) which adds to the original development costs and
timings.

9.19

In certain applications, such as clinical / diagnostics, the Parties also noted
that, even with a well-developed and commercialised technology [], it can
be difficult to adapt instruments and processes to achieve regulatory approval
for clinical use. 849 We note that where potential competitors already have

846 https://corporate.qiagen.com/newsroom/pressreleases/2019/20191007_Q3_preliminary_sales_and_restructuring_charges
847

PacBio’s Hearing with the CMA, page 51
PacBio’s Hearing with the CMA, pages 50-51.
849 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 438.
848
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existing operations in clinical / diagnostic sectors, this barrier may be lower
due to the company’s existing experience and expertise in developing clinical
solutions.
9.20

Because of the long timelines and costs 850 and high risk of failure associated
with entry, in order to be considered to have sufficient likelihood of acting as a
competitive constraint in the future (and for this to be considered timely), 851 a
company would need to be close to commercialising their technology, or at
the very least, planning to launch within two to three years. Even then, there
are likely to be residual risks around the performance of the new technology.

Intellectual property
9.21

NGS technologies are often protected through patents and other intellectual
property rights (IP rights). We note that obtaining patents to protect novel
inventions is necessary to ensure the initial inventors have a period of
exclusivity which provides the opportunity to secure a return on their capital.

9.22

The Parties submitted that patents and other IP rights “do not represent
significant barriers to entry or expansion in either the native long read or short
read markets […] not only can variations on the basic methodologies that are
used in many currently commercialised sequencing platforms – SBS and
nanopore sequencing – readily be adopted by new entrants because they are
already in the public domain, but altogether new technologies are also in
development (e.g., Roswell)”. 852

9.23

However, as mentioned at paragraph 9.7 above, Illumina itself submitted that
the costs and time associated with invention, research and development of a
new technology are substantial. Moreover, innovating around existing
intellectual property rights (in particular patents) has been identified as a
barrier to entry by the Parties’ competitors and a number of potential
competitors. 853 For instance:
(a) [] stated that innovation is critical to succeed in this industry.
Accordingly, protecting their IP rights relating to their innovative
processes is extremely important for competitors in this sector.
(b) [] submitted that the largest barrier to entry is the development of
novel sequencing technologies that are free from IP constraints. As

See paragraphs 9.6 to 9.7 above.
MAGs, paragraph 5.8.11.
852 Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 108.
853 [] have identified IP rights as a barrier to entry in their response to the CMA questionnaire.
850
851
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such, the cost of development is substantial, and obtaining IP
protection is critical.
(c) [] noted that IP rights are critical to be able to operate in this
sector and are considerable barriers to entry: new entrants must
develop a novel technology which requires considerable R&D
resources and then obtain patent protection which entails time and
legal expenses.
(d) [] indicated that IP protection granted to the first mover/entrant
may act as a barrier for subsequent entry.
9.24

Based on the evidence submitted to us, we provisionally consider that existing
IP rights would still create barriers to entry for new potential competitors who
must bear the substantial costs and time associated with the development of
such new approaches or technologies. Moreover, as noted at paragraph 9.18
above, having developed a novel approach / technology, new entrants would
also likely need to obtain patents in each of the relevant geographies, to help
ensure that they are able to generate a return on their original investment. We
have evidence that this can be a costly, time-consuming and uncertain
process (particularly if the patent’s validity is contested by any third parties)
which adds to the original development costs and timings. As such the
existence of IP rights, contributes to creating high barriers to entry in the NGS
systems market.

9.25

It has also been put to us 854 that the combination of Illumina and PacBio’s
patent portfolios may make entry more difficult. The Parties have submitted
that the combination of their patent portfolios will not increase barriers to entry
for the following reasons:
(a) The scope of any given patent is fixed by law and does not change
as a result of a transaction or the identity of the patent holder. 855
(b) The Proposed Merger will not reduce licensing of PacBio’s patent
portfolio []. 856

9.26

However, the CMA notes that:
(a) While the scope of any given patent would not change as a result
of the Proposed Merger, deciding whether a new technology
infringes on an existing patent may involve – as demonstrated by

For example, [].
Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 104.
856 Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 123-126.
854
855
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the existence and duration of patent litigation – a complex and
finely balanced assessment which may change as a result of the
combination of patent portfolios. For instance, in cases where a
novel technology may infringe on a combination of PacBio and
Illumina patents, the Merged Entity would have a higher probability
of success in an infringement case post-merger (as it controls more
patents to assert) and may therefore be more likely 857 to
commence litigation. In turn, the anticipation of a long and costly
litigation process may discourage entry or expansion by a potential
competitor.
(b) []. Nonetheless, as potential competitors attempt to introduce
new approaches post-merger, Illumina (which is active in more
segments than PacBio) may be less likely (than PacBio would have
been) to license PacBio’s patented technology to third parties for
segments that Illumina would consider – differently from PacBio –
to be competitive to its own activities. 858 In addition, absent the
Proposed Merger PacBio may have been more likely to use
licensing as a funding strategy.
9.27

Any such potential increases in barriers to entry may be more likely if PacBio
patents were particularly important for accessing the market. To assess the
importance of PacBio patents we relied on data from PatentSight GmbH, 859 a
private provider of patent data and analytics used by numerous companies
across various industries and by the European Commission in two past
merger investigations. 860

9.28

Our analysis of the data suggest that PacBio possesses a valuable patent
portfolio. 861 More specifically:

Than the two separate entities would have been absent the merger.
As an example, PacBio may be willing to allow third parties to use one of its patents to develop a new
technology for Counting applications (if it was unlikely to compete for Counting applications in the future).
However, Illumina may have very different incentives, and so post-merger would prohibit this potential entrant
from relying on the necessary patents.
859 See https://www.patentsight.com/en-us/.
860 See Dow / DuPont Merger decision, available at
https://ec.europa.eu/competition/mergers/cases/decisions/m7932_13668_3.pdf. See also Bayer / Monsanto
Merger decision, available at https://ec.europa.eu/competition/mergers/cases/decisions/m8084_13335_3.pdf.
861 The CMA has particularly looked at metrics based on external citations (albeit including internal citations
would not change the overall picture). This is based on the idea – supported in the economic literature – that a
patent is more valuable if it is frequently cited by subsequent patents of other companies.
857
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(a) On average, PacBio patents have the second highest External
Competitive Impact 862 among current competitors. 863
(b) Focussing on the top 10% 864 of patents worldwide, PacBio patents
have on average the highest External Competitive Impact 865 among
current competitors. 866
9.29

The Parties submitted that this type of metric does not provide a meaningful
measure of PacBio’s ability to use its patent portfolio to exclude competitors.
To measure this, we should have instead looked at the extent to which PacBio
patents have provided a basis for the exclusion of a competitor from the
market in the past (ie technical or legal score). Moreover, we should have
included other relevant patent holders, such as []. 867

9.30

We acknowledge that a number of limitations may apply to the analysis of
patent data. Nonetheless, we note that the scope of the analysis is to
measure the Merged Entity’s ability – rather than PacBio’s ability as stated by
the Parties – to assert PacBio’s patents to increase barriers to entry. As such
we believe that metrics based on the number of citations may provide an
indication of the extent to which the Merged Entity might be able to increase
barriers to entry post-merger through the use of PacBio’s patents. Moreover,
given the high importance of PacBio’s patents the inclusion of a few more
competitors would be unlikely to change the overall narrative. In fact, adding
[] to the analysis would not change the results at paragraph 9.28 above. 868

9.31

Overall, in our view, this analysis supports the contention that the existence of
intellectual property rights creates high barriers to entry and shows that these
already high barriers could further increase as a result of the Proposed
Merger.

The External Competitive Impact is an index developed by PatentSight which estimates how much business
value a patent has, based on the combined effect of two further metrics, namely (1) the External Technology
Relevance, based on the number of worldwide prior art citations received from third parties’ later patents
(citations are corrected for patent ages and different citation propensities in different technology fields and among
different patent offices), and (2) the Market Coverage of a patent, which measures the global market size that is
protected by the patent.
863 Current competitors include in this analysis: Illumina, ONT, QIAGEN, Thermo Fisher and BGI.
864 Ranked by Competitive Impact. Differently from the External Competitive Impact (see footnote 862 for more
details on this), the Competitive Impact accounts for both internal and external citations received, again corrected
for patent ages and different citation propensities in different technology fields and among different patent offices.
865 See footnote 862.
866 Current competitors include in this analysis: Illumina, ONT, QIAGEN, Thermo Fisher and BGI.
867 Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraphs 119 and 120.
868 Even with [], the points raised in paragraph 9.28 (a) and (b) would still be valid.
862
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Scale
9.32

The manufacturing of high-quality, complex instruments requires investment
in associated production facilities and equipment. Just as important for an
NGS systems business are the ongoing research and development costs to
ensure that its systems support the growing range of applications for
sequencing and remain attractive for customers. For example, while Illumina
spent around 20% of its revenue on R&D, PacBio has spent around 70-80%
of its revenue on R&D in recent years (see paragraphs 3.10 and 3.26 above).
Accordingly, supplying the NGS systems market has a naturally high
overhead.

9.33

Both Illumina and PacBio’s stand-alone financial models indicate that
additional scale is needed before PacBio becomes profitable. Indeed, the
Parties have submitted that PacBio would need around [] of recurring
revenue to reach the point of breakeven cashflows. 869 The issue with reaching
scale appears to be [].

9.34

In addition, PacBio told us that it is difficult to convert a technology proof of
principle into a viable business. It noted that the hurdles to enter have
increased over time, and that trying to go head to head against a company
with an established technology is usually “fruitless” unless a company has
access to significant funds (like []). It stated that entering into a technology
space usually involves finding a niche and trying to grow from there. 870

9.35

The Parties stated that certain potential entrants were large entities already
(eg []), and start-ups have attracted large amounts of investment such that
it is “unfounded and speculative to assume that none of the start-ups would
be able to reach sufficient scale to cover their overheads”, and provided the
example of ONT achieving substantial growth from 2015-2018. 871

9.36

As discussed above, there are numerous examples of NGS companies which
exited due to failing to achieve commercial success. The fact that potential
entrants continue to attract funding indicates that investors are willing to take
a risk-weighted bet that these companies will generate a return. However, as
PacBio noted, investors would expect the large majority of venture-capital
startups to fail unless []. 872

9.37

Any new entrant into the NGS systems market would experience issues
around reaching sufficient scale to cover its overheads, exacerbating the

[]; Response to Counterfactual Working Paper, pages 2 and 7.
PacBio’s Hearing with the CMA, pages 21, 22 and 51.
871 Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraphs 147-152.
872 PacBio’s Hearing with the CMA, page 50.
869
870
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development time discussed above. For an existing company expanding into
the NGS systems market, these concerns are likely to be less serious due to
the greater ease of accessing cash funding, but it would still need to reach
sufficient scale to cover its marginal costs and any allocation of fixed costs
(including associated R&D spend) in a timely manner.
Bundling / tying
9.38

It has been put to us that post-Merger, Illumina could use its market power to
raise barriers or foreclose other competitors from competing for segments of
the market. 873 It has been submitted to us that Illumina could adopt a bundling
strategy following the Proposed Merger, offering combined packages of
Illumina’s short read systems with PacBio’s long read with different associated
prices and commercial terms. We note that while this could provide benefits to
customers in some cases (eg if the Parties offered a lower combined price to
a customer which wanted both Illumina and PacBio instruments), it might also
have the effect of increasing barriers of entry/expansion for other
competitors. 874

9.39

We consider that, due to the nature of the market (eg the prevalence of
bespoke bilateral contracts), any such bundles could be targeted at those
customers which use short and long read in a complementary fashion in order
to minimise the effective costs of implementation (ie minimising lost sales and
avoiding giving discounts to those companies which would purchase both long
and short read instruments from the Parties in any event).

9.40

We have considered ways in which bundling could be achieved. This is likely
to depend on the circumstances of individual customers. An extreme example
of this would be if Illumina refused to support its instruments in any lab which
was using a long read system other than PacBio’s. In principle this could allow
Illumina to leverage market power beyond Illumina’s core proposition.
However, we have not seen evidence supporting this and so our view is that it
is likely that any bundling approach would be less extreme. An alternative
bundling strategy could consist of either economic incentives (eg offering a
reduced price if a customer buys both an Illumina instrument and a PacBio
one), or the use of more onerous terms and conditions (eg producing bundles
which are restricted to particular applications and ceasing to offer unrestricted
products).

For example, [].
We agree with the Parties that a ‘pure’ bundling strategy is very unlikely given only a small proportion of
customers currently use long read instruments.
873
874
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9.41

We note that Illumina raised concerns about the possibility of an alternative
purchaser for PacBio being able to raise barriers to entry []. Illumina
submitted to us that “the acquisition of PacBio by [] would create a
formidable competitor” and “If [] were to acquire PacBio, it would enable
[] to enter [long read sequencing] and could make it more difficult for
Illumina to do so”. It also stated that the strategy of this alternative acquirer
would be able to shape the future of Illumina’s short read sequencing. 875

9.42

Customers have told us that Illumina already undertakes a small amount of
bundling within its existing product portfolio. For example, we were told that
Illumina sometimes sells bundles of its instruments along with an initial supply
of consumable products. 876 During our investigation we have been told that,
despite the Proposed Merger not having completed, a number of customers
already being offered bundles of Illumina and PacBio instruments. 877

9.43

Illumina submitted that it does not offer bundles currently []. 878

9.44

In order to meaningfully exploit a bundling strategy and raise the barriers to
entry/expansion, Illumina would need to have a degree of market power. 879
We consider that there is good evidence of this, namely, Illumina’s very high
and persistent existing share within the NGS systems market (see paragraph
8.117, onwards).

9.45

Third parties have also described Illumina as having a high degree of market
power. 880 An independent sector report includes statements such as “Illumina
maintains a dominant market share”. 881 At least one customer stated in the
survey commissioned by Illumina that “ilmn [Illumina] is so dominant”. 882

9.46

We also have evidence indicating behaviours which are consistent with
Illumina exercising its market power. In particular:
(a) Requiring minimum purchases of 10 instruments and including
restrictive terms on the applications they can be used for. 883

[].
[].
877 [].
878 Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraphs 133-136, and footnote 75.
879 In addition, for a bundling strategy to be effective, customers who use long read instruments need to also
value the use of short read instruments. Given that nearly all customers of long read instruments also own a short
read instrument it seems very likely that customers would value a bundle of long and short read instruments or
consumables.
880 [].
881 Cowen Life Science Tools Kit, Overview of Life Science Tools Markets and Technologies, 10th Edition, 2018,
page 36.
882 DeciBio Survey, Annex 4, page 88.
883 [].
875
876
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Illumina submitted that less restrictive versions of these
instruments were available, 884 but we consider that this does not
show that these represented an equivalent, contemporaneous
alternative.
(b) Customers told us that they experienced above-inflation price
increases on like-for-like sequencing instruments and
consumables. 885 Illumina responded that it had a standard practice
to increase prices by [] but did not provide an explanation or any
evidence for this statement. 886
9.47

Customers we have spoken to have told us that while a bundle of short and
long read instruments may be attractive to them, the key consideration would
be whether they were getting their preferred choice of technology. For
example, we have been told that “when purchasing a sequencer, you need to
be sure this provides the best solution”, 887 and “the key consideration is which
is the best technology”. 888

9.48

Following the Proposed Merger, the Parties could potentially use a bundling
strategy to combine their short and long read propositions to increase their
profits by winning market share from rivals or decreasing the size of the
addressable market to potential competitors. This is consistent with Illumina’s
own submissions that it would be concerned that an alternative acquirer of
PacBio would be able to limit or prevent Illumina’s own expansion into long
read sequencing, as well as affecting its future short read financial
performance. Therefore, we consider that the Proposed Merger would allow
the Merged Entity to increase the barriers to entry and expansion.

9.49

However, we do not consider that there is evidence to support the view that
the Merged Entity could adopt a bundling strategy which would be sufficiently
harmful to competition (eg through the foreclosure of existing long read
providers, such as ONT) so as to represent a substantial lessening of
competition in its own right.

Customer perceptions
9.50

The Parties submitted that brand image is not an important competitive
differentiator as the majority of sequencing system suppliers have positive

Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraphs 140-144.
[].
886 Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 145.
887 [].
888 [].
884
885
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reputations. 889 However, they also stated that the Proposed Merger would
allow Illumina to “significantly enhance PacBio’s ability to commercialise its
native long read systems in the short-term, as a result of its […] brand
recognition and quality of customer service”. 890 They also submitted that
“Illumina has developed an effective customer support and service
infrastructure, which customers both value and associate with Illumina.” 891
9.51

The Parties stated that Illumina’s ability to offer an effective customer support
service would result in an improved service to PacBio’s customers postMerger. The Parties noted that other sequencing companies are capable of
offering similar support to their customers and that Illumina would not be able
to constrain others in this regard. 892

9.52

Customers also told us that a good relationship with their supplier was very
valuable, as it allowed them to discuss their requirements in more detail and
the supplier had then helped design a better solution. 893

9.53

In our view, the ability of a supplier to support post-sale services, as well as
the associated broader relationship, are important factors for customers when
selecting an NGS system supplier.

9.54

PacBio has also submitted that it has needed to raise awareness of its
products and educate customers about its novel sequencing technology in
order to drive demand. 894 PacBio and Illumina both proactively highlight the
numerous academic publications which have used their technologies, 895 and
customers have told us that they will often delay potential purchases until
there is independent evidence of an instrument’s performance (ie not provided
by the manufacturer themselves). 896 For example, we were told that “Every
one of the major manufacturers put their new instruments into key labs who
generate good data that then generates word of mouth in the research
community”. 897 This indicates that customers’ perceptions of the underlying
technology (as well as the actual performance) are an important consideration
which would need to be addressed by any new entrant.

Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 366.
Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 429.
891 Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 154.
892 Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraphs 155-156.
893 []
894 PacBio response to Internal Documents Working Paper, paragraph 9.
895 https://www.illumina.com/content/dam/illuminamarketing/documents/products/product_information_sheets/iseq100-system-grant-writing-tool-770-2017-037.pdf;
https://www.pacb.com/wp-content/uploads/Core-Lab-Brochure-The-most-trusted-long-read-technology.pdf.
896 [].
897 [].
889
890
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9.55

The evidence shows that customers’ perceptions of the technology and
service provided are important considerations which any new entrant would
need to overcome. Therefore, we consider that customer perceptions are
likely to act as a barrier to entry.

Cost of switching
9.56

NGS instruments are expensive, and represent a substantial investment on
the part of customers. 898 Illumina’s instruments cost between $22,000 and
$1,000,000, 899 while PacBio’s cost around $380,000. 900 Research customers
often rely on grants to fund these purchases, which can result in limited
opportunities to switch provider (as decisions need to align with the timing of
grants). Any capital costs would be substantially higher if a customer had to
switch multiple instruments simultaneously (eg if entirely replacing one
supplier with another).

9.57

The Parties have told us that the costs of customer switching are negligible,
other than instrument purchase and two to five days of training for staff. 901
Customers have told us that switching costs are significant, as substantial
infrastructure needs to be built around instruments, to prepare samples for
sequencing and handle the data generated. In particular, there are a number
of factors which would increase their effective cost of switching some or all of
their instruments to a different supplier, such as:
(a) Bulk discounts on instrument purchases and consumables can be
an important factor which supports single-sourcing and so makes
switching more difficult; 902
(b) Workflow integration, which requires the customer to change many
of their existing processes such as training of staff, automation of
process, and testing/verification of associated consumables. 903
One customer told us that [], 904 , and another that “short read
libraries are prepared using robots” so switching away from
Illumina would be a “process of years”; 905 and

[].
[]; costs for an iSeq and NovaSeq.
900 [].
901 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 371.
902 [].
903 [].
904 [].
905 [].
898
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(c) Data storage and processing, such as differences in software, data
types produced, and analysis pipeline. 906
9.58

Customers have also told us that these costs would be significant and
potentially prohibitive. 907

9.59

The Parties submitted that a material number of customers are new to
sequencing and so would not incur any switching costs, while existing
customers regularly consider upgrading/refreshing/replacing their instruments
every four to six years. They also submitted that each new system has its own
workflows, regardless of its specific manufacturer and so existing suppliers
face equivalent potential barriers to switching. 908

9.60

We agree that new customers would not incur the costs associated with
switching and so switching costs are not relevant when competing for
customers new to sequencing. However, switching costs are relevant to an
entrant when competing for important established users such as ‘key labs’
and/or ‘thought leaders’ which would face these costs. We were told that
these types of customers establish the utility of sequencing in new fields and
applications 909 and so are important in order for a sequencing supplier to
become established, as they influence other customers’ perceptions. 910

9.61

With regard to the Parties’ submission on the upgrade/refresh/replacement
cycle of equipment for existing customers, we agree that given the pace of
innovation in the market, customers are likely to want to access more up to
date technologies. However, we consider that this is not likely to represent a
similar cost to customers; switching between companies is likely to be
substantially more costly than switching between instruments owned by the
same company. This is because a company has the incentive to coordinate
and integrate their products in order to minimise these associated upgrade
costs. This is consistent with submissions from the Parties (where they
argued that the Proposed Merger would allow the Merged Entity to develop
coordinated workflows across the two technologies), 911 as well as reflecting
statements we have received from customers, such as in paragraph 9.57(b)
above, which explicitly discuss the difficulty with moving away from an existing
NGS system. In addition, if the upgrade/refresh/replacement cycles are every
four to six years, this would have a similar effect to customers having
contracts for this length of time, which can act as a barrier to new entrants in

[].
[].
908 Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraphs 158-159.
909 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 415.
910 [].
911 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 451.
906
907
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itself since there would be limited time-windows in which they can compete for
these customers.
9.62

However, we note that despite these apparent switching costs, some larger
customers are nevertheless able to multisource for their NGS systems, which
would indicate that while these factors are likely to act as a barrier to
entry/expansion, they are not necessarily insurmountable.

9.63

The evidence set out above shows that the capital cost of equipment and
other associated costs of switching supplier or instrument, would act as a
barrier to entry or expansion in some circumstances.

Provisional conclusion on barriers to entry and expansion
9.64

Based on the evidence set out above, we are provisionally of the view that
this market is characterised by high barriers to entry and expansion. These
barriers may be further increased as a result of the Proposed Merger.

Evidence of potential entry
9.65

As discussed in the previous section, due to the difficulties and cost
associated with developing and commercialising an NGS technology, we
consider that any company which has not already started to develop this
would be unlikely to meet our requirements of being timely, likely, and
sufficient. 912

9.66

In their submissions, the Parties identified 24 companies which they
considered were planning to launch either long read or short read NGS
systems. 913

9.67

We contacted all 24 companies to understand their views on the market and
where they were in their current development process, but not all responded,
despite repeated efforts. We requested internal documents in addition to
speaking with those which did respond.

9.68

Some of the 24 companies told us that they are not developing an NGS
system, as we have defined it in this investigation. 914 However, we note that
even technologies which target sectors or applications which Illumina does
not currently compete for are likely to increasingly converge in the future (as

As described in MAGs, paragraphs 5.8.8 – 5.8.11.
7 of these potential entrants were short read, 14 were long read, and 3 were unspecified; Parties’ Final Merger
Notice, paragraph 395.
914 For example, [].
912
913
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discussed in chapter 8 on the competitive effects of the merger) and could
therefore exert a competitive constraint on the Merged Entity.
9.69

We found that many of the companies identified by the Parties as potential
entrants are still very early in the development of their technology and have
not started to consider commercialisation of their technologies or the likely
effect and implications of them entering the market such as developed
business plan projections. For example:
(a) [] is a very small, early stage start-up company, with [] full and
part time research scientist employees, and [] the CEO. It stated
that it is “still doing basic research to establish the capabilities of
our technology”. []. 915
(b) [] is a very small, early stage start-up. It developed a
rudimentary, proof of concept platform with very crude data related
to DNA sequencing. However, []. 916
(c) [] told us that it is a small R&D company with [] employees
that is currently focused on achieving a proof of principle of its
technology. It has just developed [], but it will take at least three
years to develop an instrument that is “remotely ready for market”.
[] as it is too early for these to be considered. 917

9.70

We note that for three of these potential competitors, the Parties’ Final Merger
Notice stated that there was insufficient information for them to specify
whether they were short read or long read technologies. 918

9.71

Some of the companies identified by the Parties appear to have a more
developed technology and forward-looking business plans with associated
timings. These are more likely to represent a potential entrant which could
exert a competitive constraint on the Parties post-merger. Appendix E
provides additional information on each of the potential entrants. We have
assessed the timeliness, likelihood, and sufficiency of each of these potential
entrants.

9.72

The Parties submitted that the competitive constraint imposed by potential
entrants results from both actual entry and the fear of potential entry and that
it would be “wholly inappropriate for the CMA to dismiss the competitive

[].
[].
917 [].
918 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 395.
915
916
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constraint imposed by that publicly available information on the basis of
confidential information of which the Parties are not aware”. 919
9.73

We contacted the various potential entrants identified by the Parties in order
to build the most robust evidence base possible of the likely evolution of the
market. However, we agree with the Parties that at any particular point in
time, their competitive response will be based on their assessment of the
information available to them (through public disclosure and any other market
intelligence). We consider that the best evidence of this assessment is how
any potential threat is referenced in internal documents:
(a) In the small number of instances where potential entrants are
discussed in Illumina’s internal documents, they are described as
being a substantially lower threat to Illumina than any of the current
providers of NGS systems, including PacBio and ONT. 920 In
addition, we have seen no quantitative or financial analysis or
assessments of the likely threat of these potential entrants []. 921
Illumina stated that it had internal documents where it assessed the
competitive impact of potential competitors ([]), 922 however it did
not subsequently identify these documents to us.
(b) We have seen no instances in PacBio’s internal documents which
clearly reference its concerns regarding the threat of potential
competitors / new entrants.

9.74

If the Parties viewed these potential entrants as major threats or posing high
risk of disruption, we would expect to see more detailed analysis associated
with their expected entry, and proposed actions or plans to respond to these
perceived risks (similar to that which each Party has done in relation to the
other).

Provisional conclusion on potential entry
9.75

Overall, in light of the evidence on the Parties’ perception of potential entrants
and the plans of potential market entrants discussed in Appendix E, our view
is that attempted entry (or threat of entry) would not be sufficient to prevent or
mitigate any competition concerns arising from the Proposed Merger. The
majority of potential entrants have products whose entry to the market does
not, at present, seem imminent or likely; and in a small number of cases

Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, pages 40-41.
For example, see []; additional information in paragraph 8.144 above.
921 [].
922 Illumina’s Hearing with the CMA, pages 71 to 72.
919
920
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where the research is more advanced, entry still does not appear to be timely
and is likely to be restricted to small or niche parts of the market which would
likely be insufficient to deter or defeat attempts by the Parties to exploit any
lessening of competition resulting from the Proposed Merger. 923
Provisional conclusions
9.76

Based on the evidence set out above we have provisionally found that the
NGS systems market has high barriers to entry and expansion. This is due to
the need to develop a novel technology which does not infringe existing
patents (and is sufficiently superior or differentiated that it could challenge a
strong incumbent), as well as the cost and time associated with developing
this technology, obtaining patent protection, and the need to commercialise it
by reaching sufficient scale. In addition, there are also significant barriers to
customers switching NGS systems.

9.77

Although the high projected growth of the market has resulted in numerous
attempts to develop new NGS approaches, many of the potential entrants are
so early in their development that it is not possible for us to speculate on how
they might evolve in the future with any degree of accuracy. Historically, there
have been numerous instances of potential entrants which were not able to
successfully develop and commercialise their NGS system technologies. Most
potential entrants have told us that it will be a number of years before they
intend to launch a viable commercial product and almost all are targeting
particular subsegments of the market, often to avoid competing directly with
Illumina. This strategy would limit any impact of their entry (or the threat of
entry), at least for the foreseeable future. This is also reflected in the Parties’
internal documents which do not reflect particular concerns about the
competitive threat arising from potential entrants.

9.78

On the basis of the evidence set out above, our provisional conclusions are
that there are high barriers to entry and expansion in the NGS systems
market, and the evidence does not support the view that timely, likely and
sufficient entry or expansion will outweigh the SLC we have provisionally
identified.

923

MAGs, paragraph 5.8.10.
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Countervailing buyer power
Introduction
9.79

In some circumstances, an individual customer may be able to use its
negotiating strength to limit the ability of a merged firm to raise prices. We
refer to this as countervailing buyer power. The existence of countervailing
buyer power may make an SLC finding less likely. If all customers of the
merged firm possess countervailing buyer power post-merger, then an SLC is
unlikely to arise. However, often only some – not all – customers of the
merged firm possess countervailing buyer power. In such cases, we assess
the extent to which the countervailing buyer power of these customers may be
relied upon to protect all customers. 924

9.80

The extent to which customers have buyer power is dependent on a number
of different factors. An individual customer’s negotiating position will be
stronger if it can easily switch its demand away from the supplier, or where it
can otherwise constrain the behaviour of the supplier. Typically, a customer’s
ability to switch away from a supplier will be stronger if there are several
alternative suppliers to which the customer can credibly switch, or the
customer has the ability to sponsor new entry or enter the supplier’s market
itself by vertical integration. Where customers have no choice but to take a
supplier’s products, they may nonetheless be able to constrain prices by
imposing costs on the supplier, for example by refusing to buy other products
produced by the supplier. 925

Views of the Parties
9.81

The Parties stated that, given sequencing adoption is still at a very early
stage, certain customers are conducting large scale novel research projects to
establish the utility of sequencing in new fields and applications. Therefore,
the Parties consider that supporting these customers is critical to their
business interests, in particular where translational research is being used to
develop new clinical tests. 926

9.82

The Parties further stated that some customers are particularly well placed to
negotiate to achieve highly favourable terms in the UK and globally, and that

MAGs, paragraph 5.9.1.
MAGs, paragraphs 5.9.2 and 5.9.3.
926 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraphs 413 – 417.
924
925
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the Proposed Merger would not reduce these customers’ negotiating strength
since there is no overlap between the Parties’ activities. 927
9.83

The Parties provided a list of customers which they consider are particularly
well placed in these negotiations, in particular those which are relatively large
(eg up to tens of million pounds of spend) and so have historically received
discounts from Illumina. These customers include []. 928

Views of third parties
9.84

However, some customers (including large customers) described Illumina as
having a high degree of market power as discussed in more detail in
paragraphs 9.45 to 9.46 above.

9.85

This evidence would indicate that even some of the largest customers have
limited buyer power over Illumina.

Our assessment of countervailing buyer power
9.86

Illumina’s very high existing market share and the competitive conditions
described in chapter 8 on the competitive effects of the merger, demonstrate
that there are very limited existing alternatives to Illumina which could be used
to leverage buying power. Even the largest of the customers which Illumina
provided as an example ([]) makes up less than []% of Illumina’s global
revenues, and the largest UK customer ([]) was around []%. 929

9.87

Combined with the views of many customers on Illumina’s existing market
power (discussed in paragraphs 9.45 to 9.46 and 9.84 above), it is unlikely
that even large customers would be able to exert sufficient countervailing
buyer power on the Merged Entity.

9.88

Furthermore, even if certain customers were able to exercise a degree of
countervailing buyer power, NGS customers usually negotiate bespoke prices
with suppliers via bilateral negotiations. Therefore, other customers would
remain exposed to the effects of any substantial lessening of competition
arising from the Proposed Merger.

Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraphs 418 – 425.
Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 419.
929 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 419.
927
928
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Provisional conclusions
9.89

We have provisionally concluded that there is insufficient countervailing buyer
power to outweigh the SLC we have provisionally identified.

Rivalry-enhancing efficiencies
Introduction
9.90

The CMA's Merger Assessment Guidelines (MAGs) state that: 930

9.91

“Efficiencies arising from the merger may enhance rivalry, with the result that
the merger does not give rise to an SLC. For example, a merger of two of the
smaller firms in a market resulting in efficiency gains might allow the merged
entity to compete more effectively with the larger firms.
It is not uncommon for merger firms to make efficiency claims. To
form a view that the claimed efficiencies will enhance rivalry so
that the merger does not result in an SLC […] the [CMA] must
expect, that the following criteria will be met:
(a) the efficiencies must be timely, likely and sufficient to prevent an
SLC from arising (having regard to the effect on rivalry that would
otherwise result from the merger); and
(b) the efficiencies must be merger specific, ie a direct
consequence of the merger, judged relative to what would happen
without it.
Efficiency claims can be difficult for the Authorities to verify
because most of the information concerning efficiencies is held by
the merger firms. The Authorities therefore encourage the merger
firms to provide evidence to support any efficiency claims whether
as part of the SLC analysis or the consideration of relevant
customer benefits.”

9.92

The guidance also notes that efficiencies may be taken into account in the
form of relevant customer benefits, 931 however, this would take place in the
context of remedies for any SLC identified. 932

MAGs, paragraphs 5.7.2, 5.7.4, and 5.7.5.
MAGs, paragraph 5.7.3.
932 See section 30(1) of the Act, and the Merger Remedies Guidance, paragraphs 3.14 to 3.24.
930
931
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Views of the Parties
9.93

The Parties submitted that the Proposed Merger would result in the following
efficiencies and customer benefits: 933
(a) Accelerate innovation. Post-Merger, the Merged Entity would
intend to invest more in PacBio to accelerate its development
roadmap, []. The Parties also submitted that the Proposed
Merger would not reduce Illumina’s incentives to seek to develop
its own native long read technology, since []. 934
(b) Facilitate wider distribution of / access to PacBio’s products and
technology by enabling PacBio (which currently has very limited
commercial infrastructure) to benefit from Illumina’s global
production and support and service infrastructure. PacBio would
benefit from increased scale of manufacturing, a significantly
expanded sales/distribution team and improved brand recognition
for providing a quality service. Together, these would result in
PacBio achieving []% higher sales compared with the situation
absent the Proposed Merger. The Parties state that these claims
are consistent with Illumina’s behaviour following a number of
previous acquisitions. 935
(c) Increased adoption of PacBio’s systems by clinical and diagnostic
customers as a result of enhancing PacBio’s system quality with
Illumina’s quality systems and system management processes.
[]. 936
(d) Improve PacBio’s data analytics []. 937 []. 938
(e) Developing coordinated workflows to enable customers to harness
the complementary nature of the technologies. They submitted that
these improvements [], 939 []. 940

Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 427.
Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraphs 456-459. Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraphs
185-194.
935 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraphs 428-436; Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraphs
195-198.
936 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraphs 437-445. Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraphs
199-205.
937 [].
938 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraphs 446-449.
939 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraphs 450-455. Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraphs
206-207.
940 Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraphs 206-207.
933
934
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9.94

The Parties submitted that any benefits arising from these efficiencies would
be passed on to customers, and would ultimately benefit consumers. They
highlighted that Illumina had an “extensive track record of improving
technologies that it acquires while reducing costs and expanding access”. 941

9.95

The Parties also submitted that []. 942

Views of third parties
9.96

A prevailing view of customers was that Illumina would invest in PacBio to
speed up its development of new products and improve its commercial
performance. 943

9.97

Customers also mentioned that greater levels of integration between Illumina
and PacBio may be helpful, as it could improve support and/or prices. 944

9.98

However, many customers noted that they did not know whether Illumina
would choose to provide this additional investment, with some noting that it
would depend on whether there was sufficient competition to incentivise this
investment. 945

Our assessment of rivalry-enhancing efficiencies
9.99

In this section, we assess the evidence presented by the Parties that the
Proposed Merger would result in rivalry-enhancing efficiencies which would
offset any potential competition concerns.

9.100 First, we set out the test regarding efficiencies as set out in our guidelines,
before focusing on each of the particular areas which the Parties have
identified.
Efficiencies test
9.101 Our guidelines state that the Parties must provide compelling evidence that
the claimed efficiencies will enhance rivalry so that the Proposed Merger will
not result in competition concerns and that we must expect on the basis of
compelling evidence, 946 that the efficiencies will be:

Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraphs 178-183; Parties’ summary statement, page 4.
Response to the Annotated Issues Statement, paragraph 207.
943 [].
944 [].
945 [].
946 MAGs, paragraph 5.7.4
941
942
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(a) timely;
(b) likely;
(c) sufficient to prevent an SLC from arising;
(d) merger-specific; and
(e) would result in increased rivalry in the relevant market(s).
9.102 In this case, we consider that, while the Parties have submitted arguments
relating to potential rivalry-enhancing efficiencies, they have not provided
compelling evidence, as required in our guidance, in support of these. The
Parties’ submissions appear to focus on their ability to implement the changes
they describe and not whether the incentive would exist for them to do so, the
timing and scale of any effects or whether or how such changes would
enhance rivalry and so result in benefits accruing to customers (rather than
shareholders).
9.103 The Parties submitted that []. 947 []. However, as is made clear in our
guidance (and referenced in paragraph 9.91 above), the intrinsic asymmetry
of information makes us reliant on the Parties to provide compelling evidence
to support any efficiency claims. If such evidence on the timeliness, likelihood,
and/or sufficiency (or the other relevant criteria) is not available, this reduces
the robustness of any associated statements / conclusions and hence the
weight we are able to place on the submissions.
9.104 We also note that the circumstances of this case are very different to the
example given in the Guidance of when rivalry-enhancing efficiencies might
arise where “a merger of two of the smaller firms in a market resulting in
efficiency gains might allow the Merged Entity to compete more effectively
with the larger firms”. 948
9.105 In general, the Parties’ submissions appear to conflate different potential
effects of the Proposed Merger, particularly (i) rivalry-enhancing efficiencies,
(ii) relevant customer benefits, and (iii) synergies which will benefit Illumina
shareholders. While there may be an overlapping evidence-base for rivalryenhancing efficiencies and relevant customer benefits, they are not
interchangeable and we would expect the Parties to distinguish between them
in terms of both their arguments and any supporting evidence. Synergies
which will benefit Illumina shareholders without increasing rivalry and do not

947
948

See paragraph 9.95 above.
MAGs, paragraph 5.7.2.
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meet the criteria for relevant customer benefits are not relevant for these
assessments.
9.106 In particular, we note that where efficiencies are not passed through to
customers, then there would be no rivalry-enhancing benefits. One example
of this would be any cost savings which are not passed on, since these simply
result in the companies generating more profit. Another example would be
where improvements in quality, range, or service are offset by degradation in
other parameters. For example, while introducing a common library
preparation kit may be attractive to some customers, if the Parties are able to
increase their price for it as a result, then there is effectively no pass-through
of the benefits, and no enhancement of rivalry.
Incentives
9.107 The Parties’ submissions regarding their incentive to improve their
propositions as a result of the Proposed Merger and pass on any potential
benefits, appear to rely on their historical behaviour and the deal model they
produced. We address each of these before considering the specific sources
of potential efficiencies submitted by the Parties.
Historical behaviour
9.108 The Parties submitted that Illumina has a track record in its prior sequencing
acquisitions of driving the development of the acquired technologies and
reducing costs, thereby accelerating customer adoption of that technology. 949
They submitted that Illumina’s conduct following previous acquisitions
demonstrates that the benefits from the Proposed Merger would flow to their
customers and ultimately consumers. 950
9.109 While the Parties’ evidence from Illumina’s acquisition of Solexa (and certain
other mergers) appears to represent a commercial success, we consider that
this example is not evidence of Illumina’s current incentives, but rather
evidence of their practical ability to conduct R&D. Therefore, it does not
necessarily demonstrate or support the claimed rivalry-enhancing efficiencies
from the Proposed Merger. In particular:
(a) There is no counterfactual in which to determine the level of rivalry
which would have existed if Solexa had remained independent and
had continued to compete with Illumina. As a result, we cannot

949
950

Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 431.
Parties’ summary statement 6Oct19, page 4.
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determine the extent to which any claimed efficiencies were
specific to the Solexa merger; and,
(b) At the time of the Solexa acquisition, Illumina did not have a viable
competing NGS technology. Therefore, the Solexa acquisition is
fundamentally different from the Proposed Merger.
9.110 We consider that the commercial success (or otherwise) of previous
transactions does not represent compelling evidence for the existence of
rivalry-enhancing efficiencies in the Proposed Merger. 951
Deal model
9.111 Illumina’s valuation model []. Illumina’s valuation is discussed in more detail
in Appendix F. []. 952 However, we have some concerns:
(a) [];
(b) []; 953
(c) []

954

and

(d) []. 955
9.112 Furthermore, the Parties’ submissions on efficiencies arising from [] do not
appear to be referenced in the deal model.
Specific claims by the Parties
9.113 In this section, we assess the specific claims made by the Parties, alongside
the evidence provided.
Accelerate innovation
9.114 When considering the potential efficiencies which could arise from the
Proposed Merger in terms of accelerating innovation, there are two relevant
mechanisms:

951 We also note that there are other examples of acquisition by Illumina which have not been commercial
successes (for example, its acquisitions of [] and []); Parties’ submission, 2 October 2019, paragraph 33.
952 [].
953 [].
954 [].
955 [].
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(a) The benefits which the Proposed Merger would have on PacBio’s
current levels of innovation; and
(b) The benefits which the Proposed Merger would have on Illumina’s
current levels of innovation.
9.115 The Parties submitted that access to greater capital and Illumina’s support in
R&D innovation would accelerate PacBio’s development of new products. 956
In support, Illumina relies on its actions following the acquisition of Solexa
(and a number of other acquisitions) and the extent to which it has further
developed and commercialised these technologies, as well as its valuation
model which shows a [] acceleration for the release of PacBio’s new
products. 957
9.116 As discussed in paragraphs 9.108 to 9.110 above, we do not place significant
weight on Illumina’s historical behaviour as evidence of the likelihood of
rivalry-enhancing efficiencies arising from the Proposed Merger. In addition,
we have identified concerns with reliance on the deal model as evidence
supporting this submission.
9.117 Furthermore, we consider that a greater level of investment in PacBio’s R&D
would be likely to result in it developing improved products at a faster rate.
However, the nature of these developments is not yet clear and would have a
significant impact on the level and form of rivalry in the future. For example,
after the Proposed Merger, PacBio would be likely to choose to invest in
developing its technology in a manner which complemented Illumina’s
portfolio rather than competing with it; such as focusing on longer read
lengths. This would be likely to result in the level of competitive interaction
with Illumina’s instruments being lower than would have been the case if R&D
had focused on reducing the cost or increasing the throughput of the PacBio
instruments. Therefore, after the Proposed Merger, an increased level of
investment in PacBio’s technology would not necessarily result in an increase
in rivalry.
9.118 The Parties submitted that that []. 958
9.119 []. This would not enhance competition and so cannot be considered a
rivalry-enhancing efficiency.
9.120 We therefore consider that there is insufficient compelling evidence to
conclude that the Proposed Merger would produce rivalry-enhancing

Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 433.
Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraphs 431-433.
958 Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraphs 456-459.
956
957
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efficiencies (which would meet any/all of the criteria set out in paragraph
9.101 above) from accelerated innovation.
Wider distribution of PacBio
9.121 The Parties submitted that the Proposed Merger would allow wider distribution
of/access to PacBio’s products and technology through Illumina’s superior
manufacturing distribution and cross-selling to existing Illumina customers.
The Parties highlighted their deal model which estimates that the mergereffect on PacBio’s revenues would be equivalent to at least []. 959
9.122 We consider that there are some instances in which increased distribution
capability could result in an enhanced level of rivalry in a market. For
example, if the acquirer is able to provide access to a geographic market or to
customer segments which would not be available to the target (such as
operating restrictions associated with the nationality of the parent company),
then a merger could result in the introduction of a new product to a particular
geography or customer group. This would be likely to result in increased
rivalry in the relevant geography and so might be considered a rivalryenhancing efficiency.
9.123 However, PacBio is capable of selling its products to customers across the
world, for example it has sold instruments to companies in America, Europe,
Asia, and Australia. 960 Therefore, Illumina would not necessarily be facilitating
access to new markets.
9.124 PacBio has been less successful in growing its market share, and so
expanding access to new customer groups may be valuable. The Parties
have submitted that Illumina would support this by leveraging its current
assets to produce additional revenue synergies through increased sales
volumes. This is also equivalent to the deduplication of a fixed cost overhead
(in this case, avoiding the need for an independent PacBio to grow its own
sales and marketing team).
9.125 Similarly, where the Parties would be able to make cost savings through the
removal of duplicate overhead (eg in manufacturing infrastructure), these
represent fixed cost savings.
9.126 We consider that the Parties have not provided compelling evidence to
support their submission that these types of benefits would be passed through

959
960

Parties’ Final Merger Notice, paragraph 430.
[].
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to customers (eg in the form of lower costs). Because these savings are in
form of revenue increases and fixed cost savings, they are more likely to
benefit shareholders instead. 961 This would have the effect of reducing or
eliminating any rivalry-enhancing effects from these efficiencies.
9.127 Finally, we note that PacBio has actively sought to find alternative approaches
to distribute its products more effectively, particularly through the use of
partnerships. Even in the months leading up to the Proposed Merger, PacBio
was exploring a distribution partnership in China with an accompanying
investment, and is likely to have succeeded until changes in US regulations
prevented this from progressing. Accordingly, in the counterfactual, PacBio
would have the incentive to continue to pursue different approaches to
achieve improved distribution.
9.128 We therefore consider that, while the Proposed Merger would be likely to
widen the distribution of PacBio’s products, we do not have compelling
evidence that this would result in any significant rivalry-enhancing efficiencies.
Clinical/diagnostic improvements
9.129 The Parties submitted that following the Proposed Merger they would be able
to leverage Illumina’s experience, systems and system management
processes to develop clinically-approved instruments.
9.130 We understand that the process to receive regulatory approval for the
manufacturing of clinical instruments is complex and expensive. Therefore, if
Illumina was able to speed up the development of a clinically-approved
PacBio instrument, this could introduce a new competitor for these
contracts/requirements earlier than would be likely to occur otherwise. [] 962.
9.131 []. 963 This would indicate that PacBio has the ability to develop a clinical
solution, albeit at a slower pace.
9.132 We therefore consider there could be some efficiencies with Illumina speeding
up the launch of a PacBio clinical solution. However, it is not clear if the
change in the market structure arising from the Proposed Merger would result
in the benefits of these developments accruing to customers or shareholders.
9.133 Finally, even if the Proposed Merger was to speed up the entry of PacBio’s
instruments into clinical settings, this would only affect a subset of customers
within the NGS systems market, specifically those which require clinically-

Eg see MAGs, paragraph 5.7.9.
[].
963 [].
961
962
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approved sequencing instruments, and would only be a temporary benefit
(since PacBio would have likely entered this segment in the counterfactual
anyway, it just would have taken longer). This would therefore limit any
increases in competition arising from these potential efficiencies.
Improvements in data analytics
9.134 The Parties argued that, post-Merger, they would be able to [].
9.135 The Parties have not provided any timelines for the developments of any of
the improvements, or their expected impact in order to assess the sufficiency
of such changes.
9.136 More importantly, while such changes may be attractive to customers, it is
unclear how they would increase the level of rivalry present in the NGS
systems market. Even if such endeavours were successful, the incentives on
the Parties would be to offset these improvements in their proposition with
other aspects (eg by charging higher prices than in the counterfactual).
9.137 Finally, we note that Illumina stated that analytics platforms are agnostic to
the instrument they are relying on. 964 Therefore, it is also unclear that any
such changes would be Merger-specific.
9.138 We therefore consider that there is insufficient compelling evidence to
conclude that the Proposed Merger would produce rivalry-enhancing
efficiencies (which would meet any/all of the criteria set out in paragraph
9.101 above) from improvements in data analytics.
Coordinated solutions
9.139 The Parties argued that, post-Merger, they would be able to develop
coordinated solutions to enable customers to harness the complementary
nature of the technologies.
9.140 The Parties have not provided any timelines for the developments of any of
the improvements or their expected impact in order to assess the sufficiency
of such changes.
9.141 In addition, when discussing bundling, the Parties previously submitted that
there are very few benefits from a single provider being able to provide both
short and long read solutions. 965 If this were true, it would indicate that the
Parties do not believe that coordinated solutions would provide significant

964
965

Illumina’s Hearing with the CMA, page 62-63
Illumina’s Hearing with the CMA, page 62.
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benefits, and so are unlikely to represent a sufficient efficiency to contribute in
offsetting any SLC finding.
9.142 More importantly, as with the improvements in data analytics, while such
changes may be attractive to customers, it is unclear how they would increase
the level of rivalry present in the NGS systems market. Even if such
endeavours were successful, the incentives on the Parties would be to offset
these improvements in their proposition with other aspects (eg by increasing
the cost of these kits).
9.143 Finally, we note that there are numerous examples in the market for a degree
of coordination among solutions. It is already the case that multiple
manufacturers are producing library prep for a range of different
instruments/platforms. Illumina stated that these library prep kits can be used
on instruments from different manufacturers already. 966 Therefore, it is also
unclear that any such changes would be Merger-specific.
9.144 We therefore consider that there is insufficient compelling evidence to
conclude that the Proposed Merger would produce rivalry-enhancing
efficiencies (which would meet any/all of the criteria set out in paragraph
9.101 above) from coordinated solutions.
Provisional conclusions
9.145 We consider that the Merged Entity would likely have the ability to improve on
PacBio’s commercial operations, and to speed up the development of
PacBio’s technology through higher levels of investment and existing knowhow. However, the evidence available provides little support that the Merged
Entity would have the incentive to implement all of these changes as
described (eg whether increasing aggregate research and development in the
manner submitted would be the most profitable strategy). We also consider
that there is insufficient evidence on the extent to which any of these changes
would be expected to result in an increase in rivalry (and benefits to
customers), or the extent to which any potential efficiencies are mergerspecific, compared to the counterfactual.
9.146 Our provisional conclusion is that there is no compelling evidence that the
Proposed Merger would result in rivalry-enhancing efficiencies that would be
timely, likely, and sufficient to outweigh the SLC we have provisionally
identified.

966

Illumina’s Hearing with the CMA, page 62-63.
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10. The provisional decision
10.1

We have provisionally concluded that the anticipated acquisition by Illumina of
PacBio will result in the creation of a relevant merger situation.

10.2

We have also provisionally concluded that the Proposed Merger may be
expected to result in an SLC in relation to the supply of NGS systems for sale
in the UK.

10.3

We provisionally conclude that the adverse effect arising from the identified
SLC would be that the Merged Entity would have less incentive to compete
and that this would result in reduced choice, an increase in prices,
deterioration in quality, deterioration in service and/or loss of innovation or refocus their own innovation.
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